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Synopsis 
Num"",u, machin" vision systems for froth ilotal;on have """n uevelopi'u mer the la't 
ten years; however, there are many Jspecls () f the system, that ,till r"(juire further de\'el-
opment he fore Ihey heLOIlle Oil" of the 't::muanl instrument> present on i naustria I notati()fl 
operation,. 111i, Ihesi, aim' to addres' Ihe' e prohlem' hy developing improved mea,ure-
mcnt technique, Jnd ,howing how thc>c measurements can be used to model the COrleell-
Irate grade of the flolalioll cell being lTIooilorOO in a manlier ",hieh i, dircrtly usable by 
plant PCThOIl])CI. 
This !he,i, prc,ents an irnprovcmclll to the watershed algorithm lor the mea~lIremCnl of 
huhhle si£e di,trihuli"", in nOlation froths. L1 nli!"e the standard watershed algorithm, it is 
ahle 10 mea.,me ac<:urale huhhle size distrihULions wh"n hOlh large and lill)' buhhles are 
pre~enl ill a nolation fr<~h imJge, 
Rolatioll frolh~ with ''(iynami<; buhble size d,;;tnhulioM" are inlrodu<;ed alld melhod, 
of redu(;illg the high dimell.,ional huhble ,iLe dislrihution daw a~w';iated wilh Ihem J re 
discw;sed. A mClhod of u~ing characterhtic hii>togrJIn> of frequcntly occurring hubblc 
,i7C di:,nibutiolls i, illtrodu("cd and ,hown 10 Ix an approprialc mcthcxl to usc. 
A number of standard Icxturc mcai>urcs arc ICi>ted 10 dClerminc ",hich texturc mcasurcs 
arc hcst suited 10 the c lassihcation of 1\otalion froth images. Results <;how that Ihe Fourier 
ring and texlUre spe(:trum ba'cd fcature, perform ",ell wh,l<;1 havillg a relatively ~mall 
<.-"Omputatimml co<.\ for dassifying Tlew image,. 
Video footage from ,eleded indu . ,lrial op"rations has ken used for the de"clopmelll of 
imprm'ed algorithm~ for the me~,uremenl of froth ,.,urfa(:e dewriptor~. Analy!<es of the 
relat;on.,hip, between froth \elo<:ity. huhhle size. froth dai>s and ~onLentrate gr .. de are 
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Synop"',\ 
made. The re,ulb ~how that it b po~"bl~ In use" unified approach 10 modd Ih~ con<;~n­
tratc grade. irrespective of the 'lie on whi<:h lhe mea.';uremel1l.~ are m<lde. Re~ult~ from 
threc indw.lrial cm.e ~1l1die, ,ho\\ that hubble ~ize and teX1l1re me~~ure~ can be used 10 
identify r1'OIh clas,es, PunhcnTIore. thc comhination 01 froth cla~s and frOlh velocity in-
fOmltltion i, shown to consi,tently tlccnunt lor Ihc mo~t variatioll in the data when the 
~onc~ntrate grade" m()delled using a linear combination of the,e 1\\-0 measurcment." 
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hapter 1 
Intr uction 
Flotation is a separation process used in many mining operations to upgrade the desired 
mineral concentration before further downstream processing. The operation of the flota-
tion process is a complex one which is not entirely understood. Each flotation cell has 
numerous input parameters (reagent dosage, froth depth, air flow rate) and is also affected 
by numerous disturbance variables (ore type, mill performance). Typically, plant opera-
tors inspect the state of the froth visually, taking into account such parameters as velocity, 
bubble size, texture, colour and stability. Based on the state of the froth, the operator 
might make changes to one or more of the input parameters in order to achieve optimal 
performance. 
Numerous machine vision systems have been developed since the 1980s with the aim 
of improving the control of froth flotation cells. Machine vision systems for froth flota-
tion typically consist of a video camera and light pointing directly at the froth surface. 
The video signal is then sent to a computer, which processes the video signal and returns 
a variety of measurements. The advantage of having a machine vision system making 
measurements of the froth surface is that they are able to produce consistently reliable 
measurements that are available 24 hours a day. They also have the potential to pick 
up small changes that are not noticeable even by experienced operators. With the ever in-
creasing size of industrial flotation plants, and the limited personnel resources available to 
run the flotation plants, having machines which can monitor all of the cells is particularly 
usefuL Typically measurements made by machine vision systems include froth velocity, 
colour, bubble size, texture and stability. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Application in Industry 
Despite numerous research projects on the development of such systems, the uptake of 
machine vision systems for flotation froth analysis into the minerals processing industry 
is slow. Typically, flotation froth machine vision research projects have been performed 
using video footage from only one industrial operation, with a limited range of operating 
conditions (often the operating conditions used are extreme conditions that do not gener-
ally occur under normal operation). This has resulted in systems which work under the 
specific conditions on which they were designed, but do not work well when used on other 
concentrators. Experience has shown that although all froth flotation processes are using 
the same underlying principles, there is a very large difference in the characteristics of 
the froths on different mines. This is generally the result of processing different ore bod-
ies, but is also affected by site specific operating conditions. The result is that numerous 
studies which have shown how concentrate grade can be predicted over short time frames 
have not been extended to permanent industrial installations, or to other sites. 
1.2 Current System Limitations 
Typically the research into machine vision systems for flotation froths has been done in 
two separate parts. The design and implementation of the measurement algorithms is 
typically done by electrical engineers who use a limited amount of video footage that has 
been captured from a flotation cell. The video footage is often taken by a metallurgist 
working on the mine. The result is that the electrical engineer develops a measurement 
based on the limited video footage he has. The methods however, do not scale well to 
other froths because they have not been considered by the electrical engineer. When 
the system is used on site by metallurgists, they do not understand the limitations of the 
system, and poor results are achieved. What is needed from the electrical engineer's point 
of view is to combine the design of the measurements with exposure to the variety of 
froths that exist. From the metallurgist's point of view, there is the need to have at least 
some understanding of how the measurements are performed so they will know if the 
results are appropriate or not. 
2 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Experience has shown that the current state of the art algorithms for calculating the bubble 
size of flotation froths only work well when a close to uniform bubble size distribution 
exists. Poor results are obtained when both large and small bubbles are present. There 
is therefore a need to develop advanced algorithms which are capable of providing ac-
curate bubble size measurements for froths with heterogeneous bubble size distributions. 
Current methods focus on measuring bubble size distributions for single frames of froth 
video footage. However, the existence of froths with "dynamic bubble size distributions" 
(froths with rapidly changing bubble size distributions) have been identified and there is 
need to formulate an approach that is capable of accurately identifying froth classes under 
such dynamic conditions. 
Due to the structural behaviour of flotation froths it is not always possible to accurately 
measure bubble size distributions. In such cases texture measurements can be used to 
describe the froth surface. Some researches have even gone so far as to estimate the bubble 
size distribution from texture measurements. Despite numerous researchers using texture 
methods for flotation froth classification, there is no current methodology to adequately 
compare the variety of texture measures on a suitable data set so as to determine which 
texture measures are best suited for the analysis of flotation froths. 
1.3 Objectives 
This thesis forms part of the University of Cape Town's collaborative research programme 
between the Departments of Electrical and Chemical Engineering to develop a machine 
vision instrument for measuring the properties of the visible froth in a flotation cell. 
This thesis does not aim to develop such an instrument, but rather to address a sub-set of 
the research areas in this larger project. In partiCUlar, this thesis aims: 
1. To improve bubble size measures by designing an algorithm which is capable of 
giving accurate bubble size measurements when both large and tiny bubbles are 
present in an image of flotation froth. 
2. To determine a methodology for sampling and classifying flotation froths which 
exhibit dynamic bubble size distributions. 
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1: Introduction 
3. To determine which texture measures are best suited to flotation froth image 
analysis by testing a large number of texture measures on a suitably large data base 
of flotation froths. 
4. To show that relationships exist between machine vision froth surface descrip-
tors and the metallurgical performance that can be readily used by industrial 
operations to predict the concentrate grade of flotation cells. 
5. To show that a unified approach for modelling concentrate grade exists, that 
can be systematically applied to industrial flotation operations. 
1.4 Scope 
In order to achieve these aims, the texture and bubble size measurement have been devel-
oped and tested on a broad range of data from numerous industrial case studies. These 
include, a data set from a platinum concentrat r that has a flotation froth which has a het-
erogenous bubble size distribution, a data set from a copper concentrator where the froth 
typically exhibits a dynamic bubbles size distribution, and a data set from a molybdenum 
concentrator for which bubble size measurements do not achieve reliable results and for 
which the use of texture measures are appropriate. 
For each of these data sets, the appropriate selection of measurement (bubble size, dy-
namic bubble size or texture) is discussed. After the selection of an appropriate measure-
ment, relationships between the measurements, froth velocity and the concentrate grade 
of the flotation cell being monitored are presented and discussed. 
Figure 1.1 shows an overview schematic of using machine vision systems for flotation 
control, with the specific areas of work addressed by this thesis indicated in red. These 
include the improvement of texture and bubble size measurements and their use in con-
junction with froth velocity measurements for the modelling of the concentrate grade of 
the flotation cell being monitored. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.4.1 Research areas not addressed 
As this thesis only deals with a sub-set of a larger research programme, it is important to 
state the areas which are within the scope of this thesis and those which are beyond its 
scope. 
1.4.1.1 Fundamental Interactions 
The relationships between the fundamental interactions in the froth phase, pulp phase 
and the froth surface descriptors are beyond the scope of this thesis and will not be dealt 
with. This is particularly important in light of both the experimental design and the re-
sults presented in this thesis. The focus of this work is the development of appropriate 
measurements and demonstrating that a relationship exists between the machine vision 
measurements made and the concentrate grade of the flotation cell being measured. The 
exact nature of the relationships and their fundamental causes will not be discussed. 
1.4.1.2 Froth Recovery 
Metallurgical performance of flotation cells is typically specified by the grade and the 
recovery of the desired mineral(s). The grade and recovery are related, with their de-
pendency typically being shown on a grade-recovery curve. Improved performance can 
typically be achieved by either moving to the desired point on the grade-recovery curve, 
or by shifting the entire curve. Shifting the grade-recovery curve is typically achieved 
by improving grind I reagent addition. The existence of relationships between the froth 
surface descriptors and recovery will not be explored in this thesis. 
1.4.1.3 Ore Characteristics 
This thesis does not explore the existence of relationships relating the froth surface de-
scriptors to the characteristics of the ore being processed in terms of its grind, mineral 
content and liberation. Only the relationship between the froth surface descriptors and 
assay grade of the feed is examined. 
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1.4.1.4 Non-linear Models 
Numerous non-linear models are used to explain the relationship between the machine 
vision froth surface descriptors and the concentrate grade assay values in this work. Due 
to the large array of non-linear models available, it was not possible to use all of them. 
Non-linear models tested in this work include: 2nd and 3rd order polynomials, power 
relationships (axb and axb c) and exponential relationships (abx and abx + cdx ). Fur-
thermore, the use of multiple non-linear regression models faUs outside the scope of this 
thesis. 
1.4.1.5 Froth Colour 
The colour of flotation froths and their relationship to metallurgical performance is an area 
of ongoing research [45, 32]. Although many publications have shown its usefulness, it is 
still difficult to calibrate effectively so that the large number of disturbances are accounted 
for. Platinum froths generally look grey, thus making colour analysis inappropriate. The 
manner in which this work is performed means that colour analysis of flotation froths can 
be easily incorporated into concentrate grade prediction calculations in future work. 
1.4.1.6 Flotation Control 
The design and implementation of a flotation control system that uses the observed rela-
tionships between froth concentrate grade and the various machine vision froth descriptors 
will not be dealt with in this thesis. 
1.4.1.7 Industrial System 
Although this thesis aims to develop improved bubble size and texture measurements as 
well as demonstrate that a relationship exists between the measurements and the concen-
trate grade of the flotation cell being monitored, it does not aim to deliver a stand-alone 
piece of equipment that is able to do these tasks in an industrial setting. No hardware 
development (camera, lighting, and computer modification) is presented in this thesis. 
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data present in bubble size distributions. Flotation froths with dynamic bubble size dis-
tributions are introduced and ways of classifying them as characteristic histograms of 
frequently occurring bubble size distributions are discussed. 
The next three chapters address objective number four, presenting results from test work 
campaigns. Chapter 5 presents results from an industrial case study on the platinum-
producing Amandelbult UG2 concentrator. Results show that bubble size measurements 
can be used to identify froth classes which in tum provide meaningful information on the 
metallurgical performance of the flotation ceU being monitored. 
Chapter 6 presents results from an industrial case study of a flotation cell on the molyb-
denum circuit at the Kennecott Utah Copper Concentrator. Results show how texture 
measures can be used to classify froths for which it is not possible to determine accurate 
bubble size distributions. The observed relationships between froth class, froth velocity 
and metallurgical performance of the flotation cell being monitored are presented. Results 
show that the combination of froth velocity and froth class provide valuable information 
on the metallurgical performance of the flotation cell being monitored. 
In Chapter 7 results are presented for a flotation cell on the copper circuit at the Kennecott 
Utah Copper Concentrator. The flotation cell studied had flotation froths with dynamic 
bubble size distributions. Froth classes were automatically determined using unsuper-
vised clustering algorithms. Again, the observed relationships between froth class, froth 
velocity and metallurgical performance are presented. The combination of froth velocity 
and froth class is shown to account for a significant amount of the variability in the data. 
Chapter 8 provides a summary of the work that has been performed and a discussion on a 
unified approach that can be applied to all three industrial data sets. It ends with a set of 
conclusions and suggestions for further work to be done. 
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Literature • eVlew 
The aims of this chapter are: to provide a detailed overview of previous research that has 
been done on machine vision systems for froth flotations, to provide a critical review of 
this research, highlighting specific areas which need further attention, and to present the 
set of objectives for this thesis, based on the limitation in the research which has been 
done so far. 
The chapter begins with a brief overview of the flotation process. Next it describes how 
machine vision technology can be used to improve the performance of flotation processes. 
After this, a detailed review of the different measurements that have been developed by 
various researchers for measuring flotation froth parameters with machine vision systems 
are presented. A critical review of this research is presented, indicating areas which re-
quire further input. Key areas of interest include sampling methodologies, texture and 
bubble size measurement limitations, and the observed relationships between froth sur-
face descriptors and metallurgical performance. Based on the limitations of the current 
research into machine vision systems for froth flotation, a number of objectives for this 
thesis are presented. 
The critical review and discussion presented in this chapter requires an understanding of 
the algorithms on which the measurements of flotation froth systems are made. If the 
reader is unfamiliar with these algorithms and techniques, reading Chapter 3 in advance 
is advised. 
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2.1 Froth Flotation 
Due to the low head grades of ore being mined (typically 0.5 to 1 % for porphyry copper 
ores and 1 to 5 ppm for platinum ores), it is necessary to upgrade the concentration of the 
desired mineral prior to further processing such as smelting. Froth flotation is a physico-
chemical separation process that is often used in the mining and minerals industry to 
remove unwanted waste (gangue) material from the desirable mineral(s). 
2.1.1 Grinding Circuit 
The process begins with the grinding circuit, where the ore is first crushed, and then milled 
to obtain a particle size distribution that is typically sub 100{tm. The desired particle size 
distribution differs from mine to mine, and is typically a function of the mineralogy of the 
ore. The reason for the grinding is to liberate the grains of the desired mineral(s). Water 
is added to the mills to transport the ore through the min and onwards to the classification 
section. The mix of ore and water is known as slurry. Closed loop control of the milling 
is achieved by using a classification circuit. This is typically achieved using either hydro-
cyclones or a set of screens. Hydro-cyclones are a density separation device, that have 
an underflow of coarse particles and an overflow of fine particles. For a screen, the fine 
particles pass through the screen, while the coarse particles do not. In both cases, the 
coarse particles are fed back to the mill for re-grinding. The fine particles are passed 
on to the flotation section. It is not uncommon to have multiple mills, screens and hydro-
cyclones in the grinding circuit. Figure 2.1 shows a typical schematic of a grinding circuit. 
2.1.2 Flotation Circuit 
Before being pumped into the flotation cells, the slurry typically goes through a set of 
conditioning tanks. Various reagents are added to the slurry at the conditioning tanks, 
which allow for the time required for the reagents to react with the slurry before the 
flotation process begins. 
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Feed 
Rod Mill 
Crusher 
Ball Mill 
To Flotation 
Figure 2.1: Typical grinding circuit diagram. 
The slurry is pumped from the conditioning tanks into the first flotation cell. A Flotation 
cell is essentially a large tank that contains an impeller to agitate the slurry/air mix, and by 
so doing, promote contacting between air bubbles and particles in the slurry. Air spargers 
are used to introduce air to the flotation celL In some flotation cells the rate at which air 
is added is fixed, while in other models it is possible to set the air flow rate to a desired 
amount. 
The agitation from the impeller creates turbulence within the flotation cell. The turbu-
lence in tum promotes particle-bubble collisions. Hydrophobic particles will attach to 
the air bubbles, and rise to the surface. The air bubbles form a froth layer on top of 
the pulp (slurry). The froth layer overflows the top of the cell into a launder, where the 
concentrated material is collected. The upward motion of the air bubbles results in the un-
selective transport of particles to the froth layer in the bubbles' slipstream. This process 
is known as entrainment. Figure 2.2 is a cross section through a flotation cell showing 
valuable particles in red and gangue particles in green. 
If the froth depth is shallow, it is likely that these entrained particles (most of which are 
gangue) will report to the concentrate, lowering the grade. Deeper froth depths have more 
time for unattached particles to drain back through the pulp due to gravity. The result is 
fewer gangue particles reporting to the concentrate. A level sensor is used to determine 
the froth depth, which is controlled in closed loop by varying the flow rate of the pulp 
through the tailings outlet. 
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Flotation banks are generally arranged in banks to allow multistage treatment of the slurry, 
with recycle loops to ensure that no excess of valuables is lost in the final tailings. Fig-
ure 2.3 shows an industrial flotation bank installation, while Figure 2.4 shows a typical 
schematic of a bank of flotation cells. 
The chemical state of the pulp in the flotation cell is of utmost importance to ensure that 
optimal performance is achieved. Various reagents are added to the pulp for a variety of 
reasons: 
1. Collectors 
The adsorption of collectors on the surface of minerals renders them hydrophobic 
and so enables bubble-particle bonding. It is important for flotation collectors to be 
selective so as to not enable flotation of undesired gangue minerals. 
2. Frothers 
Frothers are surface active reagents that interact with the water content of the slurry, 
reducing its surface tension. This allows for the formation of thin liquid films that 
make up the froth layer. Dosing too little frother will result in an unstable froth 
which will collapse, resulting in minimal concentrate being produced. High frother 
dosage can result in an overly stable froth, minimising the drainage of entrained 
particles and so resulting in lower concentrate grades. 
3. Activators 
Activators are used when the collector will not naturally adsorb onto the mineral 
surfaces. Under such circumstances, activators can be used to activate the surface 
so that the collector will be able to attach to the desired mineral. It is important to 
minimise the inadvertent activation of gangue minerals, as this will result in a lower 
grade because they will also report to the concentrate. 
4. Depressants 
The adsorption of depressants on the surface of minerals renders them hydrophillic. 
Similarly to collectors, depressants are required to be selective so as to prevent the 
depression of valuable minerals. 
The reagents added to the flotation cell have many competing effects. This means that 
it is often particularly difficult to determine the optimal reagent suite for an industrial 
flotation plant. Changes in the ore supplied from the mine exacerbate this problem as 
ideally different ores should be treated with different reagent suites. 
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2.1.3 Flotation Control 
Despite having been used for over a century, the process of flotation is still not well un-
derstood and is an area of continuing research. Numerous disturbance variables make it 
difficult to control a flotation circuit. In particular, the feed to the circuit is constantly 
changing in terms of its mass flow rate, mineral composition, level of liberation and par-
ticle size distribution. 
On-stream analysers are often used to measure the concentration of various minerals in 
slurry streams. This is typically achieved using X-ray diffraction techniques.These ma-
chines tend to be expensive, require extensive maintenance and calibration and are not 
able to sample very frequently. As a result, they are used for performance monitoring 
rather than closed loop control. 
The control of the flotation circuit is traditionally maintained by experience plant person-
nel. These operators visually inspect the state of the froth, and based on their observations, 
will make adjustments to one or more of the air flow rate to the cell, the froth depth or 
reagent dosage flow rates. Aspects of the froth which the operator will look at include the 
froth velocity, colour, bubble size distribution, texture and stability. The disadvantages of 
using such a method for control are numerous. Industrial flotation plants keep increasing 
in size, while keeping the number of personnel to a minimum. This means that an oper-
ator is not able to continually inspect each flotation cell resulting in a lag time between 
when a flotation cell starts to underperform and when the situation is corrected. There is 
no guarantee that two operators will make the same decision when the froth of a flotation 
cell is in the same state. It is also extremely difficult to determine whether the changes 
made by the operator do in fact improve the flotation performance as it is the operator's 
visual inspection which is being used as a performance measure. It is also important to 
realise that flotation froths from different ore bodies will look very different, so what may 
be a good froth on one flotation plant is not necessarily good for another plant. This 
means that operators who are new to a flotation plant will need to learn from others how 
the froth looks when the circuit is performing well. 
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Computer Camera n Light 
c=J+<---------------1=r ~ 
Flotation Cell 
Figure 2.5: Schematic of a typical machine vision system for froth flotation control. 
2.2 Advantages of Machine Vision Systems 
From the mid-1980s, research groups around the world started projects to see if it would 
be possible to use machine vision technology to make appropriate measurements of the 
froth surface of a flotation cell using a video camera and machine vision algorithms. 
Typically, the signal from the video camera is also recorded onto tapes so that it may be 
analysed further at a later stage. A schematic of the typical setup of a machine vision 
system is shown in Figure 2.5. 
There are a number of distinct advantages of having a machine vision system making 
measurements of the froth surface. These include: 
1. Consistency 
Differences in experience levels of individual operators means that there is no guar-
antee that they will have the same opinion of what state the froth is in at any given 
time or how best to improve suboptimal conditions. Measurements from a machine 
vision system will be consistent across aU cells monitored provided that they have 
been appropriately calibrated. 
2. Availability 
Machine vision technology is able to provide measurements 24 hours a day. This 
is particularly useful considering the large size of modem industrial flotation plants 
and the limited number of personnel who operate them. 
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3. Closed Loop Control 
Better control can be achieved in a closed loop control system. By having consistent 
accurate measurements available it is possible to implement closed loop control of 
flotation cells. This is not possible when operators make manual adjustments to the 
air flow rate, froth depth and reagent dosage levels. 
4. Historical Data 
Machine vision systems can be linked with historian databases. This means that 
additional information will be available to determine the cause of faults. It can also 
be used to determine optimal condition settings and for training of personnel. 
5. High Frequency Measurement 
Machine vision systems are able to make high frequency measurements (typically 
at 25-30Hz) this means that machine vision systems are able to identify froth states 
which have high frequency components which would not be identifiable by an op-
erator. An example of this is the distinguishing of froth states which have dynamic 
bubble size distributions (see Section 4.2.1). 
2.3 Machine Vision for Flotation Control 
Over the years, different approaches have been used by researchers to provide valuable 
outputs from machine vision systems for froth flotation control. The next sections discuss 
some of the approaches taken. 
2.3.1 Expert Systems 
Cipriano et al. [11, 12] developed a machine vision system, ACEFLOT, which was used 
to provide an expert system with a number of measurements of the froth surface (velocity, 
bubble size, colour, stability). The expert system identified certain predefined froth types 
when the measurements were in certain ranges. For instance, an excess of lime was indi-
cated by a very slow moving, yellow froth with small bubbles. This could be detected by 
the machine vision system by analysing the colour, speed and bubble size measurements. 
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The expert system gave suggestive corrective actions such as "adjust pH", but was not 
used in closed loop control. 
2.3.2 Mass Flow Rate Control 
Hatfield and Bradshaw [26] and van Schalkwyk [67] show how machine vision measure-
ments can be used to control the concentrate mass flow rate by adjusting the air flow rate 
to the cell on the rougher bank of a platinum concentrator. 
2.3.3 Concentrate Grade Prediction 
The most common use of machine vision systems found in literature is that of concentrate 
grade prediction. There are numerous methods of determining these predictions from the 
machine vision systems. Some of the most common approaches in earlier research used 
neural networks. These are essentially non-linear models that find a best-fit mapping 
between a number of froth surface descriptor inputs and measured concentrate grade out-
puts. More recently, researchers have moved away from the neural network approach 
because of it being essentially a "black box". This is part of the move from characteris-
ing the froth to measuring the froth characteristics [66], a move which has come about 
largely due to the limited adoption of machine vision technology on industrial sites. Mea-
surements which directly mimic what operators do when they analyse the froth are better 
suited for industrial operations as they are more tangible for plant personnel who would 
prefer to not have to deal with complex non-linear models. 
The other common technique is to use multiple linear regression of a variety of froth 
surface descriptors to determine a model between the descriptors and the concentrate 
grade. 
Nguyen and Thornton [51] show that texture measures can be used to successfully iden-
tify a variety of froth classes in a coal flotation circuit. They also show that the texture 
measures have relationships with the ash and solids content of the froth. 
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Gorain [19] shows that a linear relationship exists between froth velocity and the con-
centrate grade for a lead flotation circuit as well as a zinc flotation circuit. Kaartinen 
and Hyotyniemi [32] show that a combination of stability, colour, speed and bubble size 
descriptors can be used to predict the grade of zinc concentrate. 
Morar et aL [45] show that the molybdenum, iron and copper grade affect the colour of 
the flotation froth. They proceed to show that a linear combination of velocity, stability 
and colour measurements can be used to predict copper concentrate grade. 
Bartolacci et al. [4] show how various machine vision algorithms can be used to predict 
zinc concentrate grade on an industrial flotation plant. They also present results showing 
that performance is improved when controlling to a bubble size set point by changing 
reagent dosage. 
Heinrich [29] showed that a relationship exists between the colour of copper froths and 
their concentrate grade. He also proposed a methodology for implementing closed loop 
control based on his findings. 
Aldrich et al. [1] showed that there were strong correlations between bubble size and 
stability measurements with grade and recovery data from a set of batch flotation tests 
with varying reagent conditions. The batch tests were performed on a Merensky platinum 
ore. 
2.4 Texture Measures for Flotation Froths 
Numerous texture measures have been used to classify froth images into labelled froth 
classes. Moolman et al. [44] show that the Fourier ring texture measurement can be used 
to identify different froth classes from an industrial copper operation and that the Fourier 
coefficients were related to the bubble size and shape of the flotation froth. Hyotyniemi 
and Ylinen [31] and Niemi et al. [52] use the combination of Fourier rings with greyscale 
values to identify different froth classes. Their sampling of the froth was at a rate of one 
image every 20 seconds. This is not frequent enough to be able to accurately analyse flota-
tion froths with dynamic bubble size distributions, which are introduced later in Section 
4.2.1. 
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Moolman et aI. [42] show how both spatial grey level dependence matrices and neighbour-
ing grey level dependence matrices can be used in conjunction with a neural network to 
identify five different froth classes from an industrial copper flotation cell. Liu et aI. [37] 
show that texture features extracted from neighbouring grey level dependence and spatial 
grey level dependence matrices appear to be well suited to characterising coal flotation 
froths in batch tests. 
Nguyen and Thornton [51] introduce the use of the texture spectrum measurement to clas-
sify froths into distinct classes from industrial coal operations. The entire texture spectrum 
is used, rather than the reduced set of texture features suggested by He and Wang [28], 
because of findings which show no relationship between three texture features and the 
identified froth classes [50]. They also show that a nonlinear relationship exists between 
the mid_TU peak of the texture spectrum and the bubble size of the flotation froth. The 
samples taken were limited to fifty-eight images collected from an entire flotation bank. 
This is a sman number of images considering the capabilities of video recording equip-
ment. Such a sman number of image samples is unlikely to be representative and is also 
not able to provide insight into flotation froths with dynamic bubble size distributions. 
Bartolacci et al. [4] compare grey level co-occurrence matrix based and wavelet transform 
based texture measurements to determine which is best suited for concentrate grade pre-
diction on an industrial zinc operation. The GLCM based methods provide much better 
results than the wavelet approach, although both are found to be suited to the task of froth 
class identification. 
2.5 Flotation Froth Bubble Size Measurement 
Guarini et al. [21] describe their method of making bubble size measurements by search-
ing radially at 30° intervals for minima. The minima are then joined by elliptical arcs to 
identify the individual bubbles. They suggest that the bubble size together with HSI colour 
measurements are good froth descriptors, but provide no links between the measurements 
and metallurgical performance. 
Hargrave, Brown and Hall [23] show that the process conditions can be used to predict 
the fractal measurements of the froth structure, and in so doing predict the bubble size 
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distribution of the froth. This is done to be able to understand how changes in the process 
conditions affect the froth structure. 
Numerous researchers have worked on using the watershed algorithm for bubble size 
measurement of flotation froths [59,35, 76, 7]. Wright [76] shows that the comparison of 
machine vision segmented bubbles to hand segmented bubbles is a difficult task, which 
the chi-square test is not suited to: it is possible to have confidence that the segmented im-
ages are both statistically different and statistically the same depending on the bin width 
chosen for the bubble size distribution characterisation. Francis [13], discusses various 
preprocessing techniques that can be used to improve the results from the bubble segmen-
tation algorithms. These typically take the form of various non-linear filters. Botha [7] 
identifies the problem of segmenting flotation froth bubbles which have both large and 
tiny bubbles present. He suggested the use of a marker bubble area ratio threshold to 
identify areas of fine froth, and acknowledges that there is need for further research into 
this area. 
Sweet [61] applies the algorithms developed by Wright to both batch and industrial cells. 
He shows that different reagent regimes results in different bubble size profiles for batch 
flotation tests. Plant test work also showed that the bubble size changes were detectable 
by the machine vision system when reagent step changes were made. 
Wang et al. [72, 73] present a set of image processing algorithms to determine bubble size 
distributions and associated measurements. They initially classify an image based on a 
calculation on the white spots of the image, and then proceed to delineate individual bub-
bles using a valley edge detection algorithm. No relationships between the measurements 
and metallurgical performance indicators are presented. 
2.6 Flotation Froth Velocity Measurement 
Moolman et al. [41] develop a method of adding froth velocity information to textural 
measures, by modifying the camera such that froths with high velocity appear blurred. 
This blurring is in effect a new froth class that can be identified by textural measures. 
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Nguyen [50] describes the pixel tracing algorithm to measure the velocity of flotation 
froths. The algorithm developed by Nguyen is based on the assumption that there is no 
distortion between consecutive frames of video. This assumption may well have been 
valid for the froths on which Nguyen was working, but does not hold for an flotation 
froths, particularly those with dynamic bubble size distributions. The algorithm was de-
signed to be a fast robust measure. However, due to the rapid improvement of computer 
technology these limitations are not longer problematic, with the result that more accurate 
froth velocity measurements can be made in real time. 
Botha et al. [8] describe a method of determining froth velocity by tracking markers from 
the watershed between frames of consecutive interlaced video footage. In this manner, a 
motion vector field can be created from each bubble in the image, and the average velocity 
of the flotation froth can be calculated. 
Francis and de Jager [15, 14] describe three methods for measuring the velocity of a 
flotation froth: block matching, optical flow and a watershed segmentation based method. 
Francis et at [18] then compare these algorithms to the pixel tracing algorithm used by 
Nguyen [50]. Both the optical flow and the block matching algorithms outperform the 
pixel tracing method. The watershed based velocity estimate is shown to have the poorest 
performance. Francis and de Jager later introduce the Szeliski metric as a method for 
comparing motion vector fields in a quantitative manner [16]. 
Hatfield and Bradshaw [26] show that the watershed based velocity measure is best suited 
for specific slow moving froths where its sub-pixel accuracy is desirable. They also show 
that it is possible to predict the concentrate mass flow rate using froth velocity measure-
ments. Van Schalkwyk [67] shows how it is possible to control froth velocity by changing 
the air flow rate to the cell on an industrial flotation operation. 
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2.7 Machine Vision Measurements & Metallurgical Per-
formance 
Cipriano et al. [11] detail the implementation of an expert system which uses bubble size, 
colour, froth velocity and froth stability measurements. The expert system identifies in 
what state the froth is, and then applies a set of if.. then rules. However, no details are 
given for the set of rules that the expert system uses and no metallurgical performance 
data is provided. 
Kaartinen and Hyotyniemi [32] describe a multi-camera system that uses multivariate 
statistical methods on a number of flotation froth surface descriptors (colour, bubble size, 
velocity, collapse rate) to predict zinc concentrate grade on an industrial operation. Sam-
pling takes three seconds per cell with only a single frame of footage being used to cal-
culate the bubble size. Whilst these methods may have been appropriate for the flotation 
froths analysed in their research, using a single frame to determine bubble size measure-
ments is not suited for all flotation froths, particularly those exhibit dynamic bubble size 
distributions (Section 4.2.1). 
Moolman et al. [43] show how Sammon maps can be used to reduce the dimensionality 
of multi-dimensional texture information. They also show the relationship between the 
Sammon map and concentrate grade so that the metallurgical performance of the cell can 
be monitored. 
Liu et al. [36] use the combination of colour measurements and bubble size distribution 
measurements to create a two dimensional process monitoring chart. Test work was per-
formed on an industrial zinc column, and showed that the different steady state conditions 
form separate clusters in the process monitoring chart. 
Bartolacci et al. [4] show the results of a controller designed to keep the flotation cell at an 
optimal bubble size, by changing the CUS04 addition to the cell. It was found that with 
the controller operational, the desired bubble size was achieved for a larger percentage 
of time than when it was not operating. From this it is inferred that the performance 
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of the cell was maximised. The performance improvement was confirmed by anecdotal 
evidence provided by plant personnel. No performance data was collected to indicate an 
actual improvement. Reagent consumption was reduced by 42% when the controller was 
operational. 
2.8 Critical Review of Available Literature 
2.8.1 Sampling of Video Footage 
Within the body of literature relating to machine vision systems for flotation froth there 
is a tendency to not publish the exact details of the camera setup. This is specifically 
with regard to the number of flotation cells which were used on industrial sites, and the 
sampling frequencies and durations. As is seen later in Section 4.2.1 when froths with 
dynamic bubble size distributions are introduced, the sampling of the video footage of the 
flotation froth is often critical. 
The duration of sampling campaigns is also often not reported. It is important to know 
how many times a specific froth class was present during a test campaign and if it ap-
peared at numerous times throughout the campaign, or whether it was only present for 
one continuous interval. These criteria have a great impact on the validity of the results 
of the research, but tend to be neglected. 
2.8.2 Texture 
Despite many researchers having used texture measurements for froth classification and 
concentrate grade prediction, there has up to now not been a comprehensive comparison 
of the huge array of texture measures available with an appropriately large data set of 
flotation froth images from multiple industrial operations. Such a comparison would be 
able to give detailed results on which measurement(s) should be used to classify flotation 
froths using texture measures. 
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2.8.3 Bubble Size Measurement 
Despite the improvements in measuring bubble size distributions of flotation froths, there 
is still no appropriate method for measuring both large and tiny bubbles in a flotation froth 
simultaneously. Research is still required to determine what methods are best suited to 
reducing the high dimensionality of bubble size distribution data so that it can be readily 
utilised. To overcome the high dimensionality problem, bubble size data is typically re-
duced to either a mean [53, 12, 30, 32], median (pSO) or an eightieth percentile (p80) 
value. Alternatively, the data is reduced to a set of classes such as small, medium, 
large [61]. These reductions are not always appropriate, and can result in the loss of 
most of the information contained in a bubble size distribution (see Section 4.2. There is 
a need to determine the best way this data reduction can be achieved so as to preserve the 
information present in the bubble size distribution. 
The sampling of video footage for bubble size distributions is critical for froths which 
have rapidly changing bubble size distributions. Despite this requirement, there is no 
commentary on the existence of this problem or how to deal with it in the literature on 
machine vision systems for flotation froths. Further research is needed to address this 
problem. 
2.8.4 Velocity 
Block matching velocity algorithms provide a robust velocity measure that is suitable for 
most flotation froth image analysis scenarios. It is the velocity measure that is used in this 
thesis unless specified otherwise. 
2.8.5 Metallurgical Performance 
Research into predicting metallurgical performance from flotation froth surface descrip-
tors is usually limited by one of the following points: statistical analysis using multiple 
linear regression models use large numbers of input variables and quote R2 values as 
performance indicators. This is inappropriate as an increasing number of input variables 
always results in an improved R2 value. Adjusted R2 values should be used in such cases 
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as it allows for the meaningful comparison of regression models with differing numbers 
of input variables. 
When comparing results taken from multiple flotation cells in a bank, such as was done by 
Hargrave and Hall [24], it is important to compare them individually in order to observe 
trends between metallurgical perfonnance and concentrate grade. There will always be a 
natural change in concentrate grade down the bank because the feed to the next cell is the 
tailings from the current cell. This means that any observed trends between the flotation 
froth descriptors and the concentrate grade are likely to be artificial. Such trends tend 
to obscure the desired relationship between metallurgical perfonnance and the individual 
cells. It is necessary to be able to identify changes within a single cell if one is to make 
any useful predictions from the observed trends. 
The repeatability of tests is generally not discussed. Often froth classes are identified, and 
algorithms are shown to be able to distinguish between them. However, it is important 
for such research, that each froth class has occurred more than once. Ideally they should 
have occurred on different days and under different reagent regimes. 
Research which uses "black box" approaches such as neural networks (and to a lesser 
degree data reduction techniques such as principal component analysis) show some good 
results for predicting metallurgical perfonnance. The disadvantage of such techniques 
is that the output values are not easy to work with and typically represent no physical 
quantity, but are rather simply points in space. This means that although such research 
will aid operations by predicting perfonnance, they do not represent easily recognisable 
physical qualities. Experience has shown that personnel on industrial operations prefer to 
use direct measures of known physical quantities rather than data that has been combined 
from many sources in a non-linear manner [66]. 
Most research on machine vision systems for froth flotation is perfonned in relative iso-
lation. Due to the vested commercial interest with proprietary machine vision systems, 
there are no publicly available data sets of video footage of flotation froths and corre-
sponding metallurgical perfonnance data. This means that each research group works on 
a relatively isolated problem with systems being designed with one or two specific flota-
tion froths in mind. This results in systems which work well for certain flotation froths 
but poorly for other flotation froths. What is still required is a unified approach which can 
be applied to most (if not all flotation froths) with confidence that reliable measurements 
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will be made. While it is unlikely that such a unified approach can rely on a small set of 
measurements, it should be possible to have a systematic approach which can be applied 
for the measurement of surface descriptors for most flotation froths, which will ensure 
that the appropriate measurements are made for the flotation froth being monitored. 
2.9 Objectives 
With the comments from the previous section in mind, the specific objectives of this are 
restated. This thesis aims: 
1. To improve bubble size measures by designing an algorithm which is capable of 
giving accurate bubble size measurements when both large and tiny bubbles are 
present in an image of flotation froth. 
2. To determine a methodology for sampling and classifying flotation froths which 
exhibit dynamic bubble size distributions. 
3. To determine which texture measures are best suited to flotation froth image 
analysis by testing a large number of texture measures on a suitably large data base 
of flotation froths. 
4. To show that relationships exist between machine vision froth surface descrip-
tors and the metallurgical performance that can be readily used by industrial 
operations to predict the concentrate grade of flotation cells. 
5. To show that a unified approach for modelling concentrate grade exists, that 
can be systematically applied to industrial flotation operations. 
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E erimental Methodolo ata Sets 
This chapter presents the details of the experimental work carried out in this thesis. It be-
gins with an overview of the UCT machine visions system for the analysis flotation froths, 
SmartFroth, both in terms of the hardware and software requirements of the system. 
Next, a variety of texture measurements are discussed. These texture measures form the 
foundation of the texture work presented in Chapter 4 which determines which texture 
measures are best suited for the classification of flotation froth images. 
Classification methods, measures for the comparison of distributions and other techniques 
used in Chapter 4 are presented next. These sections provide the detail of the tests per-
formed in subsequent chapters. 
Finally, the data sets used for this thesis are presented. These include: the platinum data 
set, two copper data sets, the molybdenum data set and the froth image data set. 
3.1 Introduction to SmartFroth 
The SmartFroth system forms the foundation on which most of the work presented in this 
thesis is based. It is the result of the research of many MSc and PhD students. The Smart-
Froth system is a fully functional machine vision system that can be used to measure a 
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variety of features relating to the surface of a flotation froth. Despite being a robust use-
able system, there are still many areas where the measurements can be improved so that 
they will be more accurate and apply to a greater number of flotation froths. The algo-
rithmic details in presented in this chapter are the prior work of previous UCT students. 
In the subsequent chapters, modifications and improvements to the algorithms mentioned 
here will be proposed and tested. The improvements to these algorithms presented in the 
subsequent chapters form part of the novel contributions of this thesis. 
It is important to have at least some understanding of how the measurements are made on 
an algorithmic level. This knowledge allows one to understand when a particular measure-
ment will be accurate and when it will not. This is much the same as understanding the 
limitations of any measurement device. For example, different thermometers are designed 
for different temperature ranges. Also there are different ways of measuring temperature 
(alcohol thermometers, mercury thermometers, thermocouples, solid-state integrated cir-
cuits, etc.). Each of these will give temperature measurements for a given substance, but 
for the best precision and accuracy there will be an optimal choice for each substance 
that has its temperature measure. In much the same way, there are numerous algorithms 
and hardware solutions that anow the measurement of various flotation froth descriptors. 
However, the choice of algorithm and hardware solution for a given flotation froth can 
greatly affect the precision and accuracy of the measurements made. 
3.2 SmartFroth - Hardware 
At the simplest level, a machine vision system for monitoring flotation froths consists of a 
video camera and light mounted above the flotation froth, with the output from the video 
camera connected to a computer. Software on the computer then makes measurements on 
the images embedded in the video signal it receives. These measurements are then either 
displayed for operators to make decisions from or used in a closed loop control system. 
Due to the difference in design of flotation cells, it is not easy to ensure that a single piece 
of equipment is suited for analysing the flotation froth of any flotation cell in the world. 
As such, there is an array of equipment which can be used to set up a machine vision 
system to monitor flotation froths. This section will discuss the equipment used in a few 
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typiC'il iINall~tion., on concentrmor:s. An impon~nt factor in the installation is whether 
or not it i:, going to be a temporary (typically 1e~, than two mOl11hs) installation or a long-
term in,tallation (typically greater than two monthR). Short-lerm in'tallalion~ are uwally 
donc I,hell collecting data on a sampli ng campaign. as they are quicker to set up ami lake 
oown wheJllinishcd. 
3.2.1 Cameras 
'1"'0 m~in type, of ramerJS ~re typic~lly u'Cd. Swnd~rd eClv Colour board cameras 
wIth ~n ~pp!Dpriate zoom kn'. which i~ enclosed in ~ wmerproof mounting i~ typically 
used for the long-term iINall~tioIlS. lhese cameras run of a 12V power supply and have a 
PAL composite ,ideo output. An example of ,uch a video camera i~ show in Figure 3.la . 
• ·iguNJ.t: A CCTV OOurd camera wilh len, 000 a lypic,l camC()rdcr usal f')I" ca!"uTing 
video sequence' of ftotatiO<l froth,. 
For ,hoft-term instalbtions. digital cmnconkr<. arc typically us.cd. The output from Ihe 
elillIConk", i, either a PAL cO"lpo~ite video output. or ,"i~ the IEFFUQ4 firewire ,Ian-
d~rd. An eX:lrllple or a typical c~rnerJ in,lallation i, :;how in Figure 3.lh. 
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J .2.2 Zoom and f()cus scttin:,:s 
The zoom Jild fOCll~ of the eerv (;~me,,'S n(,,:d~ h) b,· ,eI up '" that th~ field ur vi~w 
i\ appropnately ,izcd and in focus. The loom level is set such thJt tht" l<lrgest P<J'>lb le 
hubbl~, talo..~ up approxllnatdy 20% of tbc illlJge. It i, not possible to detennme all 
accurate bubble si~~ d"tribt,tion mea~uremcnt It the bubble IS lJrger th,iIl the field of 
Y1CW urlhe C~J)]CrH. Idc~ l ly. Ihe ,manest huN>le, sholLlll have an area of a fcw pi~els so 
thut they too c~n be identified. Becausc of this. the setup for each cell will be different, 
Typical fidd" of yio;,,,, vary Irom 133x 100mm to HlOx300mm. Figurc 3.2 sho\\s two 
diff~rerlt fields ul view, ulthough the bubhle ,ize in the imagc, h approximately the ~allle . 
. , • • " '" . ' t ' -. , 
. '. . ,.t . • 
'" ";' .,' "";" 
• • •• 
... " . . , 
;", t,, " , '" /.\." ... . 
,,' ",' . . 
. . . '" .. 
I .... ., . ~ . • .. 
, . ..... ·t~ . '.~ ,.,\ 
.l20mm j 2()rnlll 
~or a digital C<lIncurcicr. the mum c~n be ~dju"led ca"ly by using tl,e mom f ullction The 
focu, I' also ~djuqcd ~U1omJtjc<dly by the come,,'. bill cun a l ~o he set lU manu~ I ITl<)(k if 
de.'lrcU. 
3.2.3 Lighting 
Correct illumi nation of the froth is of the utmust Importance. Whet l-.er flowtiun "ell> ure 
mdoor:<. or ol11dooTh the illumination i~ general! y nO( suited to the cupturing ur high qu~ I ity 
im~ge, with a video ramera. Because of this additional illumination ,ind 'hlelding frUITI 
Olher light ,ources is u"ually rcqui",d. Figures 3.3 ~Ild 3.4 show the typic~1 illuminallun 
or froths bo;, lore additional lighting and ~hielding have becn installed, 
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• • , •• 
" 
.' \ ~ • . 
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• ~ , 
'" 
• 6 
• 
, 
• 
• 
• , • , • • 
.·i~II "" .~.J: .1\ F"x'Tly illllmir~Llod 1,,,,11 with mul Liplc higlllig.hl. on lhe fnxb ,urf",'c rc,ull 
in pm! blLl'<>lc size JlIC"'\X"~n"'nl. 
Figul"<' JA: P'tch" of 'unlJgh t foiling (lnt" rho tidd "r .,.i,w of tho e"n-.era 'y"~m r~,ul " 
in F"~'T rTl<"-,Ummm" and ,h""IJ be ",uided 
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Du~ to tile nalurc of the wmerJJctI algorithm (us(d fm Ihe r.lhhle 'lie di,lrihuli()1I mcu-
sun'llIclIl,), II" dc"rabk to have a <Ingle hlghli~ht on Ihe lop of ~ach I~lhblc Se~ Fig-
IIrr. .1.3 for ~n ~~~mpl~ of a p<x)rly 1I1umin3ted Iroth and l'igurr. 3,5 for an e~amrk uf 
'Well illumil1at~d frolhs wIth 'ingic highli)!hlS on each bllhbk. Sll1ce each light used will 
create a highlight (UI1 k~s appropriale di ff using i, used j. the ,Diu lion is to lise a ,i ngle high 
brightne's light. This lypic~II\' 1:Jle~ lhe f()ml of a SOOW halogen light. The dl,advam~ge 
()f a SlX)W halogen IIghl i. the heat that i s gen~ral~d. The comhlnali()n of 1"'3t, 3 ,enslilve 
bulh, vibrati()n of heavy machinery and an often w~1 environm~nt means ih~1 Ihese hghls 
are nol v~ly witable f()r I()ng-tel'm lnswllalion:; a,; Ihe t..!\b:; and glas, pant's of the light, 
often break, 
Hgure 3.5: Two well illuminared frOlhs, N"'" tl>< single high lighl' (In c.>Ch hubble. 
An ;lltemati,e Solulion ha, be~!l designed whi<:h m~le~ Il'~ of ~ rillg ()f high power LEDs 
",hi<;h are flH;u,ed ()n 3 single point ,0 as to en,ure ~ _'i ng le highlight On th~ froth. SUlee 
LJ::D~ run much cooler Ihan S(X)W halogen light .. _ the associat~d prohlern' are over<;OTne. 
The ring of LEns j, m"um~d around Ihe camera. Th" can be seen in l'lgure :1.1,. 
SOInelline' It i, n~<,e"ar} 10 usc a hcod. to ,hield the froth from e~lt'm~1 light ,ources 
(typicaJly the ,un and meme;ld lighllng). This nceds to he done "hen the lighting u",<1 
is nOI powert\!l enough 10 d~lnp oullhe effect of the external lighting, which resu lh in 
multiple highlighl~ on Ihe frolh ,urlilce. In ,orne parlially oJX'n concelllmtor, . ~ha<low' 
and patches of light ~re wmelime~ <:a\t acro,~ the frolh surface. l'igure.~ 3.3 and 3..t shows 
examples of such evenlS, II is ~ l so inlportanlio use 3 h()od 10 shield the ti'Olh from ambient 
lighti IIg fluctuations when colour te:;i worl< j, hei ng perf()rmed. This however is not dealt 
wilh lIllhis work. An example ofa cnmera wilh a hood in,tall~d is shown ill l'il'-lII'e 3.7a. 
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.·i~II , .... \.6: Sm""Fm.h "a llle ' o in w,l1cTf'I"""f h,xl,in g wit~ ring of 1.Er)o< Inr ,,()f1 , i,tcnt 
lllunlill~ti "n. 
3.2.4 Camera Mounting and Placement 
For lUllg term I",tailations it i, 1I'I'ally nere~,aT) Iu have an un ~ite tnh"lcian eon,tTUCt 
,ome appropri:}tc moun!mg equlpmellt fol' the camera, light alld hoods. 1'01' tempol'ary 
i,,,lallalion,. boI:h cameras and lights ("an m,ually be mounted using atlicuiated am]s wah 
clamp, 011 the end. f1igure 3.7 shows 11'0'0 examples of a IOllg·telTIl lflstallmioll and fig· 
UTC 3 .8 shows tW() Gxamplcs of "hOtl·tellll camera in,mllatioll'. 
It i<. importan t t() mOlillt the camera "uch that it is obSeJVlllg an area of froth ",hidt is 
n;pr~~en ta li\'~ of the cell it is mOllitOlillg. As ,uch it is be<.t if it i, pl:lcc ill a ce1llral 
~",a rather than in ~ <:omn. The "aridy of cdl lk>ign' need., t() be talen ;1110 account 
In patlicular. the launder posit i01l, need to be <:on,idered. n 'e pla<:enl<'nt of til<' camna 
,hould be such that the viewing area is parallel to the direction of flow of the wnccntrnte 
mathe launder. It should also be clo,", the lip of the launder, althouf!h the launder ,hould 
nOI be \' i,ible in tho:; rc<.ult ing video footage f1igurc 3.9 shows an example of lhe field of 
vicw for 1"0 wdl placed Camera ,}<.!ems. 
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3.2.5 Recording Data 
For the purpose of gathering data for later processing and further research it is often 
necessary to record the video footage to tape. This is typical of experimental campaigns 
such as those conducted for the work presented in this thesis. The recording of video 
footage is typically not a concern for long-term installations. 
It is important to be able to record the video data for later processing. Uncompressed 
video data captured to a hard disk for a long duration is unfeasible due to the exces-
sive data rates involved. A five minute video segment will require approximately two 
gigabytes of storage (resolution of 320x240, frame rate of 25fps). Digital video from a 
camcorder is compressed using motion JPEG compression, and requires approximately 
two gigabytes of storage for ten minutes of footage (resolution of 720 x 576, frame rate of 
25fps, using motion JPEG compression). 
Because of this, the video footage is typically recorded onto a tape, using either a super 
VHS (SVHS) video machine and tapes or using miniDV video tapes when camcorders 
are used. These video tapes can then be used at a later stage for further processing and 
testing. 
3.2.6 Calibration 
In order to convert all measurements made from pixels2 to mm2 it is necessary to know 
how many millimetres there are in a given number of pixels. This is typically done using 
either a tape measure, or a custom checkerboard type calibration sheet (see Figure 3.10). 
It is also important to take the pixel aspect ratio of the device into account when using a 
digital camcorder, as they have a pixel aspect ratio of 1.067. This means that a pixel is a 
rectangle, rather than a square. 
Calibration is only really necessary in order to compare the results from camera sys-
tems which are mounted on different cells. If one is only examining one cell, it is only 
necessary to convert from pixels to millimetres so that the results are more readily un-
derstandable and can be incorporated into models which require the measurements in this 
format. 
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'" , 
Figure J.lO: (U) [k,enllining th. febti().,,~il' \Jetwe.n pixel, aTKI milhmem:, u,ing. Lap" 
m."UT<. (b) L 'lOg a ch<c~<Tb()"fd ""tl, ~nown blud. "u, 
3.2.7 Computer Requirements 
rh~ SlllonFroth ,oft"".re is 11l8hl" proce,~or in lcn,ivc. Althou8h it can run on an} com-
puter running Windo\'.\ 2000 or Windt1\>,'" XI'. a~ intd Pcntiufll 4. 3GHl "f"OCCSM,r or 
greater is re<:ommended, SmartFroth h~, ken de~igned to giv~ high-freqllcncy meowre-
m~n(<; (a set of measurements every :2 se<:on(h), and (h."dore • C0IlIputer wi II only proce\, 
th~ video from" 'ingle {'''"lera, Th~ only addilional hardwarc required is a fmme-gmhocr 
<:ard 10 c"plur~ Ihe "ideo ,md an lEEEI394 Ii r~wirc caru to 1'f()('C" di gital vidco dircctl} 
from a digit:ll cafllcord~r, 
3.3 SmartFroth - Software 
rhi~ ~edion d~",rib~, the olgorithm\ found within Ihe SrllartFrolh software thm "crfonn 
th~ variety of mNSllrem~nh on frolh images. The ,oft",,"re <:a~ ]:.., run in a v~riel" of 
ditferent Illode~ for online. offline arKl batch prtICe"ing, '1"1..., libr"ries on whi<:h it is bui It 
arc alsn n'>'ailable in MlITLAil which help, with prototyping of II<'W lll~a\ur~m~nK. The 
tcxlure and improved walershed alg()nthnl~ will not be di~eussed in th;; section, Instead. 
(~lly the nle~,"rcmcnb Iha( ha,c hecn dcveloped hy othcrs will he dcalt with here. 
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3.3.1 Colour 
Although the colour measurements generated by SmartFroth are not used in this work, 
a brief description will be given here. The digital image being processed is an RGB24 
image. From this, it is relatively simple to compute a set of values for the mean red, 
green and blue values of the image. It is also possible to convert from the RGB colour 
space to other colour spaces, including: LCH, XYZ and linear RGB. Conversion to the 
Lab colour space is made possible by normalising against a calibration patch of known 
constant colour. For further information on algorithms used for colour determination of 
flotation froths, the reader is referred to: Heinrich [29], Morar et al. [45] and Bonifazi et 
at [6]. 
3.3.2 Bubble Size 
This section outlines the standard measurement of bubble size as described in Wright's 
master's thesis [76]. 
3.3.2.1 Histogram Equalisation 
The input image is subjected to a histogram equalisation (contrast stretch). This is per-
formed in order to maximise the contrast in the image as wen as to ensure that the illu-
mination of the image is consistent prior to further processing. Histogram equalisation 
is achieve by finding the points on the histogram which correspond to the maximal h% 
and minimal h% of pixels (where h% is a user-specified number). The histogram is then 
stretched linearly such that the points corresponding to the maximal h% and minimal h% 
have maximal and minimal values respectively. AU values above and below the minimal 
and maximal values are then forced to have the corresponding minimal or maximal value. 
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show this process graphically. 
3.3.2.2 Low Pass Filtering 
Low pass filtering is necessary to remove noise from the input image. If this is step is not 
performed, the result is over-segmentation of the image. The filtering is performed using 
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'"l ") 
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a sllllple nx n OOX filter ",ilh valu~, of lin"~ in ~ach dcment. The rc,uib of detemlining 
lhe bubble ~ize dl,triblltion for dl fferent fill~ri ng btl) .. , i,..~s ar~ ,how n in figure J.D. 
3.3.2 . ..1 Watershed Segmentation 
The "atep.,hed al~orilhm is u,~d 10 lind the water,heds (local maximal \'alll~') of ~n 
image for the ,egmentat;on of a frolh imag~. the de,ired s.cgmentation of the bubble' 
requires the identification of the It><:alm;n;ma. BL'Cau,~ of [hi,. it i, neccs,ary to inven 
the original froth Image before (:om; Illl ing. 
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image (/), which can be applied for marker extraction: 
(3.1) 
where Pl(J) is the greyscale reconstruction of I from J. This process is illustrated in 
Figures 3.14 to 3.16. 
A threshold is then applied to the h-dome image so as to generate a binary marker image, 
AI. 
A homotopic transform is used to combine the marker image and the original image such 
that the original image has minima where the markers are present and such that non-
catchment basins are fined up. This is achieved by calculating the modified image l' 
using a greyscale reconstruction [69]: 
l' = P~in(l+l,(m+l)M)((m + l)A1), (3.2) 
where M is the binary marker image and m is the maximal value of pixels in I. 
The watershed algorithm can be applied to the modified image, 1', to determine the final 
segmentation of bubbles. The output from the watershed segmentation for various low 
pass filter values can be seen in Figure 3.13. 
Once the segmentation has been calculated, it is possible to isolate each of the blobs in 
the segmentation (a blob is a segmented region and ideally will correspond to a single 
bubble). From the blobs it is possible to determine a bubble size distribution (in pixels2 or 
in mm2 if calibrated). While the measurement presented here is typically referred to as the 
bubble size, it is important to note that it is not in fact the true bubble size of the flotation 
froth, as this in fact dependent on the 3D nature of the bubbles inside the froth. What is 
actually being calculated is the surface film distribution of the flotation froth. Additional 
measurements such as the circularity. ellipticity and Sauter mean bubble diameter (d32) 
can easily be calculated. The Sauter mean diameter is the diameter of the sphere which 
has the same volume/surface area ratio as the bubble being measured. 
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Figure 3.14: Minima, catchment basins and watersheds (Source: Vincent and Soille [70]). 
Figure 3.15: Building dams as the water level rises (Source: Vincent and Soille [70]). 
~!l fv"1t',j, rV'~ Grayscale f\, \ Reconstruction :.. ---) 
Figure 3.16: Determining h-domes from image I (Source: Vincent [69]). 
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3.3.3 Stability 
For a detailed description of the stability algorithm, the reader is referred to Hatfield [25] 
and Morar et al. [46]. A measure of the stability of the froth is calculated by examining 
the difference between consecutive frames after image registration has taken place. The 
image registration is achieved by taking a Fourier transform of both images. Typically 
a subregion of 256x 128 pixels is analysed (this being the largest area that is a power 
of 2 that can be selected from a 320x240 pixel image). The Fourier transform of the 
first image is multiplied by the complex conjugate of the Fourier transform of the second 
image. The result is then transformed to the space domain, and normalised by the average 
of the energy of the two images. The result of this operation is a matrix which has a peak 
at the spatial offset between the two images. The height of the peak is also a measure 
of how similar the two images are. Figures 3.17 to 3.20 show two images, their Fourier 
transforms and the resulting correlation matrix which is used to register the two images. 
The images are then registered, and the second frame is subtracted from the first. The 
mean absolute difference between the registered frames can then be calculated and used 
as a measure of the stability of the froth. An alternative calculation can be made by 
determining the percentage of the image which has undergone a change greater than a 
user-specified amount. This value is calculated by thresholding the absolute difference 
image and calculating the percentage of pixels which have a value of one. Figure 3.21 
shows the result of this calculation. The pixels which have been highlighted in red are 
areas of the image which.have undergone the user-specified amount of change since the 
previous frame. 
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3.3.4 Velocity 
Three velocity measures are discussed here. Typically only the first two (block matching 
and bubble tracking) are used. In order to calculate a velocity measure, one needs to look 
at a sequence of frames. Typical sequence lengths for SmartFroth vary between two and 
five frames. The measurements are made for all consecutive pairs of frames and the mean 
velocity measurement is used. All work in this thesis will be based on the block matching 
velocity measurement unless otherwise specified. 
3.3.4.1 Block Matching 
The first frame is subdivided into a user-specified number of blocks. Cross correlation 
is used to search within a window in the subsequent frame for the best match to each of 
the individual blocks. In this way a motion vector field is generated. The mean values 
of the motion vector field are used as the final velocity measure. For details on how the 
block matching algorithm is performed efficiently, the reader is referred to the work of 
Francis and de Jager [17]. A resultant motion vector field from using the block matching 
algorithm is shown in Figure 3.22. 
3.3.4.2 Bubble Tracking 
As the watershed algorithm gives the output details of each individual bubble in the froth 
image, it is possible to use this information to track bubbles over multiple frames to deter-
mine a velocity measure. The centroids of the bubbles are tracked over multiple frames, 
with additional information such as bubble size being used to ensure that the same bubble 
is matched in subsequent frames. Only bubbles which can be successfully tracked over 
a given number of frames are used to calculate the final mean velocity measure. More 
details can be found in Francis' PhD Thesis [13]. A resultant motion vector field from 
using the bubble tracking algorithm is shown in Figure 3.23. 
3.3.4.3 Stability 
As has already been mentioned, the froth stability measurement requires an image regis-
tration step. The output of this registration can be used as a coarse velocity measure. The 
disadvantage of this velocity measure is that there is only one motion vector per frame. 
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Figure 3.23: Re,ulliHg ml)(iOH YecloJ' fi.I,1 from lbe bubtle matching ,'elocity calclliotwn. 
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3.4 Other Machine Vision Packages for Froth Flotation 
This section gives a brief comparison of how commercially available machine vision sys-
tems for froth flotation make their measurements. Due to the commercial nature of these 
products, it is often difficult to find accurate details on the algorithms they use. It is also 
important to realise that the quality of measurement from any camera system is dependent 
largely on two things, firstly the quality of the algorithms which make the measurements, 
and secondly, the manner in which the installation has been set up (appropriate lighting, 
zoom level, focus, etc.) 
3.4.1 JK Frothcam 
JK Frothcam was one of the original machine vision systems for analysing flotation froths. 
It has not seen much development since its introduction in 1994. 
Velocity measures are made using the pixel tracing technique [50]. Whilst this was ap-
propriate for the level of computing power available in the 1990s, this method sacrifices 
accuracy for speed. It is in effect a block match using a single block. This means that it is 
not robust against effects such as shearing and popping bubbles. 
The texture spectrum is used to identify which class the froth is in by comparing against 
the texture spectrums of user specified known classes [51]. 
The bubble size measurement is based on the MID_TU measurement from the texture 
spectrum. A non-linear relationship has been shown to relate this measure to the mean 
bubble size of certain flotation froths [30]. 
3.4.2 VisioFroth 
VisioFroth was developed by Metso Minerals Cisa, with numerous installations found on 
industrial flotation cells around the world. 
VisioFroth uses a Fourier transform based method for calculating the froth velocity [58]. 
This method, is a fast way of calculating the disparity between two images. However, like 
the pixel tracing algorithm, it can be adversely affected by popping and shearing bubbles. 
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The bubble size measurement used employs a watershed based approach [58]. Specific 
details are hard to come by, but it has been acknowledged that the algorithm does not per-
form well when images with both large and tiny bubbles are present simultaneously [58]. 
It is not easy to determine how the VisioFroth stability parameter is calculated. However, 
Runge et al. [58] mention a method that reports the change in bubble surface area, based 
on the analysis of bubble size data from consecutive frames. 
3.4.3 FrothMaster 
Unlike other froth camera systems which send a video signal to a computer, the Out-
okumpu FrothMaster is a self contained device that outputs 4-20mA signals. It outputs, 
froth velocity, stability and bubble size details. The available literature does not detail the 
algorithms used by this camera system. 
3.5 Texture Measures 
The texture of a flotation froth image is related to the bubble size distribution of the flota-
tion froth. It is not always possible to accurately determine the bubble size distribution. 
Under such circumstances it is best to use a texture measure to classify the flotation froth 
instead. Examples of such instances will be dealt with later in Chapter 6. 
Numerous texture measures have been proposed in literature, and many of them will be 
outlined in the subsequent sections. There is no agreement on which texture method is 
best suited to use on flotation froths. In fact, no comprehensive tests have been made 
to determine which texture methods are best suited to flotation froths. The reason that 
many texture measures exist is that different approaches are often suited for different 
texture recognition problems. However, no texture measures have been designed with 
flotation froths in mind. The temperature measurement analogy is appropriate here as 
well. As there are many ways of determining temperature (alcohol thermometers, mercury 
thermometers, thermocouples, solid-state integrated circuits, etc.), there are many ways 
of measuring texture. However, unlike in the temperature case where an actual ground 
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250 
Figure 3.25: Histogram for textures in Figure 3.24. 
Typical first order statistical features used for texture discrimination include [33]: 
Mean: 
Variance: 
Standard Deviation: 
RMS Level: 
Integral: 
Skewness: 
Kurtosis: 
Entropy: 
Contrast: 
where 
1 
N Lim(a, b) 
a,b 
1 "",,, 
N -1 L)~m(a)b) - mean? 
a,b 
v'variance 
im(a, b)2 
N 
L im(a, b) 
a,b 
N standard deviation3 
1 ~a,b(im(a, b) - mean)4 
N standard deviation4 
n-l 
i=O 
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(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
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N is the number of pixels in the image 
im( a, b) is the grey level value at point (a, b) 
n is the total number of grey levels 
Pi = Id N where Ii is the frequency of occurrence of grey level i 
3.5.2 GreyscaJe Co-occurrence Matrices 
The use of greyscale co-occurrence matrices (GSCOMs) is based on lulesz's conjec-
ture, that the human eye uses similar second order statistics to discriminate between tex-
tures [20]. Greyscale co-occurrence matrixes (also referred to as grey level co-occurrence 
matrices and grey-tone spatial-dependence matrices) describe the probability of neigh-
bouring pixels having certain grey level values. The greyscale co-occurrence matrix, Pij , 
is an n x n matrix which can be mathematically expressed as: 
where 
and 
Pij = LLu(a,b) 
a b 
u(a, b) = {I ifs(a,~)=t(a-dI,b-d2) 
o otherw1se 
s(a, b) = {01 if im(a, b) = i 
otherwise 
t(a, b) = {01 if im(a, b) = j 
otherwise 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(d1 , d2 ) is the user-specified distance vector and im is the input image with n grey levels. 
Haralick et al. suggested fourteen textural features that can be calculated from the 
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GSCOM. Features that are typically used in the literature include [22, 60, 54]: 
Energy (Angular Second Moment): LP2. 2J (3.16) 
i,j 
Entropy: - L Pij log Pij (3.17) 
i,j 
Contrast: L Ii - jlPij (3.18) 
i,j 
Homogeneity: L: 1+ (3.19) 
t,J 
Correlation: L (i - flx)(j - fly)Pij (3.20) 
.. axay 
t,J 
Inverse Difference Moment: L Pij (3.21) 
.. Ii - jl 
2,J 
iij 
Maximum Probability: max(Pij ) (3.22) 
3.5.3 Fourier Ring/Wedge Filters 
A combination of ring and wedg  filters can be applied in the spatial frequency domain 
in order to extract texture features [56,63, 75]. The ring filters contain spatial frequency 
information, while the wedge filters contain directional information. The power spectrum 
of the Fourier transform is defined as: 
(3.23) 
The total power within the ring is computed: 
121r IT2 Iring = IF(r,B)1 2 rdrdB, o Tl (3.24) 
where rl and r2 define the ring filter (see Figure 3.26). 
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", (0) 
In the c'lse of a wedge filter. the total power in tlw 'Wedge ,,~omplltcd' 
i" " j. 11"(,-, OJ I' nl,-dO 
,Q, " 
for varicw, ,,,lue, 01 0,.0" (~e figure 3.26), 
The ring and w~dg~ filters e~n also bc comhined_ nli~ result~ in a I"'~tnre f~ature lh'lt 
contains both direetional ~nd ~p~lial rre'-luell~y <:m\l~IlL 
.'igllre .1.21: An ""ample of a cnmbined ring-wedge ril! ... 
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Th~ 101" I pO,," r-r 11\ lh~ corll!>i n~d rrng/w~dge reg",n " compllkd: 
0.26) 
3.5...1 Gahur Filter Hank 
·I hc G"I~'r lill~r b"nk tcdll"'lilc Ii,r kX\Ilfl' l"caTun: eXTra"li"" i, v~r}' ,imllar to the 
rrTl;U"edg~ InhTll'lu~. The main diITr.ren<:e i~ th"llhl' ringhedge tiller i, ""pl,Ked wilh 
a GJ hor filter ("llIJSoiJ" Ily ll",dulakJ Gall,sin n in the 'pace dOnla '") . I· igure 3.2::; ,ho" ~ 
T~ ~p;\ce and ,palial frequ~ncy dOTll~in repre'o('l1t'liol1 of a Gabor Fi Iler. 
--~~--
" 
(aJ 
'" 
Figl"X· 3.2~: (a) Goho, filter in the space domain. (b) COO1()'" ph~ ()f irs 'patial frCljllCncy 
uOITI" in r"'rem," 
1111' 'pa<:c dum:J;n "'spon'~ for Ihe Gabor lill~r is given by the formula [40. HI: 
Y(.(. Y) ~ (,~"l,~, )exp r - 1 (~ + *i) 1 exp ('~t) 
x' = X C01 '" - .4 sin '" 
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Whllc the spatial fr~4uency domain re,pon~' tor tlw Gabor tilkr i~ given hy the tur 
mlllJ 1../0, 7../J: 
("(l1,I'l=('cxp[ 2"-'("-;(11' ±)' 11T~(l"f)l 
(al 
u'-I'{()s1> ' tJ6in¢ 
c 
, 
, 
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, 
l") 
, 
, 
Figort J.2~: (oj G,bor filter in the '1',,;,1 oomain. (h) TI", 'Iwiol fr<"lueJlcy re"I"'I1'" 0f 
It.: (;,,,,..- j,ltc, (aflc, Wang ~l al. 174 1\. 
(130) 
CUI) 
0.32) 
0.33) 
Fig:LlTe 3.29 ,how, the relationships bdwt:CLl tlle ,,~riO\l~ paramctcrs in both the spoce Jnd 
'Pilt1;)1 frC4Lwncy umn"in. 
T~xlure f~atLlrc' ar~ ,'akulnled by cvaluJting: 
J, __ ~ roc roc G(u,v)F(u,vWdur/!' 
J" J" 
G( u, (') is the spatial frequency domain Gahor fi hcr r~"pon,~ 
F(u. v) is the Fourier trans!<Jflll uf th~ input image 
(3.3../) 
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fOf a set of filler, that ha\e varying rotation, ( .f), wa\e1en~th, of th~ Gabor tiltcr (JI) aud 
width, of the Ga\l';,i~n kernel (17; and rr; ), such lhat they majority of t h<; ,p~lial f rC'lllCncy 
domain i<, coy~r~d by lhe ,ct of fi ll cr,_ 
3.5.5 Autoregressive 20 Linear Predictor l\1odel 
Simple lincar prcdiclOi"8 ar~ u~cd 10 predi<:l lhe next vall.loe of a >ignal u>ing pf~viou' 
~amp le,_ The number of prniou> ,>ample> u~ed j~ known a:; the order of lhe predit-tor. 
FOf ~xample. a Jnl order lin~ar predi((of. predining ,ample number n. will have thc 
form: 
" 
."(Il ) = L ", 8(H - k). 
1;-1 
The error betweell the a<:tual value and the pr~dicl~d valuc of ,>ample numocr 11 b: 
ern) s(n) - i(Il). 
And so tl,C total squared crror ovef the ""hole si~naJ is : 
" 
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For un oplimul predictor. "alues of al ,' .,Ill' that mimmi.e thc total ,quarcd crror. 'e, ar<' 
required. The~1' ":l lue' are c\etemlln~d by ",I vinf! the set of h n~ar cquation" 
r ';; ·"2 " " 
'" .>. ·'a "., .,:; 
l "" -;., .' , "3 " (3.3S) '. Sn , 
.'" 
, 
""" 
, s" 
There are numerous me!hod~ that can be uscclto ,olv~ this ,e( of linear equation,. t~y 
include: 
• CovuriurJ<:e Method [38J 
• Autoregressive ~ldhl ... l [J8J 
• Chok~ky Decompo~itio" ['iSJ 
"I() be u'<ed U' u 1exlurul fe~tur~ for image clas~ifica!ion. it i. ncces.ary to atend th~ lincar 
predictor to the lwo diml'nsion:ll ca'c. I'>h~r~.' i. th~ imagc Oil which the lin~ar predictor 
i, b:l'<ed ~nd .'(n. "'i i~ the prrolCu,," ofthe valu~ oflhe image int~nsity at location (n. m) 
and () i~ (he order ot th~ predIctor: 
The :<'luur<Xi error I': 
" " LLo;I.",("-.I,"" kJ. 
j _ L k-J 
0.··10) 
The (.·~ffkient' a;k can (hen be used ~~ u texture fearure c\escnbing th~ Image on v.-hich 
the lineur predictor wus cre~ted. 
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3.5.6 La\\l.· FiliH Mal.ks 
K~nndh Law, jJ-+I ,uj:!ge,ls applyinj:! a <.Cl 01 cOnVolulion kcrnel" lollowed hy a nOIl-
11Il~ar "indowing operation 10 calculalc lnlure cncrgy fcalure, lrom a !,,,,,y<;calc image 
TIk' set or convollllion kernel, i, gcncratcd rrolll till.' lollowmg Set of OIlC dilllcn"onal 
convollllion !..enld" 
U , 6 , 
E.~ ~ 1 ~2 II , 1 
55 ~ ~ , 
" 
2 II ~ 1 
W5 ~ 1 , II ~, 
R5 1 A 6 -l 1 I. 
Law, aho ,ugg€,led kernel, or lenglh lhree and ,evcn, but lhey will not he di;.cu,«d 
here. From lhe set of one dimen,ioTliII kernel<;, it i~ p0,~ible to generJte 1he follO"'ing 
twenly-five two dimen,iomil kernels: 
UU ESU 5SU \ .... SU RSU 
UE,) ESE.~ 5SE.~ \\5E,) R5E5 
1.555 E.~55 55S5 W5S5 R'5S5 
LSW5 E'iW5 55W5 W5W5 H5W5 
I..'iR5 £5R5 S51\5 W5R5 R5R5 . 
All of llle'c 2D k"rnel, are I.~ro mcan, CXCCpl lor the 1.5L'i kCTTle!. ",hid) i, Ilot uscd 
10 ealcul~l" il ll'.\ture IC>llur" , hul i, oll ly Il~ed fllr an optiollal norm~Ii'Hlion 'lep. Law~' 
Jlwthod [.HI ,,~, developed 1o eI~"ify 1))dividu~1 pi~eI, ",cording to their local tex(Urc. 
10 thj, work. cnt; re Image, ~re dasslf'icd as a >lIlglc texrure. Beeau,,' of th1" the algonthm 
that follows cxpla In~ how to delcrm inC a sinj:!le texture featllle lor an imag~ ralher lhiln ~ 
textme feature per pixel. 
The input greysca1e image is convolved with cach of tbe 20 kcrnels, whkh result, in a 
'el of twenty -five fi Itercd images. F,. For earh of these II hl'red images. lhe total cllerj:!y 
is calculated: 
L', = L 11-;(i,))I· (J.-+I) 
., 
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llli~ rc~ult~ In a ,ct of twenty-lilUT lexillre energy im~ges "'hich can t>e u~d to di,tin-
guhh octween ditlerent texture, (remember thai Ihe L'iL5 kernel i ~ not used for a tnture 
feature). 
-'.5.7 Texture Spectrum 
The texture speetnlrll i, ~imply ~ Ircqu~ncy plot or the lexture unilS in ~ grey~cale plot. 
He and Wang I27J dcveloped the texture unit a, rollo"'~. 
['or a I'ivcn pi.;cl, it> texture unit i" cakubled by mmparing it 10 ii, eighl ncighhouring 
pi,cl,. Thetnture uTlit TfJ_ is Ihe ""I of E, (i=1.2, .... 8) where: 
{ 0, i1l-,<Vo f :, = I, i1 I-~ = I-'\, (3.42) 2 lf1 ~ :> h. , 
, , 
V, V, V,I 
~ 
V~ ! Vo V, I . . -.~ 
V, i V" V,! 
Figur~ .1.30: t ."belling of n. ighbOll rhood pix<]s. 
Figure 330 siJ<)wS the ordering of pixel, used for the eakulntion in equation 3.-+2. The 
I~xture unill1umt>er i, then calculated using the followlflg f()nmLia [27]: 
, 
\ ' ,~ ... ',),-1. , Tf.' = L... r:~ , (3.--1-3) 
Figure 3.31 ,i]()ws ~n e,~mpk of how the texlure unit number i <; determined from an lIlput 
pixel and its neiglM:>\)urhlx><i. ln thi, m~nner. each pixel in an image can be labelled with 
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N e, 1'.hl><1 urhood 
, 
63 28 i 45 1 
88 40 ]5 - . 
67 40 21 
I 
2 
Ic"ur~ Unil 
• 
, 
• 
o 
V--I40M.2H' ," .2 IA'J.07.&i: _ . TIl :2.0,2.0,~.I.l.l) • 
IV Numl>cr 
FiIlU," .U I: F<"mpk or determining 11", (exwre "nit n"mbt·, from J I~'ll'llbu,-,rhC<XI 01 
pHd, (.uk, He ami Wang 127 1)_ 
a Sl"-,,,ilic teXlurc tlUit "umber. X n , _ TIle lvlllrc "p<:(;lmTll. 8(,). i, si"'ply tl"" ('''''1uency 
di~t]'iblltl,)fl 0(' thc~<: lC\tUT'; u"il,_ K"l ""Iy do H~ and \V;mg ,ugge,1 u,illg IOC SUm of 
alN.llut~ di IT~n::nc~> ai> a di ,ra",;" In~;l"';UTe r.;r"'een two le~tu re speclra 1271. hut they al ,<o 
sugge'l thai CC"r1;lin lextme feature' con be caknlawd from kXlllrc ,jX:ctra L2Sj: 
Rlad-\I/hile Symmell..,' -
Geomelric SymmelI)' = 
Degree of Direction 
I 
1--
(, 
I - toO 13.-1---1) 
IOU (3.--15 ) 
x lOO_ (3.-1-6) 
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rhey then go on to ~ugge~t a numb<er of oriented texture fealure,: the rnicro-horimnlal 
structure (MilS). the micro-yertical ,lrUClure {\lVS\ and Iwo !lliem-diagonal ,tructure, 
('I;IDS I. MDS2): 
,~, 
MilS - L>'(i) x HM(i1 
,-0 
C~ 
\1VS = L Sri) x VM(i) 
,_0 
,m 
MDSl = LS(i) x DYll( i) 
; -!) 
';'',f;:) 
MDS2 = L Sri) x DM2(iJ. 
; _ 0 
where: 
VMti) = I'(E!, E8 • E7) X I'(Es, 10' •• 10\) 
f) M 1 ti) = f-'( ";1- E2 • E8 ) x 1'( /"4; /,.'5, ,,~.£) 
(3..17) 
e'·48) 
(JA9) 
(3,501 
(3.51) 
(3.52) 
(3.53) 
(3.54) 
and I'(E •. EI"EcJ represent' the number of elemenl, in {f';", Eu, Ee} which have the 
same value for texture Ullil i . 
l'in~lIy. Ihey pmp0st: the ~entr~1 symmetry feature: 
(>.,w 
Central Symrnelr)' L Sri) X Kfi)2 (3.55) 
,-" 
where K(iJ i~ the number of pair; having the sa"", values in th~ elem~nl~: '-";1, ";,), 
(}<,:2. &;). (E3. E,) and (E ... E") fortexlure unil i, 
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3.S.8 Wavelt'ls 
TIll; wavckt d~e'.lI11I""ilion of an ima),!c is ePTllplllcd ill' ~l'l'lyin),! ~ '~n~s of IH),!h ~nd 
I()w I'~" !iitcr, an<l 'llb"'4u~nt ,ub-,aHlpitng_ Thi, 1~'(lC~" i, ,hown gr~l'hi~~Hy ill Fig-
ure 3_32_ 
The inpnt image (/-'Q) is <lecornp()~ed iIllO a low r"solution low pass r.lkr"d image, /'1 
and a sel of detail irnag"s {uih} at), n\d'l_ Thi'- prtx;~" is Ih"n reIX"t"d for the ;rn"ge 
L, for ~ u,~r-sp"c;1ied numlJt,r of limes. The end result of (his proces, is ~ multi scale 
. I h· I Id I d (I Dlh1 D("I Did)} F· 3 3 repr,,'ent"lIono t ~Irn"g" -'00 ~ptl : _., ; , ; , , ;_LA_ 19ure ,3 shows 
(he w~velet <kC(\mposition for ~n im"ge. 
Texture f~~ture, are typicdly cre<lled by taking the rnean and ~l3ndard MvialJon of the 
~nergy in each of the sub-bands of the wav~kt decomposition 13, &-\, 65, .tOj. Thcse 
features are referre<l !O as th~ wavelet energy ,ignatures. 
Malia! 13',11 found experimcntally that thc hi,togram, of Ihe ,nh-ban.h of Ill<; wavckl 
decomposilion of an ,mage ean be modclle<l accordmg 10 111<.' family of cxpoll~nliak 
0.56) 
where J.: i, a nnrmalisatlO  con,lanL Van <le Wouwer ,nggc,t, thai Ihi, II,OtkI <:an Iw nscd 
fpr lexl Uri' ,-'haracl<:Tis~lion hy U',ill),! the W:1\ ekt hi stogralll si gnalnre {", /J} ~" ~ tex lnr" 
featLLrI' for "aeh of Ih" ,ub-hmKls (If the wavelet d~ c("npo,itloll of an Ilnag( I'unh~r 
detad, oflh~ calculation of ('i "lid d c~n be found In rc.-H. 
Fin~lIy. V:m d~ Wouwer >-ugg('I' that u,ing ~econd l).-.xr ,t"t"tics m,tead of fir,t order 
sta1 "lics (0 de,c.i IJt, each of the ,ub-bund, of (Iw wnvelct d~eOmp("11 ion should pru\'idc 
iJ.,;,tkr text ure f ~~Illres Ihan the w~vekt hi,togr:.un ,ignatu r~,. I!~ ;ugge;ts n~i ng wavelet 
,-\)-()ccurr~nce ,;gnatur~' which "re obt~ined by calcul~ting th~ co-occurrence Illatrix and 
eight suggested features calculated from the co-occurrenee matrix. The,e calculation, are 
doll(" in the ~anK" Illanner as those spccl!ie<l in Section 3.5.2, except lhalthe p{"(lC~,sing is 
done on the sub-band, of the wavelct <lecomposilion ill~tead of On lh~ original i mage_ 
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I. ,,, 
2J I Low PJ." (TO''') 
High P .. "
(col,) -_~----I),':: 
Lo,,· Po» 
<col,) 'I' 
(TOW') I I I High p"" IL_"_' _L---1-== 
.-"="- llLgb PO" I ~ ·1 __ 
leol» n~r 
2) i Dowmampic ""h"n", 
1 j2 - O'IV.ll"",PJc Hj,,, 
D'" 
" 
" D" , 
fi~u .... J.32: Fl()w (Iiagran, of 0 ,ilLglo st.p of decomp:,,; ;tj(){] using the di"-TOlO wavolet 
(fan,form. 
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3.6 Classification Methods 
Classification algorithms "learn" characteristic features of different data sets, and can 
then classify new data as belonging to one of the initial data sets. For example, a classifier 
could be trained to determine whether a froth belongs to the large, fast moving bubbles 
set or the small, slow moving bubbles set based on the froth's bubble size and velocity 
measurements. As with most engineering situations, tradeoffs exist. For classification 
algorithms the tradeoffs typically involve performance, time to learn, time to classify new 
data and complexity of the algorithm. The algorithms described are not overly compli-
cated, but provide a good basis on which decisions about the quality of measurements can 
be made. 
Classifiers typically undergo a training and a testing stage to determine how effective 
they are at classifying input data. To achieve this, labelled data is required. Labelled 
data has the associated known category for each of the input vectors. This data set is 
then subdivided into testing and training data sets. The allocation of data to these sets is 
typically done in a random manner. The classifier then undergoes training on the training 
data set; this involves adjusting model parameters to the training data set. The classifiers 
performance is then determined by classifying the data in the test data set and calculating 
how many of the data points were correctly labelled. 
Numerous classification methods have been developed over the years; they are however 
beyond the scope of this thesis and will not be discussed. A few classifiers which are used 
in this thesis are presented below. 
3.6.1 Geometric Separability Index 
Testing and training classifiers is a time consuming task. Thornton [62] developed a 
separability index which can be quickly calculated for a data set and which gives a good 
indication of how successful a classifier based on this data will be. Another advantage is 
that there is no need to split the data into training and testing data sets. Thornton defines 
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the geometric separability index (GSI) as: 
n 
Llf(Xi) + f(x~) + 1] mod 2 
GSI(f) = _i=_l ______ _ 
n 
(3.57) 
where f is a binary target function, x is the data set, x~ is the nearest neighbour of Xi and 
n is the total number of data points. 
This can easily be extended to the case where there are multiple classes of data: 
where 
n 
L C(Xi'X~) 
G S I (f) = ...:-i=-'C-1 -
n 
C(Q" b) = {o, if f(Q,) f(b) 
1, if f(Q,) = f(b) 
with f being a target function (no longer limited to the binary case). 
(3.58) 
(3.59) 
The GSI calculates the fraction of the data set which have nearest neighbours of the same 
class. As such, a value of one indicates a high degree of separability as all data points have 
nearest neighbours of the same class. A value of 0.5 corresponds to two random data sets 
with the same centre point. This number decreases as the number of classes increases, 
and will have the value of 1/ n for n random data sets of the same size with the same centre 
point. Figure 3.34 shows a few possible GSI values for a variety of different data sets. 
3.6.2 KNN Classification 
K nearest neighbour (KNN) classifiers are the general case of the nearest neighbour clas-
sifier. A suitably large data set of labelled data is required for the nearest neighbour 
classifier. When a new datum is to be classified, the distance between it and an samples 
in the labelled data set are computed. The datum is classified as belonging to the class of 
the closest point in the labelled data set. Figure 3.35 shows a graphical illustration, where 
the new datum (black dot) is classified as having the same class (class 1) as its nearest 
neighbour (black circle). 
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uice ,_ 
The l-. neare,l neighbour :llgo'ithm i~ ,imil~r" hut a vote is held belween the k neare,t 
I!eighbours to ddermine 1>.hich cla~s a nell' dJtum h<:long_' to_ An ",-ampk of a k neare~l 
neighhour (k = 5) c i:J..%itier is ,ho1>. n in l-igure 3.36 ll'here 11>. 0 of the nC<lre,1 I!dghbours 
helong to <:I:l_" I (red) and three belong to class 2 (hlu~) . The re,uhant cI:l'-' <llloc:llion 
will be clJS5 2 J'> it is in the majorily_ 
The m:lin ad":lntag.:: of k neareSl neighbour dassifias is their case of impkm<'ntalion 
Their dhad, anwge, include lh.:: ,lori I!!; ollarg~ labelled data s~" for lhe das~ification of 
n~w data and the proces,il!g time r'::'1uircd 10 classify a n~w data point occau,e of the large 
nu mber of di>taoc<, caiculmion, that need 10 he made_ F urthcr pro~essini! can remedy thi> 
"iluatiol! For ~xalllpk a ~d ' lree data ,trUL"ture mJY he u~ed for clficienl determination of 
th" ocare<;( neighbours_ 
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3.6.3 Gaussian Mixture Models 
Gaussian mixture models (GMM) are a probability density representation of a data set. 
A multi-dimensional data set can be represented as a summation (mixture) of Gaussian 
kernels and is illustrated in Figures 3.37 to 3.39. The method of fitting the Gaussian 
kernels to the data is outlined below. 
The user specifies the number of Gaussian kernels to be used. Initial estimates of the 
centres, covariances and weights of the kernels are required. Typical initialisation uses 
the k-means algorithm to generate starting points for the centres of the kernels. 
After the initialisation, an iterative process of optimising the kernels' centres and covari-
ances is performed. This process is known as the expectation maximisation algorithm. 
The aim of the expectation maximisation process is to optimise the likelihood that the 
data points were generated from the Gaussian mixture model. The algorithm iterates 
between the following two steps: 
1. Expectation Step. The data points are evaluated to determine the likelihood that 
they belong to each of the Gaussian kernels being used to describe the data set. Each 
point has an associated probability of being associated with each of the kernels. 
2. Maximisation Step. The parameters of the kernels are re-estimated using a weight-
ing of the data points that reflects the likelihood of the kernel for explaining that data 
point. 
These steps are repeated until convergence occurs or a pre-specified number iterations 
has been performed. The expectation maximisation algorithm does not guarantee that a 
global optimum solution will be found, so good initial starting values are required. 
Figure 3.40 shows the iterative process of the expectation maximisation algorithm to fit 
two Gaussian mixtures to a data set. The colours of the data points (changing from blue 
through purple to red) indicate the relative probability of belonging to the two Gaussian 
kernels. 
Classification can be achieved by fitting a GMM to each class of labelled data. When a 
new datum is to be classified, its probability of being generated by each of the GMMs can 
be quickly evaluated, with the class allocation being made to the class associated with the 
most probable GMM. 
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The advantages of GMMs is that once they have been trained, classification of new data 
points is extremely fast. Data storage for the trained classifier is also minimal as only a 
few details about the Gaussian mixture models are required. 
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3.7 Distribution Distance Measures 
The formulae for various distance measures to compute the dissimilarity between distri-
butions are given below. These measurements are used in Chapter 4 to learn frequently 
occurring bubble size distributions. 
For a more detailed description of these measures, the reader is referred to Rubner et 
al. [57]. These authors distinguish between marginal and complete histograms because 
their work is based on the comparison of various image related features. In the work pre-
sented in this thesis this distinction is not required as only one dimensional distributions 
are compared, so the differences between marginal and complete histograms is not made. 
For the equations shown in the sections below, D(X, Y) is the dissimilarity between 
distributions X and Y. The quantity f(i, X) is entry number i of the distribution of 
X and F ( i, X) is entry number i of the cumulative distribution f X. 
3.7.1 Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance measure is defined as the maximum discrepancy be-
tween two cumulative size distributions. It is calculated by the formula: 
D(X, Y) = max IF(i, X) - F(i, Y)I. 
2 
3.7.2 Chi Square 
The chi square statistic (X2 ) is given by the formula: 
(f(i, X) _ f(i'X)~f(2'Y») 2 
D(X, Y) = L f(i,X)+f(t,Y) 
2 
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3.7.3 Cramer I von Mises Distance 
The Cramer I von Mises Distance (CvM) distance measure is defined as the squared Eu-
clidean distance between the distributions: 
D(X, Y) = L (F(i, X) - F(i, y))2. (3.62) 
3.7.4 Jeffrey-divergence 
The Jeffrey-divergence (JD) is defined by: 
"""' ( . f(i, X) . f(i, Y) ) D(X, Y) = L..t f(~, X) log f(i,X)+f(i,Y) + f(1" Y) log f(i,X)+f(i,Y) . 
i 2 2 
(3.63) 
3.7.5 Minkowski Distance 
The general form of the Minkowski distance measure is: 
1 
D(X, Y) = (L If(i, X) - f(i, Y)IP) p. (3.64) 
z 
Special cases of the Minkowski distance measure are frequently used: 
1. Cityblock (p = 1) 
2. Euclidean (p = 2) 
3. Maximal (p = inf). 
3.8 Other Techniques 
Two additional methods, namely principal component analysis and unsupervised classifi-
cation, are presented in the next to sections. Both of these methods are used in Chapter 4. 
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3.8.1 Principal Component Analysis 
Principal component analysis (PCA) is often used to reduce the dimensionality of high 
dimensional data so that is easier to work with. This is achieved by projecting the data 
onto orthogonal axes which represent the largest variations in the data. 
Principal component analysis is performed as follows. First the data are normalised to 
have zero mean and unit standard deviation. Next the eigenvectors and eigenvalues for 
the data are calculated. The eigenvector corresponding to the highest eigenvalue is the first 
principal component of the data set, and explains most of the variation seen in the data 
set. The eigenvector associated with the second highest eigenvalue is the second principal 
component and so on. The data can easily be rotated around the eigenvectors, and the 
lower order principal components can be removed so as to reduce the dimensionality of 
the data, whilst preserving as much of the variance as possible. Figure 3.41 shows the 
reduction of two dimensional data to one dimensional data using principal component 
analysis. 
3.8.2 Unsupervised Classification 
Unsupervised classification techniques are useful when labelled data sets do not exist. 
Unsupervised classifiers attempt to automatically label the data by determining the clus-
ters inherent to the data. Many different unsupervised clustering algorithms exist. They 
are beyond the scope of this work, and only the hierarchical unsupervised clustering al-
gorithm used in this thesis is discussed. 
The hierarchical clustering algorithm goes through the foHowing steps: 
1. All data points are considered clusters, and an associated inter-distance matrix Dij 
is calculated. The Euclidean distance between the data points is typically used, but 
any distance measure appropriate to the task may be used. 
2. Search through the inter-distance matrix to determine the clusters i and j corre-
sponding to the smallest element Dij(i j). Merge clusters i and j to form a new 
cluster. 
3. Calculate the dissimilarity between the new cluster and the remaining clusters and 
then generate a new inter-distance matrix. When using the nearest neighbour 
method, the distance between the new cluster, {i, j}, and another cluster, k, is 
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given by min{Dikl Djd. When using the furthest neighbour method, the distance 
between the new cluster, {i, j}, and another cluster, k, is given by max { D ik l D j k}. 
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until all clusters have been merged. 
The result is what is known as a dendrogram, which shows the relative similarities of the 
different clusters. Figure 3.42 shows an example of a dendrogram and the data from which 
it was generated. The dendrogram can be "cut" into a user-specified number of branches 
(clusters) to determine the final class allocations of the clustering algorithm. For example, 
if the dendrogram in Figure 3.42 was cut so as to have three clusters, the resulting clusters 
would be: {A, G, F, H, B}, {C, D} and {E}. 
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3.9 Introduction to the Data Sets & Froth Classification 
The next sections detail the various data sets that will be used in this thesis. The first 
data set consists of flotation froth images from a variety of industrial installations around 
the world. The next four data sets come from industrial sites that process a variety of 
metals (copper, molybdenum and platinum group metals). These data sets also include 
metallurgical data that was sampled at the same time as the collection of video footage. 
3.10 Froth Image Data Set 
The froth image data set was created by the author by extracting frames from sequences 
of video footage corresponding from a variety of different sources. 
The froth classes in the froth image data set come from a variety of sources, including 
copper, zinc, phosphate, molybdenum and platinum concentrators. This data set is de-
signed to be a good overview of all the types of froths that can occur (with the notable 
exception of coal froths). The idea behind this selection is that if good performance can 
be achieved on this data set, then it is likely that the measure will be suitable for the clas-
sification of most flotation froths. Figure 3.43 shows some example images from the froth 
image data set. The full set of images in the data set can be found in Appendix B. 
Eighteen froth classes were identified by selecting visually different (bubble size and 
texture differences) flotation froths. The set of images within each class are consistently 
visually similar, while images from the different classes are visually dissimilar. The froth 
image data set consists of 18 different classes. The number of example images in each 
class is variable, but is typically 1000 with a minimum of 300 example images per froth 
type. The data set consists of a total of 16793 images, each with a resolution of 320 x 240 
pixels. 
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3.11 DiSl'ussion on Industrial Data Sets 
fld()r~ inln.>tlucing the ,pel'ilic tld~ils of the Illtliv.dual mtlu,trial tlata ,Cls that an:: usctl 
illlhlS the,i,. this ,edion di,,:u~,~ , y,trioll' n::kY~nt ~'r<'ch of rhe data ,ct>. Indllding !h~ 
';j~lpling proc",lun::. the re~ ,OIl for usi~g four illdu'lri~J d'll;! sd,. 'lnd lh" i<.kntitic'l1Ion 
of frmh d;j~"<". 
-'.11.1 Phy~ical Sampling 
The physical sampling procc~s involved (he collec(ion of feed. COIlCCII(rate alld taliing~ 
'amples. 1\( (hc (irnc ()fsamphng (\'hidl occurred once (he plallt \,a~ ulldel' s!Cady .<,late 
C<lndition~), (he kcd. C<lllCCntrate alld tailing~ samples "ere collcctcd ~imulmncously. ,\1 
th~ ,amc tillie, vidco fOOl~ge of the f]otalilln froth was c(\llcClcd. The c(\ncclltratc gr~de 
wa, a cumulative "'nll~e I ypi~all y coll~dCd o\'er a Ii vc Tni nute peri<.>tl. Tn Ihe ca"" "hen:: 
the '>~mp[oo 110tation cell \\'~' the firM ~ell i~ the hank. the feed 'ample wa~ '-'.)Ikct"tl 
lrom the b~nk feed s(ream with a sump[e ("lItter, In the e~se where the ,~mpled cell was 
preceded by other flotation cell>, (he feed wa~ approXimatcd by the pulp sample of the 
prt"ceding cell. collecled u~ing all in-pulp ,ampicr, The celliailing!< were approximakd 
by th~ flot~tion pulp of Ihe cdl being ,~mpled_ colln·ted by me~n> of anotlwr In-pllip 
sampler ~t ~ location Ilear til" tailing; valve. 
Due to the dUl'ation of the '~mr[ing ((}pically five minutes) and the proximity of the 
camera ,y'>!Cm to (he location of (he collection 01 the concentrate grade sample. i( is 
expec(cd tha( (he samplc~ a :: a repreSt"ntativc "~nap,ho(" of dIe instanta",::om, l1otation 
n:ll ~ontlition' ~nd ~re not likcly 10 he :idv"rsc1y alTcn",d hy Ih~ cel l rc,id~ncc lillie. 
3.11.2 EJt.perimentai It'st Dt'sign 
rhe go~1 of the te,t work ill th~ i lld\1,tri~1 d~t~ set, was primarily to dl'l",rm ille whether re-
la(ion,hip, exist be(ween (he machine viSIon frt>lh slIrface descriptor, ~nd (he corKc~tra(e 
grade 01 the flota(ion cell. Specific ;1Cp !C,t~ have not hcclI made, as ~uch approaches of-
lell have resul(s which arc ollly valid whcn (he odlcr vanah1cs (which were kept con<,(ant 
f()r the le~l) remain i lI,ide a namm r.lIlge. 
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It is important to note that the tests were conducted under what can be considered as 
typical operating conditions. This is important because it can be easier to perform test 
work under extreme conditions, and find relationships which explain these conditions. 
However, such relationships are often not sensitive enough to be useful in the typical 
operating conditions under which personnel try to keep the flotation cells. 
3.11.3 Number of Data Sets 
In this work, four different industrial data sets have been used. The reasons for using four 
different industrial data sets as opposed to one larger data set are outlined below. The 
main advantage of having one larger data set is the availability of a large number of data 
points. By having a large number of data points it is much easier to determine if any 
observed relationships are real. 
Despite this limitation when using smaller data sets, provided the appropriate statistical 
methods are employed, one can still determine whether the observed relationships are real 
(statistically significant) or not. The disadvantage is that it is more likely that one will not 
be statistically confident in observed relationships. 
The first advantage of using multiple data sets is the diversity of the flotation froths that are 
covered. It is one of this thesis's objectives to show that a unified approach for modelling 
concentrate grade exists that can be applied to most flotation froth systems (objective 
number five, see Section 2.9). It would not be appropriate to extrapolate findings based 
on one data set to cover multiple flotation froth systems. 
In order to have a unified approach, it is necessary to have an appropriate set of froth 
surface descriptors which can handle a wide range of froths. Had only one data set been 
used, the developments to froth surface descriptor measurements in Chapter 4 would not 
have been made. This would have resulted in a set of results that were only applicable to 
one flotation froth system. 
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3.11.4 Froth Classes 
The introduction of froth classes instead of using continuous measurements is an impor-
tant aspect of this work which needs to be explained. The identification of froth classes is 
the process whereby the video samples in the data sets are manually identified into visu-
ally similar sets. This process is similar to the wayan experienced flotation cell operator 
would differentiate between different froth states, before making changes to the appropri-
ate setpoints as necessary. In this work, the froth classes have been identified by looking 
primarily at the bubble size distribution of the froth videos. The number of froth classes 
identified is not fixed, but is rather dependent on the range of visible conditions that were 
apparent during the sample campaign. However, experience on the data sets used in this 
thesis has shown that this number is typically less than five for a flotation cell running 
under normal operating conditions. It is likely to increase under other scenarios such as 
the testing of different reagents. 
One of the elements of the work presented in this thesis, is the need to reduce high di-
mensionality data so that it is easier to work with. For example, Section 4.2 deals with 
the problem of reducing a bubble size distribution to a single value descriptor. The diffi-
culty of dealing with high dimensional bubble size data is further complicated when one 
deals with flotation froths which exhibit dynamic bubble size distributions. The use of 
classification and feature extraction methods for the reduction of high dimensional data is 
common in the field of pattern recognition [5]. 
Dealing with high dimensional data is difficult for two reasons. Firstly, one suffers from 
the "curse of dimensionality" which means that there is an exponential increase in the 
amount of data required to appropriately populate the sample space with each increasing 
dimension [5]. This essentially means that it is not possible to determine the relationships 
between high dimensional and other data without over-fitting the data. Secondly, it is 
often difficult to work with high dimensional data because it is difficult to visualise and 
may not have any physical meaning. This is particularly true for flotation cell operators 
who prefer to work with measurements which have direct meaning [66]. 
This potential disadvantage of using single value descriptors is highlighted in Section 4.2. 
An approach is needed that reduces the complexity of using high dimensional data such as 
complete bubble size distributions or the high dimensional texture features when texture 
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measures are used. The solution to this is to have an intermediate state which contains as 
much information as possible, but is easier to work with. Classifying the flotation froth 
samples into visually similar classes can achieve this intermediate state. Furthermore, 
the various froth classes are easily understandable by plant personnel, unlike using other 
dimensionality reduction techniques such as principal component analysis, to which it is 
difficult to attach any physical meaning. 
The introduction of froth classes does reduce the amount of information pertaining to 
the current state of the flotation froth. However it is a necessary step towards the un-
derstanding of the relationships between the metallurgical performance and the flotation 
froth measurements. Once these initial relationships have been identified, it will justify 
the use of the more complex methods required to relate the high dimensional data with 
metallurgical performance. As long as the reduction associated with the introduction of 
froth classes is acknowledged, and checks are performed to determine if the use of froth 
classes is acceptable, the use of classification as a data reduction technique is appropriate. 
3.11.5 Identification of Froth Classes 
The froth classes identified in the subsequent sections were manually identified by clas-
sifying the video sequence samples into "visually similar" classes. Before this process 
was performed, the filename associated with each of the video sequences was randomised 
to ensure that no prior knowledge pertaining to the conditions of the sampling biased the 
classification. Each froth class contains video segments which are visually similar to each 
other. Generally this means that the flotation froths will have a similar bubble size distri-
bution. In the case of flotation froths with dynamic bubble size distributions, the dynamic 
nature of the froth is also taken into account. 
The number of froth classes identified is entirely dependent on the data set being classi-
fied. It is just coincidence that the molybdenum, platinum data and copper 2004 data set 
were classified into four froth classes. 
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The classification into froth classes is done in much the same way that experienced flota-
tion cell operators make adjustments to the process variables based on their observations 
of the state (class) of the froth. Other researchers, including Bartolacci et aL [4], Nguyen 
and Thornton [51] and Aldrich et al. [2] have used this method of identifying froth classes. 
The froth classes identified have been independently corroborated by experienced person-
nel so as to ensure that they represent ground truth as far as possible. The results observed 
in Chapters 5 to 7 show the validity of the froth classes as they have different metallur-
gical relationships associated with them. This would not have been the case for random 
froth class allocation. 
The reason for using froth classes rather than a set of continuous variables based on either 
bubble size or texture measurement is because this approach still remains a difficult chal-
lenge, requiring substantial amounts of data to ensure statistical confidence in observed 
results. Once the relationships between froth classes and metallurgical performance have 
been established, it can be used as a foundation for further research into using continuous 
measurements. 
3.12 Platinum Data Set 
The platinum data set was collected at the Anglo Platinum Amandelbult UG2 Concentra-
tor from 21 to 23 January 2003. 
3.12.1 Experimental Setup 
The test work was conducted on the first rougher cell at the Amandelbult UG2 platinum 
concentrator. Due to the limited time duration of the test work, it was necessary to ar-
tificially induce different froth states by making changes to the air, level and reagent 
setpoints. The reason for this was to induce visually different froth classes in the flotation 
celL 
When the flotation cell was operating under steady state conditions, feed and concentrate 
metallurgical samples and video samples were collected so that the relationship between 
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the froth texture and the metallurgical performance of the cell could be determined. The 
video footage was recorded to video tape so that in-depth analysis could be run offline at 
a later stage. The metallurgical samples were sent for assay analysis to determine their 
elemental composition. Twenty sets of feed, concentrate and video footage samples were 
collected. 
3.12.2 Assays 
The concentrate and feed samples were analysed for: 
1. Copper (Cu) 
2. Platinum Group Minerals (PGM) 
3. Nickel (Ni) 
4. Iron (Fe) 
5. Sulfur (S) 
6. Chromite (Cr204)' 
The assay results for individual samples are presented in Appendix A. 
3.12.3 Froth Classes 
After the sampling campaign was completed, the video was divided into clips of footage 
of two minutes duration that correspond to the times at which metallurgical samples were 
taken. This resulted in 26 video clips each corresponding to a set of metallurgical samples 
taken. These clips were then classified into visually similar froth classes without using 
any of the information about what conditions the cells were in at the time the footage was 
taken. Four froth classes were identified; sample images of each of these are shown in 
Figure 3.44. Video footage of the different froth classes is shown in Appendix B. 
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3.13 Molybdenum Data Set 
This section describes the experimental setup for the molybdenum data set. The test 
work was performed on the third rougher of the molybdenum circuit at the Kennecott 
Utah Copper Concentrator from 3rd February to 10th February 2006. During this time 
fifty-four sets of samples were collected. The molybdenum circuit at Kennecott has the 
concentrate stream from the copper circuit as its feed. The molybdenum is floated and the 
copper depressed. The result is that the concentrate stream is rich in molybdenum and the 
tailings are rich in copper. 
3.13.1 Camera Installation 
It was necessary to install a camera on the cell to be monitored. Since the test work 
was only performed over one week, a temporary solution was used. This consisted of 
mounting a commercial camcorder and halogen light above the cell. Figure 3.45 shows 
the camera and light above the cell being monitored. 
3.13.2 Process Adjustments 
One of the goals of the test work was to determine a variety of froth classes under normal 
operating conditions. In order to achieve this, it was necessary to make adjustments to 
some of the process set-points. The ranges of adjustments made is shown in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1: Range of process adjustments for test work on rougher 3 of the molybdenum 
circuit. 
Parameter Low Value High Value 
Froth Depth 4.5" 11" 
pH 10.9 11.7 
Initially, changes were planned for the nitrogen addition to the cell, but it was unfeasible 
as it would require making adjustments to the nitrogen addition to the other cells in the 
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differences in the velocities of the froth at the time of sampling, due to uncontrollable 
plant disturbances. The sets of samples were typically taken fifteen minutes apart. Shorter 
periods were used when the froth velocity was high so as not to flood the concentrate 
sumps. 
At each sampling time, the following samples were taken: 
1. Feed Sample 
2. Tails Sample 
3. Bulk Concentrate Sample 
4. Top-of-Froth Concentrate Sample. 
Due to the small amount of concentrate accumulated when taking a top-of-froth sample, 
one cumulative sample was taken for each steady state condition, unlike the other samples 
for which three samples were taken for each steady state condition. 
3.13.4 Assays 
All of the samples collected were assayed f r the following by the Kennecott laboratories: 
1. Copper (Cu) 
2. Iron (Fe) 
3. Magnesium Oxide (MgO) 
4. Molybdenum Disulfide (MoS2). 
Additional measurements made included: 
1. Percentage solids 
2. Concentrate mass flow rate. 
Selected feed and top-of-froth samples were also selected for mineralogical analysis us-
ing the mineral liberation analyser (MLA). The assay results for individual samples are 
presented in Appendix A. 
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3.13.5 Froth Classes 
During the sampling campaign four distinct froth types were identified. Example images 
of the froth types are shown in Figure 3.46. The fun set of video segments from this data 
set can be found in Appendix B. 
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3.14 Copper 2004 Data Set 
The copper 2004 data set was collected on the 1 st rougher cell on row four at the Ken-
necott Utah Copper Concentrator from 21 April to 6 May 2004. During this time 30 sets 
of samples were collected. 
3.14.1 Camera Installation 
A. verman.en.t ll\'.:.tal\at\.\)n. \)\ fue camela, LEt) nw~ \\)l \\\\lIDll\a\\'\)l\ an.\i b.\)OO '\I-Ja~ ma\ie t(,)I 
this test work. The output of the camera was sent to the control room via coaxial cable, 
where it was recorded onto SVHS video tapes for later processing. 
3.14.2 Process Adjustments 
The goal of the test work was to identify a set of visually different froth classes so that 
links between the classes and the metallurgical performance of the cell could be investi-
gated. In order to achieve this in a short period of time, adjustments were made to the 
process parameters. They are shown in Table 3.2. 
Table 3.2: Range of process adjustments for test work on rougher 1, row four of the copper 
circuit. 
Parameter Low Value High Value 
Froth Depth 7.2" 9.9" 
pH 8.9 10.5 
Frother 0.00071b/ton 0.0602 Ib/ton 
Collector 0.01 Ib/ton 0.041b/ton 
3.14.3 Samples 
Thirty sets of steady state conditions were sampled. This totalled 30 feed, 30 bulk concen-
trate and 30 tails samples. One minute of video footage of the cell was taken to coincide 
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with the physical sampling of the cell, this totalled 30 video clips of rougher 1, row 4 on 
the copper circuit. 
Samples were taken in sets of three when the process was deemed to have reached a 
steady state. Despite being at steady state, it was expected that there would be slight 
differences in the velocities of the froth at the time of sampling, due to uncontrollable 
plant disturbances. The sets of samples were typically taken ten minutes apart. 
At each sampling time, the following samples were taken: 
1. Feed Sample 
2. Tails Sample 
3. Bulk Concentrate Sample. 
3.14.4 Assays 
All of the samples collected were assayed for the following by the Kennecott laboratories: 
1. Copper (Cu) 
2. Iron (Fe) 
3. Molybdenum (Mo). 
Additional measurements made included: 
1. Percentage solids. 
The assay results for individual samples are presented in Appendix A. 
3.14.5 Froth Classes 
During the campaign, four froth classes were identified. Sample images of the froth 
classes are shown in Figure 3.47. It is important to realise that the froth classes from the 
Kennecott copper circuit are particularly dynamic, and as such, a small set of still images 
is not sufficient to characterise the data set. The reader is referred to the video clips in the 
electronic Appendix B for a better understanding of the differences between these froth 
classes. 
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Chapter 3: Experimental Methodology & Data Sets 
3.15 Copper 2006 Data Set 
The 2006 copper data set was conected at the Kennecott Utah Copper Concentrator from 
19 to 31 January 2006. All of the test work was conducted on the first rougher cell on row 
four. 
3.15.1 Camera Installation 
The existing SmartFroth camera system on cell 1, row 4 was experiencing problems with 
its lighting. The lighting system was swapped with a replacement system which worked 
well. See Figure 3.48 for the camera and hood mounted on cell 1. 
3.15.2 Process Adjustments 
One of the goals of the test work was to gather data for a variety of froth classes which are 
likely to occur under normal plant operating conditions. In order to achieve this, it was 
necessary to make adjustments to some of the process set-points at various times. Details 
of these values are given in Table 3.3. 
Table 3.3: Process Adjustments made for the 2006 copper data set. 
Parameter Low Value High Value 
Froth Depth 7.3" 10.0" 
Frother Dosage 0.015 lbs/ton 0.03 Ibs/ton 
Ideally, this test work campaign would have been conducted without making any changes 
to the process parameters. Plant operators would be allowed to make the appropriate 
changes as they saw fit, and froth video footage would have been collected as different 
froth classes arose. Unfortunately, this approach could not be used due to time constraints. 
This meant it was necessary to make adjustments to process parameters to ensure that a 
range of froth classes were identified. 
The froth depth parameter was primarily adjusted in order to obtain similar looking froths 
with different froth velocities. This helped to populate the sample space for a variety 
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. 'igUN 3AR: S[[]"Tlh(~b ""mem ,tOO In)(! 'y"O[[] in,wlkrl on coli I, row ~ (~. ,Ilo Kon_ 
ll<cott copper cilnJit, 
of diff~r~nt v~l()citie, for each froth cia,s. "jh~ frorh~r dosage was adiusted in order 10 
ehange the vi,ual appearancc of the froth. 
Unlike scunpling eampaigns which are dc'igncd using Ihe faClorial m~lh()d and .lim to 
smnplc at a variety of pre-specified values for each of Ih~ pmce" p:Jrarll"I"p... heing: ad-
jm,leli. the goal of !his ~ampling campaign w:" to gen~rate'1 'et of \'i,u"lly different froth 
ck,"~~ o""r a rang~ of frolh "<:'iocili,,,. The inpul param~terb which caused the,e frod] 
d,,,~e~ w~r~ of ~econd~I)'- int"r",l, n,~y will however be an imponant pan of future 
,tuciie'> (0 d"fennin" how if i, be,t to n]{)\'e between the different froth cI""es, 
All other proce'b parameter.; were left to be aciju,red by the plant operators as per usual 
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Chapter 3: Experimental Methodology & Data Sets 
operating procedure. Appendix C contains the process parameters for the duration of the 
test work. 
3.15.3 Sampling 
Samples were taken in sets of three when the process was deemed to have reached a 
steady state. Despite being at steady state, it was expected that there would be slight 
differences in the velocities of the froth at the time of sampling, due to uncontrollable 
plant disturbances. The sets of samples were typically taken fifteen minutes apart. 
At each sampling time, the following samples were taken: 
1. Feed Sample 
2. Tails Sample 
3. Bulk Concentrate Sample 
4. Top-of-Froth Concentrate Sample. 
Due to the small amount of concentrate accumulated when taking a top-of-froth sample. 
one cumulate sample was taken for each steady state condition, unlike the other samples 
for which three samples were taken for each steady state condition. 
3.15.4 Analyses 
Over the period 19 Jan 2006 to 31 Jan 2006, 35 sets of steady state conditions were 
sampled. This totalled 105 feed, 105 bulk concentrate, 105 tails, and 35 top-of-froth 
samples. Five minutes of video footage of the cell was taken to coincide with the physical 
sampling of the cell, this totalled 105 video clips of cell 1, row 4 of the copper circuit. 
The video footage can be viewed in Appendix B. 
3.15.4.1 Assays 
All of the samples collected were assayed for the following by the Kennecott laboratories: 
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1. Copper (Cu) 
2. Iron (Fe) 
3. Magnesium Oxide (MgO) 
4. Molybdenum Disulfide (MoS2). 
Additional measurements made included: 
1. Percentage solids 
2. Concentrate mass flow rate. 
The assay results for individual samples are presented in Appendix A. Selected feed and 
top-of-froth samples were also selected for mineralogical analysis using the MLA. 
3.15.4.2 Video Analyses 
Each of the 105 video clips was analysed using both SmartFroth and MATLAB to deter-
mine the following parameters: 
1. Bubble size distribution for each frame of video 
2. Froth velocity for consecutive frames of video 
3. Froth texture for each frame of video. 
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Measurement Advances 
This chapter presents novel techniques for the improved measurement of froth surface 
descriptors using machine vision technology. In so doing, it addresses the first three 
objectives of this thesis. 
Firstly, objective number one is addressed by showing that the current state of the art 
bubble size measurements are not able to accurately segment froth images that contain 
both large and tiny bubbles in the same image. An improved algorithm is presented and 
shown to be able to achieve good segmentation under such conditions. 
Next, objective number two is addressed. First, by introducing the concept of dynamic 
bubble size distributions, and then by showing that the traditionally used single value 
bubble size descriptors such as mean, p80, etc. can be inappropriate measures to use 
for such flotation froths. Finally, various methods of characterising flotation froths with 
dynamic bubble size distributions are presented and discussed. 
Thirdly, objective number three of this thesis is addressed. Selected commonly used tex-
ture measures are tested on a suitably large data set of flotation froth images to determine 
which texture measurement(s) are best suited for the analysis and classification of flota-
tion froth images. 
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4 .. 1 Improving the Watershed Segmentation Using Tex-
ture Measures 
4.1.1 Limitations of the Watershed Algorithm 
Some flotation froths have fairly consistent bubble size distributions. Some examples of 
such flotation froths can be seen in Figure 4.1. The watershed algorithm provides good 
bubble segmentation in such cases. However, when both large and tiny bubbles appear in 
flotation froths at the same time, the watershed algorithm performs poorly. Examples of 
such flotation froths can be seen in Figure 4.2. 
It is well known that the watershed algorithm performs poorly when both large and tiny 
bubbles are present in an image simultaneously. Botha [7] suggested using the marker 
bubble area ratio to determine areas of tiny bubbles. He also found that the texture mea-
sure of small number emphasis could be used to determine areas of tiny bubbles. However, 
this method was deemed unfeasible due to excessive computation time and the sensitivity 
to various parameters. Runge et al. [58] also acknowledge that the watershed algorithm 
in VisioFroth is not able to successfully delineate the bubbles when both large and tiny 
bubbles are present in a flotation froth image. 
Wang et aL [71] have developed an algorithm to segment bubbles using valley-edge de-
tection and tracing techniques. They show that by classifying images into small, medium 
or large bubbles, better segmentation can be achieved. However, they do not deal with the 
case in which the flotation froth image has both large and tiny bubbles. 
Figure 4.3 shows the typical results from using a watershed segmentation on an image 
with both large and tiny bubbles. By adjusting the parameters of the watershed algorithm 
(mainly the amount of low-pass filtering) it is possible to either under-segment the image 
(and correctly identify the large bubbles) or over-segment the image (and correctly iden-
tify the tiny bubbles). It is not possible to correctly segment both the large and the tiny 
bubbles simultaneously. 
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Figllr< -1.1: (a) I ",,, fiotatitxl fnxh linage, for which th. traditional w'K"r,h .. " algOflthm 
Jt"gm~nr~lio" ""'h" wdJ mxi (N l),cir cOiTe>pvndiilg scgmenwia/}., ,,!iN !1l1l-
11ing the woter,hed ,rl~(\rithm. 
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~. 1.2 0 , e- n 'iew (If proposed imprllvcmenl 
II i. pr,'pmcd Ihat II", wgtrl<:ntutiOl' of l1o\"lion froth j,ll",>!C, Wilh both [UIg,· "uu tmy 
b"bblr~ can h,: achj ~'ed by pCIIl)rmEJI,>! multiple p;" ..... , " I I )-,~ watcrshrci aii!unl lLEn 10 
1 .,,:: , h~r,1 :lr~a<, "r Ill<: ;m:o;:r, "" It Ih~1 Ill<: ~rca!' v. uh I.,,~~ b"hblc~ aft· I,ro.. .. :,-.=ci ""h 
, I, (({'reUl jl.Ira",,·leT'> 10 Ihe ~re .> "nh lilLy h\lbb lr:<. Th,~ i~ uchievcd by milidll), icicnllr, IIlg 
the la~c IK,bbl,,~ C<..'rr{'("ll~ moJ "ntle.-·-.cg lllCm1ll:':: It,.; lill y llI,bblc,. A 1("IUf~ 1I1""~Lllt' Can 
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",>!:JltL . til<! liny btlhbk, ~n: C"IK(·t ly Idcnl ifkci 
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h~l'I: lx~n correctly s~gmcn""0 :md \chie h Ilubble, have 1'<'<:11 u n der-.,~gnl<: nt,·d. Vi,ua l 
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in'pt:ction of the n:suhs of the umkr-scgnlt:ntation of fro!h inmg:cs suggcstcd that a tCll-
ture me~"urc would he appropri~te to perroTTlI this da~"fication, A d"ta 'et of correctl)' 
'~!!lnented large bubble, ~nd undcr-,egmented ~ollection' of tin) hubhles w;" generat~d 
by hand from w'l1ershed .,egmented im;lges from cI,,~, 2 'lTld 13 of the froth im;lge d~t" 
,et (,ee Appendix ill. The~e data set, were chosen bec~use they both couwined clear 
example, ofooth large and tiny bubble, iu the same image. Figure ... .4 show,;otne exam-
ples from each cia,s TI1C data set consisted ot I ()~ examples of si ngle bubhle, and 107 
exampk, of uJlder-<.Cgmcnted collcctions of tin)' bubbles. 
A, diseusscd in Chaptcr 3, there are numerous potential tcx!Un:; measures to u'c, Tc<;ts 
were perfomlCd to detennilJe !KW. well thc ~rey,cale co-occurren~e ba,cd tCllture mea-
'ures ~nd 1.;IW" 3x3 kernel h,,~ed texture m~,,~ure' w~r~ ;It distingubhlllg bt:tw<en 'in-
gk bubbits and collection, of tiny bubble,. TI'e,e te~ture me",ure, wer~ cho~eJl hec~u~e 
of thclr ahility to proce,s small image, of irregular .,hape, The texture ,pe-ctrum wa, not 
evaluated as it was expeetcd that!hc small image, would re,ult in 'parse t~x!Ure ,pe-ctrum., 
kIng: gCnL'rated, 
TI1C gcometric scparability IndeX was used to determinc which ,ub;ets of features were 
h~~t "hk to disting:ui,h betwccn thc two data ,rh. The results arc .,hown '" Ta-
ble' 4.1 to 4.4. 
For l.~w,· t~~tur~ m~~'un:'. ;It k~,t four k~tun:' arC required lO achicve rcasonable clas-
.,ification. For the GSCOM me;l,urem~nh. 100% correct da",ifie"tion w;" p0s>ihk for 
all feature .,ets that included the contr"st me".,ure, It i, d~~r thOlt the eontrOl~tll1e;l~ure h 
the be~t ,uited of the texture meaWl'e, te,ted for the di",riminMion betwe~n 'ingk J"rge 
hubble, and collcctlOn, of tiny bubble,. It j, important to note that the data set on ",hieh 
the testing wa, performcd i" somev.-hat artificial j n that .he data wm; chosen hy hand to be 
good examples of either "ngle hubhle, or collcction, of tiny bubbles. As ,uch. ambiguou, 
case, were not ,clectcd and it j, likely that 11)()'lc correct c1assitication will not be alway, 
achi~v~d. 
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Table 4.1: Separability indices for the data set using 3 x 3 Laws filters. 
Features Used Separability Index 
E3E3 E3S3 S3S3 L3S3 L3L3 0.9581 
E3E3 E3S3 53L3 L3L3 0.9535 
E3E3 53E3 5353 S3L3 L3L3 0.9535 
E3E3 53S3 L3S3 L3L3 0.9535 
E3E3 E3S3 53E3 53S3 S3L3 L3L3 0.9488 
Table 4.2: Legend for features based on GSCOM for Tables 4.3 and 4.4. 
Feature Number Feature Name 
1 Maximum Probability 
2 Energy 
3 Contrast 
4 Homogeneity 
5 Entropy 
Table 4.3: Separability indices for the data sets using GSCOM features. 
Features Used Separability Index 
12345 l.OOO 
1234 1.000 
1235 1.000 
123 1.000 
1345 1.000 
134 1.000 
135 1.000 
13 1.000 
2345 1.000 
235 1.000 
23 1.000 
345 l.OOO 
35 l.OOO 
3 1.000 
1245 0.995 
Table 4.4: Separability indices using single GSCOM features. 
Feature Separability Index 
3 l.OOO 
4 0.986 
5 0.684 
I 0.544 
2 0.540 
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4.1.4 Contrast 
An examination of the GSCOM and the contrast feature show why this feature performs 
particularly wen in its ability to discriminate between single bubbles and collections of 
tiny bubbles. Figure 4.5 shows an example of the GSCOM for both a single bubble and a 
collection of tiny bubbles. 
It is evident from Figure 4.5 that there is a distinct difference between the two GSCOMs 
for the single bubble and the collection of tiny bubbles. The GSCOM for the single bubble 
has high values along the diagonal. This is because neighbouring pixels in an image of 
a single bubble tend to have similar values. The GSCOM for the image of a collection 
of tiny bubbles on the other hand has a closer to uniform distribution. This is because 
neighbouring pixels often have dissimilar intensities. It is because of these differences in 
the GSCOM that the contrast feature: 
Contrast: L(i - j)2 Pij 
i,j 
(4.1) 
can successfully discriminate between single bubbles and collections of tiny bubbles. This 
is evident from the (i - j)2 term which emphasises terms far away from the diagonal. 
Similarly, the homogeneity feature also performs welL It has the term Ii - jl in the 
denominator which emphasises terms along the diagonal of the GSCOM. 
4.1.5 Modifying the Watershed 
It is not simple to merge two watershed segmentations that have been created using dif-
ferent parameters. This is because there is no guarantee that the segmentation lines will 
overlap one another. The method for applying and merging the results from multiple 
passes of watershed segmentations is now discussed. 
4.1.5.1 First Pass 
The traditional watershed algorithm is applied to a flotation froth image, using a large 
value for low-pass filtering to ensure that the large bubbles in the image are correctly seg-
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mented and that the tiny bubbles are under-segmented. Each blob in the image is then 
classified according to its contrast value (determined from the greyscale co-occurrence 
matrix). An example of an input image, the under-segmented watershed output, and clas-
sification of blobs is shown in Figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 respectively. 
4.1.5.2 Input Image Modification 
From the classification results it is possible to generate a mask which identifies areas of 
single bubbles, collections of tiny bubbles and bubble boundaries. An example of such 
a mask is show in Figure 4.9. The original input image is then filtered using a low-
pass filter once more, but this time, less low pass filtering is used, to ensure the accurate 
segmentation of the small bubbles. Figure 4.10 shows the result of applying the mask 
to the low-pass filtered image. The result is achieved by modifying the low-pass filtered 
input image such that the areas corresponding to blobs which have been identified as 
single bubbles by the classification step have maximal values. The pixels which border 
these single bubbles are given minimal values. The areas of the image corresponding to 
collections of tiny bubbles in the classification step remain unchanged. 
4.1.5.3 Second Pass 
The watershed algorithm is then perfonned on the modified input image. Because of the 
modification to the input image, the boundaries of the large bubbles are guaranteed to 
be correctly identified. The tiny bubbles will also be correctly identified as they have 
not been processed with too much low-pass filtering. Figure 4.11 shows the resulting 
segmentation after the second watershed pass has been applied. A flow diagram of the 
entire process is shown in Figure 4.12. 
4.1.6 Discussion 
The algorithm discussed here perfonns well at segmenting individual bubbles when the 
flotation froth image has both large and tiny bubbles. A two-pass algorithm has been 
discussed, but it is possible to extend this to an n-pass algorithm. Experience has shown, 
however, that segmentation perfonnance does not improve if more than three passes are 
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u,ed (when a image ,ize of 320 x 2..\0 pixels is u,cd). This is mOSl likely duc 10 lhe 
increa,ing number of parameters lhat need to lJ,c oplimi~d 10 achieve gO<Xl '<gTl,,<,nWtioll, 
[t i> expected that it a larger images si7e is used (I024x7li8 pIxel- for e\~mp1c). then 
lhe relative ,iLC of the [arf!~ and tiny hlLbbles in the im;lge wi[1 Ix dilTerent to lhose in 
a smallcr (320xNO pixel,) Hn;lge, ender '-uch circum,tance; it i, likelv that more lhan 
tliree passe~ could pnwide lx'tler segnl<:ntation results. 
Determining the oplima[ parameters li)r a segmcntalion is nnll-triviaL The ,klemllnJlion 
of tlie paramdcr sCHings is best achieved using a visual approath in "hkh lhe li"'t "t;lge 
of low pass lillering is "djusled ~o lhatlhc large blLbbles ;Ire corrcctly identified, When 
this h", been ;lchieved. the thre,ho[d of the contr""t b;lsed cl;l,;"ifier should be adjusted 
su<;h th"t only single bubble, ~re corredly identified. Finally. the second pa,s low-pa,s 
filtering 'hould be ;ldJ\Ned ,;u<:h that ;In a<:curate ·.,egmcmallon i; achieved for the tiny 
bubbles a; well, 
In order to -..ct up the parameters for an indumial flotation cell" hich contain, both large 
and un]' bubble.,. it i<; nece,sary to capture virn.'D footage of the tlotation cel[ under a 
variety ot conditions (all large IMJhbles. all tiny hubbies, and intcnncdiale Slates) so lh;lt 
optimal paramdcl's call he delenuillcd that tan correctly segment individU;l1 bubble' for 
all or I he,", ca'es. 
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4.2 Reducing BSD Data For Classification 
Thi<; seclinn e.~arnine, Uk< redudinn nfhubh1e 'i/.~ di'lriiJulion infonllation for froth cI~\­
~ilicalion To over~nme Ihe high dimen\ionality of bubble size dislribution d~w, il is 
typicJlly reduced 10 eilher ~ llIe~n [53, 12,30, 321. llIedi~n (p50l or p80 value. Altcrna-
tively. the d~w i8 reduced 10 ~ set of cI~'ses ,uch ~s {small , meJium , lm'yd 1611, The.<.C 
reductions Jre nol Jlw~ys ~pprnpri~tc. and "~n rcsult in Ihc loss of most of the informa-
tion cOllwined in ~ bubble size di,tribution, Whelhcr or not slIch redllCtion of Ihc data is 
appropriale or not is generally nOI con<;idcrcd. 
4.2. 1 Dynamic Hubble Size Distributions 
Cerlain Iroth lypeS exhibit what has heen termed "dynamic huhbk \ize di,trii:>utions'", 
The", dynwm~ BSD~ occur" hen a notJtion fmth u nder ~te;KI y 8l~te conditions h~, oub-
,lantially di ff~r~nt buhble 8i/e di\tribulions over a short period of time, Not ~n flol~tion 
froth8 exhibit this ki nd ofheh~viour, nor is it dependent on the miner~ 1 being mined. An 
ex~mple of two fr~mcs of f<Xll ~g:e taken within OIlC sccond or each othcr Irom a froth 
which ha, a dynamic USl) i~ ,hown in l'igure .\.13. '1l1G figure shows that two image<; 
lakcn withm nnc ,~ccond of cach other Can have very different huhbie si/.e distrihution~. 
The reader i, referred to !he ~oppe  2{)06 video foo lage in Appendix B for ~ beller under-
standi ng of the nature n f flotation trolh, with dYJl:llllic hubble \i I.e di,trihutions. 
The ~orred <;alllpling of thesc dynami~ froths i <; exlremely in 'pol1an!. A single sample ;8 
dearl y in~uffkient to ~haracleri<,e 'u~h a dynamic ~t~ady ,t~t~ froth ~.' the fe,U Iting: usn 
noea,urernent ~ould have a hug~ r~ ng:e of ,'alue, depending on the e~act tirnmg of 'h hen 
the '~rnple WJ8 t~ ken_ With thi~ in mind, ~ 8et of te,ls w~, devised t(\ detennine how 
effective individu~ 1 bubble sile rne~surements ~re ~(ch~ rJderi,ing ,uch froth,. 
lhe te'b were eJch de"i,ed with the g:o~J of c~p1Uring certain ~~pcch of the nJture of 
froth, with dynJmi(: bul*ole ,i,e distribution, The ide~, bellind the different mcth(xh 
Jre presented here, with detJiJed dc>cription' of their implementmion in the following 
,cctiOlh. 
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"i~urc4.13, An CAompic of a frOlI, with n dyn,unic (JSD, The US!); arc tole", from two 
fro"", of "id<o which "re with in I S'""""~ of roc" "'Il<r 
The 'ingk \'~Iuc ,k,cnplur< (1lIl"~n. llll"di~'L pRO) !t;ehni'lue ~tlempl;, 10 O"CK<.'me tl~ 
dy"~IT"c n~(UTC of fro' h, hy >~lIlpllllg for ~ long period of Hille. R y 'mcr~~ "ng th~ n l[[lIh~r 
of 'Jmpks, improvcr! [It'rfonna!l(:e is expccled ~, the re,u In ng m"",urement " i II Ix: ba «ed 
on a m("" rqlrl~'cnrati\'c '<ample than mcasur~menn; made from shoneI' '~quenee kngth,. 
TIl<' 13SD search algontlHn att~mpt~ 10 improve OIl (he single valu~ descnptor m.-tllOd 
by aCllH'iy <;earchmg for an optimal deci~ion POlnt (unii!.:" th.- ~ingular v~lue descriptor 
mdhod I,lueh relics un a fixed d~([sion pointj. Li!.:" thL' ~inj!l" valuc dC~l-'T1I>h" lllelhod. 
ktt~r re,ulb are expected wh~n longer, more r~pr~5~ntalive >ampl"s ~re taken. 
l3y not r~ducing the 13SD to a single value, tile aggregate 13SD alf!.orithm aims h' retain the 
information which is lo,t wh~n <inf!.k wIne de~cripto,." ar" u>ed, Once ~f!.ain, incr,,~,ed 
~~mpl" I"nglh i, expected to improve rcsult~ in ~ more repr~,enl~tive '~"'ple of the froth. 
B"c~u<;e ()f Ihe ~v-"r~ging n~ture ()f Ihe ~ggreg~le flsn ~Igorilh"" neither Ihe dIfferent 
st~1 e., of I he froth, nor Ihe (r~n,i(ion' helween the stJ te.' are accoun'ed for. 
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Chapter"\: 1I.kasuremem Advances 
The n"dUl'~d dimen,ionailly an:r~galc FlSD algorithm i, b~s~d (\n Ihe aggrcg~tc FlSD al-
t"nlllln. Onl'C ag~in. Ihe Jddili(\nal infornHJIi(\!l pre,cnl III th~ bubhle ,in." di,lnbuti(\[l 
I.' mJimamed. tlIIt in 111I~ tA'<e pnllcipall·ompOnelli. analyw; is lI<;(,d to reduL·~ Ihe dimcn-
.iollJlIty. 
The frequently Ol·~UlTillg I>SD Algornhm at1empt- to th;lr~der"e dyn,mll~ froth, 3Cl·ord-
lllg 10 the percentage of time that the} are III ditl~rrnt .<;lates, The<e <tates corrr<;pond 10 
ditlcrcnt bubble sizc d"uibutions, In so dotng the dynanllc nature- ofthc froth l' be-t1~r 
acco"nlcd for. Lih the othcr methods, frclJucntly oCc'"ning BSD~ doc, not accounl for 
thc ~elJucTl<:i ng of transilions bct ..... ccll thc diffcrcnl ,lale~, 
Oh~erv"lion and experirncntation on dYllamic n(\lalion frOlh~ indicatc~ Ihatlhc state tran-
sit ions ~re not ca~il y captur~d hy ~impk model~ and ~pP<'ar to he largely random. Bccau~c 
of this. no algorithm has yet heen develoP<'d which accounts for the "t~te tr~llsition~. 
There is room for furthe r research inthi.<; area, 
4.2.2 Testing Methodology 
Two d~ta ~ets were u'ed for lhi~ SCI of lests, the platin"m data sCI and thc 2(XH ,'oppcr 
data set. 1he datA sets were cho,ell for th~ foHo\\ lllg reawns, Th~ pl~tinllm dal;l "'t is ~ 
good example of a froth \,hich does not exhibit a dynamic I.\S[), Thc copper 200,", dala ~et 
was chosen because it is a good eXAmple of a data set which does exhibit a dynamic BSD. 
For both dala sets. labelled froth classes AlreAdy e'l:ist ..... hich can be u.ed for determining 
perf(\rmam'c values, 
TI,C objccti,c, of the te,lS were 10: 
I. detcrmine ..... hether reducing bubble size distributions 10 a single value. such a~ 
mean, median or pSO, is approprime or not. 
2, detcnnine whal video dip d"rJtion (numkr of Ii"~me') ne~d~ to he analy<,ed I[] 
ordcr \() ovcroom~ the prohletll'> associ ~tcd with ~ampli"g dyn~mic FlSDs, 
3. dctcrmine which algorithms are be,t suited to clAssifying the state of the froth. using 
b"bh1e ~i7c inli>nllation alonc. 
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In Thi~ work, teq, are performed tu detenm ne \\ hether renai n me,lw""me nt , provide t I"" 
u'cr '" llh ~aluahk i n/()rmmion Thcse le't~ arc ,lImlar to ~en,i livlty TeST' I ,igna I to noi <>e 
rm;o le,K TIJt: le~ll' c(,",tructed a, 1'('110"": 
('in,tl y. I w(' di qi IICtly ditkrent conditIOn' th~t rhe user would II k~ Tile IllCJSU ",ment hei ng 
le,,-,,d to he ahlc to di,criminJte beT\\e~n. ar~ hand pl~ked. ,'n analogOll' example ",ould 
be Irying to di,,;riminatc bel",een lin apple (c('ndilion one) or an orange (condition TWO) 
Il,mg '01111.' llIca<,urclIl<:IlL 
'\lex!. ,elected mea,urements are taken from a large data set containing ex~mples of hoth 
condition~_ In the analoj!OlI" example. con,ider measuring tllC diameter of flUit as a mea" 
<'UTeIr'OCnL Con,ider a data ,Cl ()f diameters for apple~ and oranges. The data set ean be 
analy~ed I() del ermine h()\\ sueee~'fully a ne", flUil \,ill he cJa~,ificd (a, cilh~r an apple 
or orange). based >ole ly on ils diamckr. Iril i, found thai apple~ and oranges have similar 
dlametn>, lhen one c~n concludc that lh~ ~a'UTeIllenl of a fruil\ diameter is not ~uitable 
for ckkrmining if it is an apple OT an OTang~. 
This work proc~eds in a similar m~nner. except that the mea."llr~ment being anaiy'ed 
lIill be related to the bubhk size of ~ froth (for ~xample. mean. median or p80). Tht 
condition, will not b~ fruit. but rather images of froth, at steady swte. \,ith different 
huhhic ,ize dl,lribuTion<,. If the mean hubhle "ze (for example) IS not allit' to di,tinj!ul,h 
belw~cn lwo rroTh "lile~. then the cpndu~ion" ThaI Ilx:a,uring the mean buhble ,ize i, 
inappropriate. and a dirkn::nt lll<:liWrc orhuhhlr ,i/c mu-r he u<;t:d 
-'.23 Sin:.:1c value dc~cript()rs 
Th~ IIJt:lhod of le,>linj! for '>!ngle vlilue l\c,cnplor<, will he discus>cd for thc mean huhhle 
'1/-" ~alclll:ni"n It i, 'Iraightforv.·ard to u,,, tl", rlldhod roc ()ther cakuiatio", such a, 
mtd,;w and p80 t'ht n",an huhbk ,ite ~alc" l ation ,imply needs In he TCplaced with tht 
de"red calcutation. 
The method dlscu,sed hn'" dl"" nul provide any n()vel ~a'UTement or bubhle si,e ror 
dynamic flotation froths. In'te~d. a methodology j, propu,~d with which it i, po'Sible 10 
octermi ne the ,uitability of u~i ng singk value de;.criptors for tile clas>ilication of dyn;mlic 
Holalion frolhs. 
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Chapter 4: Measurement Advances 
A single random sample of consecutive frames is taken from one of the video segments 
in the data set. Figure 4.14 shows how multiple three frame samples can be drawn from a 
video segment. Note how the starting frame for each of the samples is random, so they are 
not in consecutive order. From these frames, the bubble size distribution can be calculated 
using the advanced watershed algorithm (Section 4.1). The mean bubble size can then be 
calculated for the sample. 
This process of sampling and calculating the mean bubble size for a sample is repeated 
many times. Since there are multiple samples, there are multiple values for the mean bub-
ble size. It is therefore possible to plot the distribution of mean bubble size measurements 
for a froth class. Figure 4.15 shows an examples of such a distribution of mean bubble 
size measurements. 
The process of calculating the mean bubble size distribution for a class is done for two 
froth classes from a data set. The desired result is that the mean bubble size distributions 
from the two froth classes will be centred at different points and not be overlapping. Gen-
erally, it is unlikely that the two distributions will not have some degree of overlap. By 
scanning along the mean bubble size axis, it possible to detennine the point which will 
maximise the classification performance (optimal decision boundary) of the two froth 
classes by discriminating based on their mean bubble size value. Figure 4.16 shows an 
example of two well separated mean bubble size distributions for two froth classes. Fig-
ure 4.17 shows an example of two poorly separated mean bubble size distributions for two 
froth classes. 
Once the optimal decision boundary for two froth classes has been determined, it can be 
used for the classification of new samples. The mean bubble size is calculated for the new 
sample and is then classified as belonging to one of the two classes depending on which 
side of the decision boundary the mean value lies on. 
For each class, all sequences of frames of lengths {I, 2, 3,4,5,7, 10, 14, 19,26,37, 
51, 71, 98, 136, 189, 262, 364, 504, 700} were extracted subject to there not being an 
overlap of frames of more than one third the length of the sequence. In order to determine 
how wen the mean bubble size measurement performs at distinguishing between froth 
classes, all the samples were taken for a given froth class and randomly allocated to either 
a training or testing data set. For each combination of froth classes, the optimal decision 
boundary was determined on the training data set. The testing data set was then used 
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Chaplcr4: "le:!'Llrcn~m AJvance, 
10 del~rmi~e the perfomlan(T of tile n-...:an hubhlc ,iu lTot'a'urcmcnL Til" procc" w~:, 
tl'prakd for both tile platlIlUlTI and Ir.., 2(){).J. ,'opper R'I for a variety ()f fr~lIle s.equencc 
knglh ~. 
4.2.4 BSU sea rch 
The BSD search rnetl~lJ i, ,imilar to 111<"' reduction of Ihe huhble siLe distribulion to a 
me:!n. 1'50 or p~() valu~. The difference is Ihm Ihe I.\SD i> not reduceJ 10 a pr~JefineJ 
peT(:~mik. but rJtller a '~arch is made 10 determine the oplirllal pen:~nlile to Ji",riminate 
!x-lween two c la,,><,s ba,~d on a <;ingk n-...:a~urelTIem, 
On~~ agJin. :,amples arc taken from Ihe data SCI. CUlllulmiv~ huhbl" ,i,e Ji'lribution, are 
cakulated for each of Ihe :,alllpies. i\ scan is then pcrforrlled r()r"~ch value on th~ bllbble 
,iz~ axis . For ,oach value. Ihe di<;lrrootion ()f l'erecJll:!ge pa,sing the ~unent hubble ~ize 
val lies is plotted and once again, all oplilTl~1 Jed,ion houndar)' can be lktermincd. Sec 
£1igllre 4.IS for au illu,lr:lliw naml'l~ of l~lW this is achieved for two froth clas:,e,. 
T'."""j D", 
(:'"... ... 1 .... ",, "'Ie ,,"'0 0;,,"".'''00 
f , 
"""p'" 0' P~~"tl!\le p." "Il 
foe [\ubbl" S ~"' 5:1 
'" .. , '.' "' ,t) 
....... >;>e," OCGUIf(>"""" 
Fi~lrr'C4.18: lJSl) '~=ll fe.' Mlermining Ihe "poimal percentage p""i ng "ollie for two 
fmID ch,,~;, 
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Chapter 4: Measurement Advances 
In this manner, an optimal decision boundary and optimal percentage passing a given 
bubble size value can be determined. These values are calculated for a training data set. 
After this, performance values can be determined for a test data set for differing sequence 
lengths in both the platinum and 2004 copper data set. 
4.2.5 Aggregate BSDs 
The aggregate BSD method tries to account for the time aspect of the dynamic bubble 
size distribution by merging the bubble size data from a sequence of frames. The bubble 
size information is calculated for a sequence of frames of video. The bubble size mea-
surements are then combined to generate a single cumulative bubble size distribution for 
the video sequence. This single cumulative BSD for the whole video sequence is referred 
to as the aggregate BSD. 
For each froth class, samples can be taken from the training data set. For each of these 
samples, a single aggregate BSD is calculated. The result is a set of aggregate BSDs 
associated with each froth class. 
Next, it is necessary to determine a set of characteristic aggregate BSDs. These charac-
teristic aggregate BSDs are determined by using a hierarchical unsupervised clustering 
algorithm. It is necessary to have an appropriate distance measure to compare the dis-
similarity of the aggregate BSDs. Various distance measures were tested: Kolmogorov-
Smimov, chi square, Cramer I von Mises, Jeffery divergence and the Minkowski metric. 
Results from tests to determine the best distance measure for bubble size distributions 
showed no significant differences in performance. As a result, the Kolmogorov- Smimov 
distance measure was used because it is an intuitive distance measure for BSDs and is 
easy to implement. 
Figure 4.19 shows the results from using hierarchical unsupervised classification to de-
termine the characteristic aggregate BSDs for two froth classes (class 1 and class 2). The 
left hand side of Figure 4.19 shows the entire set of aggregate BSDs for each of the froth 
classes. The right hand side of Figure 4.19 shows the resulting sets of nine characteristic 
BSDs for each of the froth classes. Characteristic BSDs A to I were determined from 
class 1, and BSDs K to R were determined from class 2. The number of frequently occur-
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Chapter 4: Measurement Advances 
ring BSDs to use is heuristically driven. It should be large as possible such that there is a 
suitable difference between the different classes identified. Nine classes have been used 
here, but it is expected that using eight or ten classes would have similar results. 
Once the set of characteristic aggregate BSDs has been determined, all of the samples in 
the training data set are classified according to which of the characteristic aggregate BSDs 
(A to R) they are most similar to. It is now possible to generate a histogram which shows 
the frequency of occurrence of the characteristic aggregate BSDs for the froth classes. 
Figure 4.20 shows such a histogram. 
New video segments are classified by first calculating the aggregate BSD. Next, the ag-
gregate BSD is classified according to which of the characteristic BSDs (A to R) it is 
most similar to. The histogram of characteristic BSDs is then used to determine the final 
class allocation. For example, if the most similar characteristic BSD to the new sample 
is 'A', then the new video segment will be classified as belonging to class 2 because there 
are more class 2 occurrences of 'A' BSDs than class 1 occurrences of 'A' BSD. Alterna-
tively, if the new video segment is most similar to characteristic BSD 'B', then it will be 
classified as belonging to class 1. 
4.2.6 Dimensionality Reduced Aggregate BSD 
An aggregate cumulative BSD is calculated for the video sample in the same manner 
as outlined in Section 4.2.5. The aggregate cumulative bubble size distribution is then 
binned into 50 bins. In effect this turns it into a fifty dimensional data point. This pro-
cedure is performed for multiple aggregate BSDs, resulting in a fifty dimensional point 
cloud. The point cloud is then normalised to have zero mean and unit standard deviation. 
After the normalisation process, principal component analysis is used to extract three 
principal components. Three principal components are chosen because it allows for the 
visualisation of the data. The data is then projected onto the three principal components 
which results in the data being reduced to a three dimensional point cloud. This process 
is done for a large number of training data samples two both froth classes. 
New data can then be classified by converting the aggregate BSD to a fifty dimensional 
point and then normalising using the same normalisation procedure mentioned previously. 
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Chapter 4: Measurement Advances 
Next, the data is projected onto the principal component axes to result in a single three 
dimensional point. A k nearest neighbour classifier is then used to classify the new data 
point to determine which class it belongs to. 
4.2.7 Frequently Occurring BSDs 
The frequently occurring BSD algorithm is inspired by the work of Varma and Zisser-
man [68], but instead of finding image textons that occur frequently over an image, fre-
quently occurring BSDs are determined that occur in the bubble size data. 
The bubble size distributions are calculated for a random selection of frames from the 
training data set. The number of frames selected needs to be representative of an the 
bubble size distributions found in the data. Experimentation has shown that using 9000 
samples is sufficient in most cases. The set of frequently occurring BSDs is detennined 
using an unsupervised hierarchical classification algorithm. This process is exactly the 
same as the aggregate BSD algorithm, except that the input BSDs correspond to single 
frames of video unlike the aggregate BSDs which correspond to many frames of video. 
A sample video sequence can now have each individual frame classified according to 
which of the frequently occurring BSDs it belongs. For example, a 10 frame sequence 
could be reduced to {A, C, B, A, G, G, C, A, A, D}. These sequences can be converted 
to distributions, which show the number of times a certain frequently occurring BSD 
happens in the sample. Many of these distributions can be determined by taking a large 
number of samples from the training data set. From this large set of distributions it is pos-
sible to use an unsupervised nearest neighbour clustering algorithm using the chi square 
distance measure to detennine a set of frequently occurring distributions for each froth 
class. In this manner, associated with each froth class, is a set of distributions of fre-
quently occurring BSDs which are typical of samples from that class. Examples of such 
distributions for two froth classes are shown in Figures 4.21 and 4.22. 
New samples are classified by detennining their corresponding distribution of frequently 
occurring BSDs and seeing to which of the frequently occurring distributions it is most 
similar (using the chi square distance measure). The sample will then be labelled accord-
ing to the class corresponding to the frequently occurring distribution to which it is most 
similar. 
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4.2.8 Results 
n,~ res"ll., for da"i f Y"';: the piahrHun dala sel rbing the mea,nr~rn~"t, oUllined in Sec-
lions -LLilO 4_L7 are ,hown in FiguT<' -L'J_ 
- Aggregate 
- Frequent~ occurir>;J """I 
- BSD search 
-- Mean 
00"_-. Passi ng 
- l\C)O_-. ""'"' 
- MedOU1 
jO 2S 50 100 
"'" NLJnber oj frames per sample 
Fi~" .... 4.23: CI""inc .. i", performance of i)oJhhle ,i," dimibmK-m redLlction technique. 
nn the riatmLlm d,,, set 
All ot Ihe rc,Il\(S shown arc the mean reslLlts for the mea,llrcmenl" le,l",1, ll,llally over len 
lO twenl} le,l run" eonsisling of lh"",and, of ,ample, for holh lraining and lesling dala 
""Is. It i, 1!llPOrt;Jnt to nole thai a c1a~sifrcal ion r;ll" of 50% ~oTTe(:1 corTt:'p',,,,ls to thaI. of 
r;mdornly a"igning froth (;la"",. and th~",f()fe i, ~~'()ciat"d with very p"or performance. 
It i, " .. ident lh~t the algorithm ... Ih~1 m~ke 1I>e of single vallie do,>'Criptor> (mean. median 
and p8U) perform woro.e- (be,1 perfonnance of 91.8o/r) than the complex bubble ,izc de-
scriptors (worst pedormance 01'91.5%). The- increase in pcdormance with the number of 
1i111lles inlhe video ~amplc is not signilicant alicr leu tran.::s for Ihe ~inglc value dc~erip-
10rs. TIle complex huhllk size dcscriplors ~"ow a more eonsislenl up\\ard~ Irend with 
incr"a,ing nUm her of f ranl<'S per \'id~o ,ample_ 
Th~ dimeH',ionalily reduced aggrt;egal" Rsn algorilhm ,ho"'~ a downw,mllrend when a 
high",r number of f r,lm", i '; lIo;ed __ Vlore i n-deplh ana lysis of thi, phenomenon 'how~ that 
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these results are highly bla'ed by one of th(, si)( >d, of froth da,se'. It is slJ'p'>(;l~d 
that the reason for tfK' dcrrea>e in f"'rfonnanre I, dll,' te' thr large 'nllu·ria<> varianrr for 
the,e two froth clas.""s, rr,<lIltlllg III thl' pnncipal componenTS nO! belllg ahgnrd w,th til<.' 
inter-cia" variall~e as is dc,"ed. 
-I.2.M.2 Copper 2011-1 Wesults 
Th~ results for cla»ifying the copper 200·1 data ,.;I IIsilig th~ me~'un:mcllt' (\lIthn~d in 
Section, ..\.2.3 to 4, 2.7 ~ r~ ,h'''' n ill figllre 1.21. 
~ 
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we 1 • 
- Reduced Aggregate BSD 
~ ::- A!!lrenate BSO 
t:::::::::~::::==FreQUCnIIY Occurring B -BSD search -goo'. Passinq 
- Mean ,
• 
- BO"o Pa5>ing 
" 
"', 
-M~OO (~o Passirl<J) 
10 25 50 100 200 400 
Number of frames per sample 
Fjgurr 4.24, CI""ificalioo pcl'f,,"'maocr of bubN~ Sil~ dimiblllioH "dlKli"" I.,hniqu", 
an tile copper 20()4 dma s<1 
The differen~e In perionnance between the ,ingle mlllC dcscriplor.~ (be,t perfonnarw" 01 
71.30/,) ~nd complex buhble de'mplor, (woN pcrfonnance of 75.3%) is mll~h larger feo-
this set of copper froth, than f{>r platinum froth,. Thc performance gap i.~ greater than 
(W'enty percent for J~rg:e numh~r, of frames p~r ".Impk. Again, ~n incr~a,e in 1he nUlHlx..,-
of frames proces>rd results in a markrd improvement in cI~"i1icati()!l perfonnance for 
th~ cotnpkx bubble size descriptors. In fact. the numher 01 tram,'> proces>~d has ~ more 
significant effect on classification pClformance for copf"'r froth, (which hav~ dynamic 
BSD.') than for platinum frolh~. 
The frequcntly occulTing BSD algorithm perform, better when the number of frames per 
sample i, large. The reason for this i., likdy 10 be that the dIstributions of frequently 
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occurring BSDs are sparsely populated when the number of frames per sample is low. 
This sparse population results in worse performance when using the chi square distance 
measure. 
4.2.9 Discussion 
It is evident from the results that using complex bubble size descriptors results in greatly 
improved classification performance. However, there is still the question of whether or 
not the performance gains are worth the additional computational complexity of these 
algorithms. 
In the case of the platinum froth, the performance gain from using additional frames per 
sample as wen as the more complex descriptors is not particularly large. A more in-depth 
investigation into the individual froth types being classified shows that the difference in 
classification performance is mainly due to the difficulty distinguishing between one of 
the six sets of froth types. If the difference between these froth types is not critical from 
an operational point of view, it makes sense to use a single value descriptor such as the 
pSO. 
For copper froths, the situation is very different. All of the single value descriptors have 
performance values of less than 70% (50% correct classification corresponds to random 
classification). This is largely due to the dynamic nature of the copper bubble size dis-
tribution. These dynamics are not well captured by a single value, as the amount of data 
reduction taking place is too extreme. As a result of this, the single value descriptors are 
almost meaningless as they fail to be able to distinguish between two visually different 
froth types (which is exactly what one wants from the measurement in the first place). In 
such a case, it is crucial to make use of the more complex bubble size descriptors. 
The duration of the sample taken is another engineering trade off. The larger the number 
of frames processed, the greater the classification performance. This is similar to most 
sampling procedures where a larger number of samples results in more confidence of the 
actual sample's value. The down side of this is that it is often not appropriate to take 
samples of long duration, especially when the sample is used for closed loop control 
purposes. If the sample duration is too long, it is not always possible to respond in time 
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to high frequency disturbances. It is for this reason that the maximum sample length used 
is 400 samples. This corresponds to a 16 second long sample (at 25 frames a second). 
It is important to note that the results shown here are for the specific copper and platinum 
froths under investigation. They should not be generalised to aU copper and platinum 
froths. Experience has shown that platinum froths with dynamic bubble size distributions 
do exist and that copper froths which don't have dynamic BSDs also exist. In fact it is 
important not to generalise the conditions found on one cell to the next cell in the same 
bank. 
When installing a machine vision system on a new site (or cell in an existing installation), 
a series of tests should be performed to ensure that the appropriate bubble size measure 
is being used. This is achieved by determining the range of bubble sizes present in the 
froth being monitored, which in turn is achieved by adjusting input set-points (air, level, 
reagents) to boundary regions of operation. Measurements of the entire bubble size dis-
tribution must be made for this selection of froth types. The discriminatory power of the 
possible single value descriptors (mean, p50, p80, etc.) can then be tested to determine 
whether they are providing meaningful information. This simple test will help to ensure 
that the machine vision system is providing the controller/operator with useful informa-
tion which can be used to improve the flotation performance of the plant. 
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4.3 Automatic Learning of Froth Classes 
In this section, a method of automatically learning froth classes with dynamic bubble 
size distributions is presented. It is particularly useful to be able to do this because the 
manual identification of froth classes which exhibit dynamic bubble size distributions is 
a particularly challenging task. This is because it is very difficult to identify both similar 
and dissimilar froth classes because of the constantly changing froth surface. Being able 
to automatically detect these classes will ensure consistency of results as well as saving 
time and effort. 
4.3.1 Algorithm Details 
The algorithm is essentially a modification to the frequently occurring BSDs algorithm 
presented in Section 4.2.7. As with the frequently occurring BSD algorithm, a large 
sample of video data is taken, and the cumulative bubble size distributions which occur 
frequently are identified using a furthest neighbour unsupervised clustering algorithm. 
For this work, eight clusters are typically used. This value is chosen so that the number of 
classes is small enough to ensure that there is still a visual difference between the images 
from which the identified BSDs are generated. The mean cumulative bubble size distribu-
tion can then be calculated for each of the classes. The result is a set of cumulative bubble 
size distributions which summarises the entire set of cumulative bubble size distributions 
from the froth video segments. This resulting set of cumulative bubble size distributions 
is known as the frequently occurring BSDs. 
Using the frequently occurring cumulative bubble size distributions, it is possible to char-
acterise each video segment as a histogram. The histogram has the same number of bins 
as the number of frequently occurring BSDs. The histogram shows the percentage of time 
that the froth has a bubble size distribution similar to the frequently occurring bubble size 
distributions. Figure 4.27 shows three examples of characteristic histograms of flotation 
froths. 
The chi-squared distance measure [49] can be used to provide a measure of dissimilarity 
between the characteristic histograms of different froths. It is possible to create a dissim-
ilarity matrix for the entire data set of characteristic histograms of froth video segments. 
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This can be used in an unsupervised clustering algorithm (furthest-neighbour) to classify 
the data set into classes with similar characteristic histograms. 
The results from using the unsupervised clustering algorithm are shown in Figure 4.27. 
Note that the labels of the bars in Figure 4.27 corresponds to the bubble size distributions 
with the same labels in Figures 4.25 and 4.26. The characteristic histograms are clustered 
into three froth classes. This number is chosen for two reasons: firstly, experience tells us 
that flotation cells typically have between three to five different froth classes under normal 
operating conditions and secondly, to maximise the amount of concentrate grade data per 
froth class, which is important to ensure that statistically meaningful results are obtained. 
4.3.2 Validation of Results 
It is important to ensure that the resulting froth classes from the unsupervised clustering 
algorithm are true froth classes and not artificial. The validation of the froth classes is 
performed by examining the relationship between froth class, froth velocity and froth 
concentrate grade. If the froth classes are just a random allocation, then the relationships 
should all be the same. However, if the froth classes are real, different relationships should 
emerge (provided that there are in fact different relationships between froth velocity and 
concentrate grade for different froth classes.) 
As will be shown in Chapter 6, while a linear model using the velocity measure alone is 
not sufficient to explain the variation seen in the data, a model using the combination of 
froth class and froth velocity is wen suited to explain the variation observed in the data. 
This suggests that it is likely that such a relationship should hold for other flotation cells 
(such as the one used in the copper 2006 test work), and so it is reasonable to use the ex-
istence of a linear relationship to validate the froth classes identified by the unsupervised 
clustering algorithm (see Section 7.3). If the this approach were to provide poor results 
(ie. poor linear model fit), it would then be appropriate to move on to a non-linear model. 
A brief overview of the statistical tests used for the comparison of regression lines from 
different froth classes follows. For more detail, the reader is referred to [48,49]. The fol-
lowing series of F-Tests are performed in order to determine whether or not the regression 
lines are statistically different: 
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1. F-Test for the comparison of data sets' variance 
2. F-Test for the comparison of the slopes of the regression lines 
3. F-Test for the comparison of the intercepts of the regression lines 
4. F-Test for the comparison of the mean of the regression lines. 
An example of such a set of regression lines is shown in Figure 4.28 which corresponds 
to a set of three froth classes which have been generated by randomly selecting their 
membership. The values in Table 4.5 show the results from an analysis to determine 
whether or not the regression lines from each of the randomly created froth classes are 
statistically different. The values are an less than ninety-five percent. This indicates that 
one cannot say with confidence that the lines are statistically different, and must therefore 
accept the null hypothesis which is that there is no difference between these froth classes. 
This is exactly what is to be expected from randomly allocated froth classes. 
Figure 4.29 shows the resulting trends from using the fitting of a linear regression model 
relating froth velocity to concentrate grade for each of the three froth classes determined 
by the unsupervised clustering algorithm. It is evident from the figure that the trends have 
different mean values, unlike the random allocation of froths in Figure 4.28. 
Statistical analysis of the differences between these regression lines is show in Table 4.6. 
AU three of the regression lines are different from each other with at least 99.95% confi-
dence. 
These results show that the techniques used here to automatically determine the froth 
classes present in a set of videos of dynamic froths give meaningful results and not just a 
random selection of froth classes. 
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4A Texture Measures For Flotation 
N!Jmeroll." res~ar~her~ have applied ~ variety of ttexture m~a"lr~~ [0 the prohlcm of das-
'ifying froth into dis.crete cia"es, For example: Nguyen [SOl u,,~d the tntlLTe ,pectrum 
for the c1m.s1fie~tion of eo~l froth im~ge,. Moolman et al [42l w.cd spallJI grey level 
dep"nd~ncG m~tnce, for the idenldlc~t10n of copper fmth cla,~e, and Bartolaeci et ai, Hl 
used hoO, wave1ct~ aoo gr~y level co-occurrence matric~~ for prcdlCtlllg mct3llurgieal 
performance On zin~ operation" Wh~t nOne of tr..,~ re~ar~her<, have provided 1<' a g<XXl 
rea,.mi> for "hy they have cho"'n the textllr~ n~a'lIr~ment they impkmented over the 
large nllmber of al'aiiable te.\ture mea~ures, 
Texl.Ure meaMlre, ,uch a~ tho,;e "hkh ar~ lISt'd for Ilotation [rodl im;;ge da,:,ificatlOn 
have been designed with otller texture~ in mind, Tile texture databa'>e~ which are u.,ed 
in their de,igll are generaJly similar to the llrodatz photographic albilm 191; they contain 
numerou, lextures from a variety of sources. mo>l of which do nor look anyrhing like 
Hotation fmth,. SlIlC~ !lIe rexture measures have not been de,igne<i wilh notalion fmrh 
da'~lfica tion in mioo, ir i, important to te,t if Ihe lnture measurc~ ",Indl al'lC designed 
for '-p"cific texture data ,et~ ",ill in fact pterform "ell On fl otation froth i nwges, 
This chapter begin, by mmparing the performance of a \.election of the ,arious textul'lC 
mcasurerr",nt<, that have t>e~n u\.ed hy i'C,eard,er:s for cla,sifying flot~tion froth image, as 
"ell~, a few othernleasureS "hiel! hav~ not 1:>een 11""d, Thi :; i,don~ u,ing ~ Bro<.bl/ data 
-.el similar to that "hich mo<,t ofthe>e algorithm., Wil l ha\'e ken designed ~nd teS[~d on 
)/cxL the ,"me texture mea,ure,> are evalu<lred on their abi l ity to da~"fy flotation froth 
Image; to see if then' performance i:, consi,tent aero:;' rhe different data 'Ch. 
4.4.1 Texture \lcasures Tested 
)/lInierous texture feature'> were calculated for both tile llrodat;o: and flotation froth data 
set'>, The list below ,ummanse, rhe texture mea'ure., and correspooolng features which 
were extracted. I 'or dctajl~ on rhe various te, ture algoflthm,_ s.ce Sel1ion J, 5 . 
• First Order Stati~tks 
The following feature.-. ba:;ed on the fiN otder ~tati'tic' of the imiiges were caicll-
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lated: mean. I'~riance. s.tJlldard deviatjoll. RMS level. IIltcgml. ,k,'.wne". kurto,i,. 
~ntropy and contra,!, 
• ( ; rcysca il" Co-oCl'Urrt' nce Mat rirt"s 
The rol1o""lg reatm .. ", bJ,ed on the. grey~ca1e co-occurrence matrix were calcu 
l al~d: cncrgy. Clllropy. conlr~,l. homogeneity. invcr:se dll"lcrenee moment and met>;: 
irnunl pwbahllily. Thi~ WJ., done ror inl~ge~ wilh 256 grey len'l,. and lor imJges 
which h~d heen reduced to 16 grey le\'ek 
• Fourier Rillg..~ 
The energy in eoch of lhe Fowier rings, llre DC component and the IOt~1 energy 
were calculated for eaLh inlage. Thi~ w,,, done u:;in~ lhree. ~i.\. nine and twelve 
Fourier ri ng, for both the Tl\~gnjtude and lhe power spectrum, 
• Gabor Filt,'r Rank 
The Gabor filter b~nli: u~d had twenty oriented fiiter.;. Each of the,e ,,"a~ a re",u j(~nl 
rc~lUre, 
• Allt orq,'Tes~iw lLl Pn:dktor 
Autoregressive prediClOrl' of order I, 2 and 3 were c,llcul~ted for e,lch texture. This 
resulted in lolli', five., and ten features re~pccti\'ely as ll ie siglnJ I'a lue of the error~ 
i, u'ctl a~ ~n mkhllOn,,1 fealure 
• Lfm s' Filter :\ la .• ks 
I.aw~· filter m""k., u,ing lhe Jd anti :"x5 kcmel~ werc applletllo the le.\IUle images. 
Till" rc~ullcd I~ clghl Jlld twenly I"ur fealUlc~ rc'V .. :clivciy. as Law, sugge,ts that 
one of th~ fiJ1cn; i~ nl'l u'cd J~ a fcal ur~ 
• T.·"tun· S,' .. ·.·trulil 
The texlure 'p<!clmm""~ calcul.llcd for the texlUr". FmUI the l~du re ~1)(Xlrum. lhe 
featu res b l "c~-\\'hile ')'ilunetl)-, ge{Hnetnc 'YlllulI'try. d~grcc of tl ircclion, llllCW-
strucrure (hofizOIltal. \'em~" 1 and diagonal) and centrnl.'ymmctry were "alcubtcd. 
Tins "Q~ done fo r IInQges With 256 grey levels. ar>d for Image, " IHch had hee~ 
reduced to 16 gre)' level,. 
• Wan-lets 
A four-level ,,",welet decompositil'~ w~, made On e"~h image. The fealule~ e.\-
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tracted "'ere th" mean a"d ,tand<lrd devi<lt"l11 01' each of the 'lIb-b~"d" as "ell a' 
w avelet hi~togrmn si gn~tll re~ for each of the ,ub-band,> . 
... ...1 .2 Classification 01" Froth Images 
The texture measure' lj,ted in Sectulil .fA. I ",ere caiculJted ror ~ach or the im~g~, in the 
flotation froth d~w set. For dewils of the daw ;et u'ed. see .5ection 3, I O. The geometric 
",parability ind"x wa, then calculated for the entire d<lt~ ><:t u"ing each of the different 
texture mea~ures. 
4.4.3 Re~ult s 
The ge()metric separability inde.\ was used a, a mea,UrIO: for determining how ",ell the 
texture measures could c1a,~ify the ,et of 16793 image" J\S there are I S c1a~ses of image" 
the perlornlance of a random cbss allocation would result in a ~comctric s.cparabiliry 
index 01' !/ I~ = O,O':l:>i3, All exhau<,tive 'earch to detefllnnc which ,ubse\ of fealures 
r",ulted in the be .. t dJ;,ific~tion of th~ d~l<l wa\ p.;rform"d I'or the te~lure mea'un" thai 
had less than len feature,. For th"se wilh more than ten fe~ture,> an exhau\1ive ~earch ib 
prohibitively large, and so only a hmited number of ;lIbset' of fe<lture, were te,ted, The 
problem of femme ,ub>et ,election" an active area of cOlllinuing resean:h and beyond 
the scope ofihis ihe,;" The re~ults are shown In Table ..),7, 
" <i 
GSCOM 0,927 , 
FourierR;n~<, 0.963 <2 Magn;lude Speclrum 
Gabor Filter B:lllk O,9M <7 Magnilulk SpeclTlLm 
A U\<lregre",ive 0,.'\59 <3 3nlOrder 
LJws' filter Ma .. h 0.965 2< 5x5 Kernel 
Texture Spectrum O,9.t5 ) 256 grey level, 
Wavelet> 0.900 ) 3 Sub-bands 
_._ .. _-
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-1...1.4 Discussion 
The result' from the U ludatz data set ,110\\ fOllr t{",ture feature; achieving pe,fect sepafa. 
bllity (tile geometric ~tparabilily inde, IS shown in brackets): 
I. ~ulorcgrc,sive (l Jl) 
2. La"'~' tilter mask~ (J .0) 
3. t""lur" spcc1fUm {J .0) 
4. wavelets (1.0), 
Fronl the results of the flom/ion froth data set the top four tcxllIre measures are (the geo-
melric sep~rabiJity inue.\ is shown in hrackets): 
I. texlure 'pectrum (0.945) 
2. fourier rings (0.%3) 
3 Llw, Iillerm~,b(O.965) 
4. Gahor filters (0.%5). 
The trend that emerges is that the lexture measure, Ihat exhihil Ihe be~l perf omlance On tI,e 
ilrooatz ddl~ '101 ~re llot necc"arily the tC~lurl' mca~urcs Ih~1 c~hihit 11K he,1 !It'rfonnance 
on the flotal,.)n fmlh dala SCI. The Iwo tnture mc~,un;s wh,eh :lppt.:;n Hl both ""h of the 
lOp four m~asur~1Tlcnh ,ne Law'~ filter "'aoh :111<1 tJ"" texl'lre <;peclmm, Thi, mcan, that 
re,;'II!, from te~I]lre me:J"lr", fur dala 'et' ~lIch :1' the Flrodatz "Ibum do oot nece's"rily 
indicale which textllre me;ISlII'e, are be,t ,uited to flotation froth images. In order to 
determine how well a new textur{" measure i, suited to classIfYing lIota11on froths. it must 
be tested 011 an appropriate dala set of Ilot~tl<)n froth im~gl's. 
In order for a texture measure to be, iable for <'111ine. real-limc ~n~ly~b <'f Ilot~ti<'n froths, 
11 ntle<i, to he reialivl'iy simple ~nu ('omput"ti<'n~lly illC~J.lCn"H·. Bl'c~u,c of Ihb, il i" 
diflicult to cho,c ~ 1x',1 1"~lUrc feat.ure lO use for froth ~ol"l.ion """ge, ha'eu on the 
re<,ult, u,i ng tI,e geometric ,ep~rubillly i"de~ ~Ior",. Th~ nl~in reason for lili, is Ir." high 
di mension~hly of lllC top two feature~ for Ihe flOl~tion Irolh cl~,~ific~liOlL B<.~ h I he (j~bor 
lilten; ~nd Ihe Law, filler m~sk texlure k~lures have ~ very high ~UT1lber of features (17 
~nd 21 re'Jlt'Ctivelyl. H~ving ,ueh a high dimensional feature 'pace ii> undesirabk as un~ 
n~eds an exceS8iwly larg~ number of traimng data points to avoid the '0 calkd "cur,e of 
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dnnen, ;on,1I ilY", In addlliOll to (11,,_ t>nth Ihe G'lixlr fi iters ,llld L,'W!;' fi Iter m,,,ls n:!JllI re 
applying large numbers of fi iten; to the i npm (mage I 17 and ~ I rc<peL1(vc!y): thi, (" ;l lime 
eon<,uming la<,k which mighl nnt (Jul"cigh the added l>cnctil ofu>Jng lhese method<" 
A, i, olien thc C3;e. Ihe re~uh j, ~n ellgiocering tradeoff. Hcre the tradcof! i~ bL1wccn 
lhc comp(c,ily of the tcxture mClhod (limc n lake, 10 male the calcubtion), lhc dlmen 
~ionalily or Ihe outpul rcalnre~ (which aJTecl, Ihc amount of Iraining. Jata reqnired ff)!" 
da<,silical",n) and Ih" per[Of1n;lnCC of the lnlurc me~,un.:. TIlis sng:;ew, Ihal il" hcq 
to uo..: either Ihe Fourier ring. method (",hieh Can haw a variahle nnTllber ir ring." thu<, 
chan"in" Ihe dimcnsi()nalily 0(" Ihe ("e;Jlnr("' 'pace) or the le.lun.: sl't;Clrum TllClhod which 
'll~o pt"'r1onn" well with only StVen fe'lturC.,. 
4.5 Summary of Advances 
Thi, chapler ha~ r()('ns;cd On a variely 0(" ;}(.hancc<, in Ihe Tlwa<,un;rllCnl 0(" buhble si/e 
di,lrit>nlion; ror 11()lation (""'Ih~. TI,e necd ("or an aig.()nlhm which ('an a('cur;Jtdy measure 
but>hle ,il,e d""'ibulion~ in l1ol'llion fmlh .. thai conlain bOlh I,u"gc ~l1d tiny but>bk, ha' 
tJ.,,,n ,hown. An Impro,~m"nl I() Ihe 'Walers1Jt,d alg()rilhm for hubble idenlirlC~llon ha~ 
been dl'clI'sed 'Whereby deteclcd blobs ,Irc cl~,~ified 'Kconling to dl("'ir tc\lure ,1, being 
either ~ single boOt>1e or a collection of tiny t>uhOle~, Thi, da<sification stagc allo,",s 
for mulliple passc> oflhe watershcd algorithm using parameter<, optimi<;ed for differcnt 
bubbk size detection cach limc. 
F1otation froth, ",Inch havc d}namic buhble ,izc Jj,trit>ulion<, have been inlroduced ~nd 
\"ari()u~ mell""h Ii". reducing. Ih" cOTllple~ il y 01" their high di ITken~ional bubble si/e Ji;lri-
hUlioll~ h~,,~ been inve;ligateJ. For nOl,Hioll rrolhs ",hich do nOI e\hibil dYllamic b\lbbl~ 
size d"trit>uli()n, an engIneering decbi()n ne~ds 10 be m'lde ~s 10 whelher the improve-
ment in da,sification lhat c~n he achi("'ved by using the more complc\ dyn~mic t>ubble 
sizc measurement, (BSD Search. aggregate BSDs. frequcntly occurring BSDs. dinlCn-
,ionality reduced BSD method<,) is worlh Ihe addllional ('ompulalional complexil),. 
For flotation froth, Wilh dyn~mic bubbl" sizc Ji,lribll1ion~ il i, nece<,s3ry to u<,~ Ihe more 
c()mpln measuremCllb. RcdlK'ing the bubhle si/-c di'>lribuli()n mC<l,ur~m"nb 10 a ,ingle 
value descript,,,. ,uch as meall or pRO is oneil highl)' inappropriale and call re,ull in the 
lo,>s or most 0(" the illl,)ml~liOIl ('onl'li lied in Ih~ di~lrihul ion. 
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S~mplillg for inLrc~>"d dur~tion> h~, bt.'~n ,1H)wn to in1rrme ( l~ssilk~tion r~ks "gnifi-
c~ntly. For h<1th <.\;Jl~ sds Ie,ted. cbsso1i,·~tion r3t~' of over 95'X c3[J I>r :Khk~~d wh"" 
u~ing "3mple Ic"gth~ of I 00 fr~"Io." (~ ~ewl1ds). 
A mcthod of 3utoTll~tic~tly Ie~rnmg d}l1<Jmic froth d:"se" h~, been proposcd. INs 
Inemod na" becn validatcd by showing that the t"e,u1t:mt troth cl:lSowS haw ,1:mQieally 
diflcrcm rclatlon,hll"- betwcen fr01h vdoell} and eOlKcntratc gr:lde. '1111' would not be 
the ("~se ifthc froth elas> :lJjoc~lion was r3ndom. 
A variety of texturc mcasure' h~w been ICqed on ~ I~rgc data sct of flotation froth imagcs 
asscx'iated with different mincrals. ore~ and indu,trial operations. "Jbc rc,ul!, have shown 
thm numcrou~ iCxture mea,urcs arc well ~uited for the clas,ificmion of these il\)age~. 
Result, havc ,,]1Own that rouricr ring and kxturc ~pcctrum ha,ed tcxturc mea,ure, arc 
be>t suited to Ilotation froth inmg" das.,ifieatiol\ for the flot~lion froth <.\;Jta set used here. 
These rne~S\lr~s e~n bc expeLled to perform well on Olher Ilot~tion froth d~w sds. 
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Chapter 5 
Machine Vision Performance 
Relationships - Platinum Data Set 
This chapter addresses the fourth objective of this thesis: to show that a rclationsh ip cxi,(s 
bel\'. cen rna~hinc vision measlirements and lh~ mCl:lilurgicai performance (grade) that can 
be reatlily ulilis~d h} intlu,lnai operations. To a~hi~\'e this re,uils arc preso=nled sh()wing 
(he observed re1alionship~ between machine ,;sion and met:llll1rgi~al perfumwr":e me~­
'Ilremem, for the platinum data l>et. 
For a m~~hine ,i.,ioll ,ystem III be useful it is ne<:es~ary to detennine whether or Tlot ~ re-
I ati'm,hi p ex; ,r, between the ob""rveu f rolh des.crip10rs (froth cl ass, veklClty, I;ubble ,;ZI:, 
'lahllity. dc. I and the metallurglcJ I pC[fOnmUlCC ot ,he' flotation cell bei ng monitored. 
TIle most COInn10n indicator.' of HoIaHon cell pcrfonnance ~rc the wncentrate grade and 
the ,euJ\'cry of ~alu~bk rnllleral~ t() Ihe cnncentrale. Concentrate grad~" a d,rect pror 
crl) nf Ihe frnth u'H.it:r a g"~n >t::1 of condilinn" arl(1 dr.::s n()t r",-!uirc th~ analy,i, pf flota-
tipn pulp or t~illJl!;~ for II,; <'ompul~lion_ Furlh~mHlr~. fwm the machine visionl~,inl of 
vicw, "oncentr~te gradc i, a more appropriale performance ill<iicatm Ihan r(c{)vcry, ,ince 
Ihe ,amer" ~y~krn only 'ox' and ,maly'c> the very t()P 13yer or th~ /lOlatiVIl frv'h . 
'I h~ reLov~ry of valuables is d~rmcd a" Ihe prnpnnlOn vf rIlmeral" that ~x'l th~ c~11 via 
the coocenlrule.~" oppm.ed 10 vi~ Ihe lailing"_ Unlike concenlr;ue grade. the Lakulalivn 
of reLClvery re,-!Ilires the knowledge of feed grJde. tailings grJde_ concenlrate grade. feed 
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Chapter 5: Machine Vision Perlonnance Relationships - Platinum Data Set 
flow rate well as the mass flow rate of the concentrate stream. This makes it a more 
difficult quantity to work with than concentrate grade. As such it will not be dealt with in 
this thesis, but remains an important area for future research. 
Once the existence of relationships between the machine vision measurements and the 
concentrate grade have been established and their statistical significance checked, they 
can potentially be used to improve the way that the flotation cell is operated. This can be 
achieved by either informing personnel about the current concentrate grade of the flotation 
cell or by implementing closed loop control on the flotation cell. 
It is also important to investigate the relationship between machine vision measurements 
and the feed to the flotation cell. If a change to the feed results in a change in machine 
vision measurements, then the system can be used to detect when these changes occur and 
the appropriate corrective action can be taken. It is also important to determine if observed 
changes in concentrate grade are simply the result of the concentrate following changes 
in the feed to the flotation cell or the result of improved perlonnance of the flotation cell. 
Three particular froth surlace descriptors are considered as parameters to model the con-
centrate grade: froth velocity, bubble size and froth class data. Various combinations of 
these measurements are also used. This chapter proceeds by showing the observed rela-
tionships between froth velocity, single value bubble size measurements, and concentrate 
grade using both linear and non-linear models. Next, the froth classes ofthe platinum data 
set and their method of identification are introduced. The observed relationships between 
the froth classes, froth velocity and concentrate grade are presented and discussed. The 
relationship between froth classes and flotation feed grade are investigated and discussed. 
The chapter concludes with a summary and discussion of the results presented. 
Because of the confidential nature of the platinum grade assays, all of the assay data 
presented in this chapter has been nonnalised. While this ensures the confidentiality of 
the data, it in no way changes the validity of the results presented. 
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Chapter 5: Machine Vision Performance Relationships - Platinum Data Set 
5.1 Froth Velocity & Concentrate Grade 
Froth velocity is an important measurement that can often be used to model the concen-
trate grade of a flotation cell. In simple terms, when the froth velocity increases there is 
less time for drainage, and consequently the grade of the desirable material in the concen-
trate decreases while the grade of the gangue material in the concentrate increases. 
Velocity measurements were made for each of the video segments for the samples in 
the platinum data set. The relationship between the froth velocity measurements and the 
concentrate grade measurements, taken at the same time, are shown in Figure 5.1 (with 
a linear model fitted to the data). The use of linear models is not always appropriate for 
modelling the relationship between froth velocity and concentrate. This is particularly 
evident for the models relating PGMs, copper and chromite to the froth velocity, where 
the residuals are not normally distributed but tend to sit in clusters either above or below 
the fitted regression line. It may be more appropriate to use a non-linear model for this 
data. 
A number of non-linear models were fitted to the data to determine the best form of model. 
The models tested include: 2nd and 3rd order polynomials, power relationships (axb and 
axb + c) and exponential relationships (abx and abx + cdx ). Results show that the best fits 
are obtained when a non-linear power model of the form 
y = axb + c 
is used (the complete set of results can be found in Appendix J). This is the form of the 
non-linear model shown in Figure 5.2. 
The non-linear models in Figure 5.2 provide a better fit than the linear models in Fig-
ure 5.1. The non-linear models typically account for between 51 % and 80% of the vari-
ation seen in the concentrate grade, whereas the linear models (some of which violate 
the assumption of normally distributed residuals) typically account for between 50% and 
78%. Table 5.1 shows the differences in adjusted R2 values for the different models. 
Although the linear model outperforms the non-linear model for some assays (Ni, Fe, S), 
when this is the case, the additional variation in the data that is accounted for is minimal 
(typically less than 2%). When the non-linear model outperforms the linear model, the 
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Chapter 5: Machine Vision Perfonnance Relationships - Platinum Data Set 
Table 5.1: Adjusted R2 values for fitting linear and non-linear models to describe the 
relationship between froth velocity and concentrate grade. 
Model PGM Cu Ni Fe S Cr204 
Linear 0.484 0.550 0.538 0.530 0.515 0.770 
Non-Linear 0.645 0.642 0.519 0.521 0.511 0.798 
additional variation in data accounted for is substantially larger (typically greater than 
10%). These results suggest that a non-linear model is better for relating the froth velocity 
to the concentrate grade for the platinum data set. 
5.2 Bubble Size & Concentrate Grade 
This section presents the results obtained when using a single value bubble size descrip-
tor to model the concentrate grade of the flotation cell being monitored. As discussed in 
Chapter 4, the choice of bubble size measurement is critical to achieve optimal results. 
Furthennore, using a single value bubble size descriptor is not always appropriate. How-
ever, the results for the classification ofthe platinum data set shown in Section 4.2.8 show 
that it is possible to achieve 92% correct classification. This suggests that the use of a 
single value bubble size descriptor for this data set is appropriate. 
A test was perfonned to detennine which single value bubble size descriptor was best 
suited for modelling the concentrate grade of the froth. The test was perfonned using 
both a linear and a non-linear model (the non-linear model has the same fonn as the one 
presented in Section 5.1). The summarised results from the test are shown in Table 5.2, 
with the complete set of results in Appendix H. The best results are shown in bold text for 
both the linear and non-linear models. 
Table 5.2: Average adjusted R2 values for fitting linear and non-linear models to rela-
tionship between various single value bubble size descriptors and concentrate 
grade. 
Model Mean p50 p60 p70 p80 p90 
Linear 0.3993 0.2717 0.2677 0.2647 0.2626 0.3501 
Non-Linear 0.4848 0.4394 0.4479 0.4570 0.5000 0.4760 
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For the linear models, the mean bubble size accounts for most of the variation seen in 
the concentrate grade data. Therefore the linear models presented in this section show 
the relationship between the mean bubble size and concentrate grade. Similarly, the p80 
bubble size measurement is able to account for most of the variation in the data when a 
non-linear power model is used, so the non-linear models presented in this section show 
the relationship between the p80 bubble size and the concentrate grade. 
Figure 5.3 shows the observed relationships between the mean bubble size measurement 
and the concentrate grade assay values for the platinum data set with a linear model fitted 
to the values. It is evident that the linear model is not appropriate, as the residuals are not 
nonnaUy distributed around the model but tend to cluster in groups, either above or below 
the model. 
Figure 5.4 shows the results of a non-linear power model fitted to the p80 bubble size 
data. The non-linear models explain a larger percentage of the variance in the data than 
the linear models. The linear models account for between 23% and 65% of the variation 
seen in the concentrate grade data, while the non-linear models account for between 31 % 
and 75% of the variation. 
Table 5.3 shows the differences in adjusted R2 values for the different models. 
Table 5.3: Adjusted R2 values for fit ing linear and non-linear models to describe the 
relationship between the bubble size and concentrate grade. 
Model PGM Cu Ni Fe S Cr204 
Linear 0.330 0.356 0.205 0.630 0.195 0.451 
Non-Linear 0.369 0.367 0.349 0.702 0.105 0.711 
It is evident from the results that a non-linear power model is better suited to explaining 
the variation in the concentrate grade than a linear model, with an average increase of 7% 
of the variation in the data being explained. 
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5.3 Froth Class & Concentrate Grade 
'Jll~ idemificalion offroth classe~ has already been d~al1 wilh in S<'Ctioo 3.12. It is impor-
lallllO rem~mber that lh~ ctelcrlion oflhe froth cl"s~e~ could h:lv~ Ixen made in " number 
of way". eaeh of with their own advamage, and di<,advantaj!e" Th~se inelude: 
• by cias,ilinttioli ha.,ed on , ingle valu<, buhbk siL.e descriptor" 
• by classification "ccording to dymmlic bubhle ,;70: ba,ed techniquo:, such as re-
duced aggrcf!.al~ 13SDs 
Figure 5,5 sho", four example images or the froth cf:j"e, identified. TIlt' colour or the 
border around each of the froth image, is consistent with the colour of the concent rate 
grade data that i~ pre,emed ;nllle figures that follow, 
(.J Fmth (la" 'A Ib) FmthCla" 'tr 
(0) Fruth Cia" 'C', 
.·i~u", 5.5: S.mple image, Pi' tile [our rmth ci""t, iucHtilieu on Ihe Amamldbult first 
mugher, 
Figure 5.6 shows the obSt'rv<'d I'elationship~ between the froth ela <s and concentr"le gratk 
of the cdl, being monitored, 'Jlle figure al~o ~how~ the resul1ant R'". adjusted fl2. :md 
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,tanJard crror ,'alue's that ~rc obtaincd when ~ model of the' form 
is useJ 1O r~late tt~ Ii-oth class to the concentrate grade dma, H~rc..J, and ~" arc thc 
.-egre",ion <:oeni<:ient' ~nd C, arc indicator variables that rcpresent the froth c1a"c, [10 I. 
Furthcr ""ull, ~rc prc,ented in Table, 5.4 to 5,6. which ,how the number of ,ample, 
iI,soci~kd wilh each c1a",. lhe' me'an ~nd 't~nd,ml dc\'i~tion of 11K: assay value, flDm the 
fe~uhs ,hown in Figllrc 5_6_ and Ih~ .-e,>ull-; or W~kh's l-le,1 calculalion, lO Jelcnnine 
whether the ()b~erved values for th~ diffcrcnt froth classc> arc '>Iillislieillly Ji fferenl rn.lTn 
one another. Welch -S I-test is :in ildilpwtio~ of Student', Hc,t [49] that Cilll he II -.ed "hcll 
the 1"0 sample, have different vari:lJ}ce~. Froth classe, with ,>tati-;tic:llly different n~iln 
value, arc identified by bold text in Table 5,6. 
Tabk 5.4: t\umber of.ample< for each pia(imlln froth 01,,", 
Froth Cl a" Numhcr or SamrA'" 
,\ ~ 
, " 
, " 
_"__ _c"~_~ 
Table 55: ,\l.a" and standard d",iation 'alu", of (he ,,,.,,,'.nt',,," gmde fOT ,h. plalinum 
r h I m< c a"",_ 
---['Wlh PGM I PG,\l COW', , COP!,"J Nickel Nk~"1 
Cia" Me"" I Std De,' ~k"n Sid [)C,' Mean Sid Dc,' 
A )288 413 3,87 1.02 5.40 0,)4 
, 14'i~ un 1 .6:1 11.33 ~R4 0 .. 14 i , :'()O8 - ~~ 3()·t i 0_38 4.~8 0,31 D 2847 5.07 172 5,76 11.42 
Frotll "00 Iroo S,MUI Sulf"r Chromi(e Chrom~" 
Cia" M"",, ~~1 Dc" "lean Std Dc" Mean Sid Dc,. 
, , 65,29 r _OS 035 L()4 1636 1).4'\ 
" 
~7 . 21 o_n 3(,2 O_M- 3()O I 3_2X 
C Nm 0_74 4,87 0.40 16,~ 1 OM 
n 6,1~4 II_~ 1 ~~II II_'I'J 164'i (j.n 
T:lble 5.6 ~how~ that thcrc is a signific:llltl) differcnt nlean cOllccnh'l1~ gmJc value be-
tween the differt'nt froth da>~cs for th~ majority of froth class/a>say combin:lliolh. This 
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r~,ult i, ,ignilicanl from all ')pCf~tinllal poinl oj vi"",,', as il meJm; that pl"nl persoortel 
c'an U,t fmlh clJ" infonllatinn 10 infa Ihe concenlraiC gmde nfthc /lPlatiPII ccll bcmg 
Ill' \nilored, Fur1lll'nllor~. an;ll} S\." call h.., p~Tfnm\eJ In dl-Il-nnine the, \ptimal npcratlOIlJI 
frol h d",., for tilt' c-dl Ixing mOllll.PrnL Once thi' ha<, IIl,<;n done, f>C""UllcJ can Ix: alerted 
"hen U1~ flolalion cdl i, not opcratiug In til<: dcsired froth d",,,, anJ c-nrR'Ctive acti,m can 
be Taktn, 
..,,,hl. 5k SLJmmary or rho ,",'iMical o~llidonce "I (!illerence, in IOC IlLo.n vatLJC o[ lile 
cOileen:,"I" f," \i",iou> ,mJIe"] "nJ iMh cl"", combin"t""", u<ing Wekh', 
,-te<l. 
Cia" I 
" 
A 
IJ 
:b" ' 
, 
C 
D 
< 
U 
D 
1'(;\1 
~~.~~ 
937-1 
8_,,'6 
ll!IUHI 
99.52 %,-,-, 
~)~~!.. ~~ekd 11"1 ~ullur Clm>IlLLlc 
~'.9~ HHUm ~~.r,(, '19,~~ ~~,9~ 
n,l; 99.'15 ~7.27 9').-18 35,~3 
8Ho 8~A5 9~.74 .17.Gg I~.I~) 
~~A2 ~9,7J '9,99 99,65 9'1 ,98 
9, .. IZ IIHf.1)II '1'1.9') 99,99 'I'I,QQ 
9451) '19,96 
" " 
99,6~ 1028 
The re,u lb in Tahle .'.7 ,h(",·th~11 a ,imple JJ1<)(]el hased .oIel)' "n the d;l<',ificJtioll "ftoc 
not"lioll frolh Call accouul for l)t: t"ccu -tf>'k and RJ'i of tl.e variation in lhe conc-cntrale 
grade data. 
twcon froth cia" ami concenl,ato l'-radc 
r-.--MOdd 
L I'roth Cia". 0,-1~2 
PGM Cu 
0.%9 
5.4 .Froth Class, Velocit)i & COIH:entrate Grade 
In lhi~ ~eclion a combinatioo of froth vdocit)' and froth clas, meaSllTelllent~ is used to 
model concentrate graM, to determine ij better fe>ulh can be obtained u,ing multiple 
parametcr, The L'1JnCerl!!ate g{'ooe i .. modclleJ a., a function of frotli class a",1 frotli 
velncity. Tht re~uIL' ~hnw thaI there are generall)' no ~igui ficant rcJatlon<.hips relaling 
Ihe froth diS> and velocllY to the concentrate grade for Ih.., pfJtinurn d~ta >;eL Figure 5.7 
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Chapta 5: \lachin~ Vi "ion Periormancr R.clallonship' - PLllinllln n"w Stl 
,how, lh~ r~ sul t, ror "ICxldli",; the copp~r gralle, The", r~,ult." are typical of the OlllCr 
;],".";lY'. (h~ rc'>( 01' whi<:b call I..: ",~n in Al'pt:ndi.\ G 
, 
• 
• ,. ~ ~ ., m 00 7' ~ ~ 
F,·," V. oot, 1"'''''''1 
, 
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, 
• 
• 
" 
, 
__ '"'00-0'" 
.... R""'-<J. -0.2« 
n~ '00l 
.. 
• 
o ~ ~ ., ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 00 
h", V"""'i>; ''''''' ~'''~ 
" !",,"f~''''''-';-'''' 
1"_0<<0""'" j""._.,.,,7 =' ", , 
, 
" , 
" c 
" , 
, 
j 
, 
c 
. , 
~'"'' 
• 
• • 
..... 1 , 
• " ~ m '0 ~ 00 m ~ ~ Fm" V""'""y :r<'_'>] '0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f ".h v,""",>; [w~nl 
(e) h(~t' Ctas, 'C' (d) Froth Clos, Tr 
H~u"" 5.7: Retationship bctw"en f"~h dos'. 1'''''0 ;'ch>Cily allll co",-"ntrat. grad" foc {be 
pl .... inum dJla w. 
Due to lhe short nature of the te,t work campaig~. th~re b only a narrow range of veloc-
itie, aM;ociated Wilh ~ach froth class, This is the likely reason for not 0h>erving 1Ten<l~ 
relatillg lhe frolh velocity to concenlrak grade for the different froth classes, 
AnOlher limitation "hich prewnts the determination of any significant rej~tion,hip he-
tw~en frulh velocily, frolh class. and concentrate grade i~ the limited l1\unber of data 
[':,im, a",x:ialell with each fmth cia,s. The results from this anaIY'>i> should thndore be 
considered ill(:oll(:lusive. " ilh furl htr le,l, !king re4uired 10 delelllline if a rciation>hip 
e~ists. Thco;e te,ls would neellto en~ure thaI 1:><')(h more samples an, collected and lh,i! a 
greater range of fwth ve\ucilie, ~re ,amplcll for lhe different froth cla,<;>es. 
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5.5 Bubble Size, Velocity & Cf)m~entrate Grade 
Anolher p<,,"hle <:ombinatioll of froth ;urf~,,:~ dc-. .crip1(>n for n"-.Jdhng th" cnncentrate 
gro<ie is Ih"l of buhhk site "nd froth vel,,";1Iy. When" linear 1Hodd has~d nn th~,~ two 
measurement< i, uwd 1<> modellhe ~oocelllr'lIe gr.,rle. the r~,,, ll ' show that the addi l10n 
ofthc bubble ~ize parameter only n,rrie' ,I "gnitkJllce of -I).!('!f (ie. Il(~ , ignlflc,m(j. 'I~ 
;hoWIl is in 'Iahle 5.~, The re,,, ltant IlwJeI has not be~n plottro in a tig"re ht'''''Hl,'e oflne 
d ifliclllty of plott 'ng a muh ip le I me~r regre'siOil T11O!kl in IWO dil11en'k\n'. 
T~bl~ 5.S; Summ...-y or 'he ,igniil"anco of mdepclldcll! ,'~ri"Nc, 1(" n.xlcllmg e(>",'OT' 
a..t~ grMk"' " tir""1J funttwu 01 []~'"j] bubbl,' "t" ""d h'loci,)" 
M(l(\el p"""nete< Si"nific",)(~ 
rnoert~I" 91.6 
~!""n Bubhlc Size 45.~ 
both VdO(;l1> ') ~.6 
Thc>e re,,,lts ;Ire not in agreement wili1lhose po<:senled in Sed ion ~_2. whi<:h ,h01l> that 
a ~igni tk"m relatlon,lllp exi~ls between bubble ,i.,e and con<:entrate gr;IJe, Til;" Ji<crelT 
aocy occur, because the bubblc size Jild velocity mC,I,ur"ments ure co Iwear. as IS secn 
ill Figllre 5.8. Thc co-linearity helween bubble size and froth velocity means that the two 
model paramctcr:s arc 1101 mdcpendent (a rcqllircment for linear regre,sion model,) and 
explain., why thc adJi lion ol the hllhblc ,izc mca,urcmcm docs not add any ,leW inlorma-
110n 10 the regre.-siun modeL 
The TTlo.,1 lil..ely reaSUri for Ihe co· l1TlOOarity ofth~ Iwo rTleaSUreTTlCnb i., the ,horl duralion 
of the t~sl canlpaign. where adJu~lnl~r1h were nmde 10 the froth deplh in urder 10 ~h"r1ge 
the vi,ihle top·of·frolh SWle, Although it i> possihle Ihat Ihere hubble size Jnd froth 
velocily arc always co· linear. it is SllSpoctcJ that the shon duration and execution olthe 
test cmnpaign arc the main comributmg laclOrs. 
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\k;.lfl Bubbk Size [pixdi'j 
Fih~lT" S,H; Co_Ii """r roiatj"IlShjp bet" oen fmth Yoic,,--j,y on,l ",,,an huhhl. ,j," 1(" the 
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c"hapWr .~: Machine Vision Performance Relationships - Plati~um Daw Set 
5.6 Feed Grade 
This <cetlon ~x~mine~ tile rc!~tionships hetwe~n the f~~d to (he cd! and The Ii-oth ~bss 
ooser',cd by me nl~dllile vision sy,lem. '1 he re~">n for ex~mini]lg The feed i, (\\-ofold: 
firstly. 11 I" important to ~ee if the cdl )J<'rfomlance is ~OITeI~(cd \\-jtll (h~ fe~d, ~nd sec-
Ofldly. to explore the potentwl that the froth class ,an plovil\e infonnmion aj-,..ul the fe~,l 
to the cell. 
Figure 5.9 ~how the ohserved ~IHtionshlps bct\\-een froth clal,ses a~d feed gr~de of the 
cdl~ being monitored. Tahle 5.9 ,how, the results of t-te~t ealcula(Jon~ to determine 
\\-helhcr the oh'erved values lor the different froth cla~",,~ are st3li,lically different from 
(\lIe Jll<..ther. Froth clJi>Se~ with ~l3li'licall: diflcrent mean value~ are ideillilicd hy bold 
(e~ l. 
Tahir 5.', Summary of {he Slmi"k,1 confideOC<" of differeoce, in (be IMoo valli<" of 'he 
feod f", ,·.ri"u, minor,,] ;nd fro,h d.", c,,"l~in"'i(lm "'in!! Wolch -, ,_'''"' 
r CI""fUffi; 2 'A R 
A , 
A 0 
, ,. 
PG\t COil!""" 
3~()' 1>3.75 
50.70 44.32 
71.n ~9.l0 
7liK6 n.70 
, " n.o2 ~2.H9 
, D 33.89 6:>.35 
Kickel-I' 1.;0" Sulf"r .'~.40 ~,' .'N lH.lo 
4.~6 '·0.39 ~~,8~ 
94.m I 6~.9.1 90,n 
:17.53 
~~.'t 
9443 
9Q.~7 
17.11., 
89.94 
4K,U5 
H4.~~ 
17,07 
Chrom;le 
h231 
91.1.46 
·n.u~ 
99.79 
In 
91 _W 
Except l<lT the iron and chJ'O!nll  for cla!l.'~s '8' and ·C. thcre i, no stati ~tical difference 
belwccn Ihe me~n v~lue, of the dirrerenl froth clas,e~. This mean~ thalth~ variatIOns ,~en 
III tllC concentrate grade art'" not a functIOn offl~ feed 10 the flot,Hion cdl. 
Figure .~.IO .,bows the relationship betwcen the pW buhble siz~ and the fecd to the tlota-
tioll cell being monitored. As i, the ca~c for the froth clas,e~, no si)'niticalH rclation,hip 
rdates the pSlI bubhle \ife to the ked a,say value,. indicating the froth huhbk ~i~e " nO! 
depc~de~t on the ~S'Jy gr~de of the Iced. 
The froth cI~'s ~nd buhble ,ize v~riation, ~rc thadore likely (0 h~w ~risen a, a result 
of feed inlkpcndent condilions (~uch ~.'; Jir. level. reagents, ere.), ~nd they c~n prob~bly 
be manipulated by adju'>ting these ~~)nd i(iOll". 1101'0' '>)J<'cific froth dJs'<ibubhle size com-
binations can be achieved by manjpul~tl~g these parameters is beyond the ~eo)J<' of this 
thesis, 
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",sa) ,·al,,,, •. ) 
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Chapter 5' \1achine Visioo Peliormance I<.e\~tion'hip' - PI~tinlJm Data Set 
The~ rewlt~ indicate that the ob,ervetl froth classes (or pSO bubble ,izel ~re not a func-
tion of the feed, but Jre in fael a IT\eawr~ of the performancc (concentrate grade) of the 
tiolation cell. 
5.7 Summary & Discussion 
The re,>ulh pre~entcd 111 this chapter have sho" n that relationship, exist between: 
• froth velocity anti concentrate gratl~ 
• froth bubble size and concentrate grJ(k 
• froth ela" ~nd concentrate grade. 
The rel~tion~hips iktween froth vclocity and concentrate grade and froth bubble ,i7e ~nd 
concentrate grJtle have been silo" to be best modelled with a non-linear function of the 
form 
y=o/' 1· (', 
hx the relatioo,hip between the froth clas~s anti concentrate grade. a linear model hJS 
becn ~hm'·n to be sufficient, 
The result, from thi, chapter ~re ~UTrlTllari~etl in Table 5.10 It sho".,.s thc adjusted n2 
values for each of the variables used to Trlo<lei the concentrate gr~tle of the pblinuIn data 
~L It i, evident that by using a combinatJoo of froth velocity ~nd ITt)!h clm,~ it is possible 
lO Jceount for the great"t percentage of the variation ,een in the concentr.l1e gr~de. Th;, 
is (rue for ~11 except for the iron a~,ay. where the bubble size account, for an Jdditional 
-4% of the \'ariation, 
Thbl <; to \ct· eel H' c .. : i JL'" 
." LI'" " tllng nn(Ju, m( rl' , ~ , (J cooccn!'a<e gra , 
----
~1<"kl I'GM Co l'i 
" 
, ('r .. ,o., 
Fmth V.locil)' rl.ir.:ar) 0.4R-l IJ.550 0538 {),53IJ 0,5 15 o,no 
t"T(~h Veloclt)' il'on-L",,,a[) ~.64$ 0.642 O~ 19 OSI 051 I O.79R 
Ru~~le Si7e (t.in"ri 03.iO 113.'i(] (1.2115 O~311 {), 195 O.4~ t 
(lOlhhl. ~i,c iKuTl-Linean O}69 0.367 O,.l49 U.702 o I O~ o 71 1 
I Froth Ctass (Linear) OA62 II.~<W O.R.13 OM3 fl.f>I!l O.n4 
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Chapter 5: "-!achLlle Visioll Performa,,(X' Rela(iollship' Pla(inum Da(a Se( 
The n:>uhs from (he direc( cm"bim(im, "r fmlh vel",r(y ~"d frolh cia,,, ,IKlW no im-
provement 10 the mo.kl relatillg Ih~'e Iloe;hllremcm, to con<:tlllr.ile grJde. II is <,u<;pccled 
(hat (he reason forth" i, largely due ro Ihe lirnited nalrrre of the dala 'Ct. whid, do.!, no! 
have a sufticrCnily large mnge of fmrh velocitres for the differe rrl froth da"~,. How~~er. 
(hcre are IIldicallon, ('ee Figure 5,7d) thai wilh mOll! datl tile ('ornbin;nion ofthe,e t",o 
mca,urcmenh cOll ld explain an even grealer percentage of Ihe vari<ltlOn in the dala. 
Analy,i, of (hc feed 10 thc nota(ron cell has discovered rIO 'ignitrcant relation,hip ilL1",een 
(he feed atld the froth claM. pre"""nl on Ihe '1lrfa<:e. Further analy,i, ,hows no significanl 
relation'hip hclween (he feed 10 Ihe flotation cell and Ihe mean huhhle sileo 
The result, suggest (ilat the ob>ened relation"hip; <:an be u>ed hy plant personnel to 
improve Ihe performance tgmde) oflhe flo(ation cell. By making rhe appropria(e adju,(-
m~nb, (he Hotation cell', fro(h velocitv mid tiuth c]a" can be changed so (ilat il operate, 
in ~n optimal regime (fmth cia", and veloci(y comhination). 
Although (he model, prcsen(cd do not account for all of the ~cauer seen in Ihe concentrate 
data lex Ihe pblimrnr dala >et. il is important 10 rcah,e that il is the UlCall concenlratc grade 
\"Jlue un\kr a spe<:ific regin'" Ihal is important. This is largely due 10 lire comhrnalion of 
variabiJ ity in feed and long residen,e I in"",' of the nOlal ion cell. Even if il ",ere poo"i ble 10 
a('(.[,unt forall of the qrialion ,~en rn Ihe d<rta, it wOHld nOiIre IXl>,ihle to n~!' e <:hang~s 
to (hc Hotatron cell qllickly cnollgh to C(Nlre thai ol'lirnal performance I~ achieved. In f:lct 
i( is likely lha( rf ,uch rapid change, 10 (he procc', paramewr~ (aIr. level and reagcnts) 
were made (]'" re.,ull would he an un,(~],1c Oper~IrOn of lhc Ilo(ation cell. ,,((Ii decreased 
pcrfornlancc. 
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Chapter 6 
Machine Vision Performance 
Relationships - Molybdenum Data Set 
This chapter pre,ent' the resuh~ from Ie" won. carried out on the lllolybtlclium Cill'UlI at 
Kennecott Utah Copper Concentrator in February 2(Hlfi, The chapter COl]linu~, to addreS8 
the rourlh objective thi, the,j,: to ~h()" that a relalio'''hip exi~t~ between ma~hine visiDIl 
rneawrernent~ and the metallurgical perfoTlll<lll<:e (gr~de). ;lIld that (his relationship can 
he readily utilised by industrial oper;!(ions. 
The ch"pter begin~ by pre!>ellling and discus,ing the obsened rel;l(ion,hip between (he 
frolh VdtX;11 y ;1,,,1 <:oncentrate grJde for (he molyhdenum data <;c!. l\ ext, it discus<;cs why 
it ;, not feasible [0 make acclirate bubble ,ize mea,uremcm, for !lIe flotation frolll' il] 
(he molybdenum data ,d. Texture rncawre, arc pre'cnlcd a, an appropriate ahematil'e 
mea,uremmtt() uoc when accuratc bubble ,i,~ IlIca'UTernents cannot be llIade_ \lext. the 
()b,erved relati()n,hip., bdween the froth das,;es (hased on texture me;n;ul"t'ments). froth 
'docity. and the con<:entrale grJde ;Ire presented. 
Finally. the observed rekltionshlps bet'loeen ~le froth d~sses. feed. and proce~s operat-
ing ~ondition~ ~re preoen(ed ~nd discu"ed. The ch<lptcr end, with a discussion on tile 
observed reiation.<;hip.<; bet'loeen the machine vision measurement, anllthe concentrate 
grade. ~nd 'liggests how the rewlts may be U~Clll0 improve the lkJ'forman<:e of indu,triai 
flotation cell operation. 
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Chapter 6: -'lachine Visioo Perform.mce Rd'ltionsh,p' - Molybdenum 0"1" Sel 
6.1 Froth Velocity & COlll'entrate Grade 
A I inear regre~~ion modd w:l<; u~ed to m()del lhe c()nL-enlrale gnLde u~ing lhe:: fmth velocity 
'I~ the independent p'lrameter. Figure 1i.1 ~how, Ihe ()h<;er"ed relalionships bet wecn frolh 
"doc;ly :lIld the .Issay valnes of the concenlr:lte. No significant rd al i"n~hip bel ween froth 
vdocily and magne~ium oxidt: grade W'IS found, 
-I' :,," 
.:, .' 
" :: . 
... ' . '. 
50 ,00 ' 50 
F"" , V."cd y ["'''"'''''1 
~ 
o 
I 
I 
, 
0 , 
, 
• 
• 
• 
',""'~'~' ' 00.00" 
, •• ,,,"'" .~" . 1,<" 
.... ,"'M',"", 0._ 
.---,0.'" 
• 
50 100 !SO 
Frc<h "_"1 ["'""'socl 
Figure 6.1: Result, '11(M'in~ tile ,*'selwd robticmhip' ~ .. ween fm'h voh"'ity and cOn-
o.ntT"~ """ay valu"" with linear ITKxlcb [ ;tl~d, 
Analy~is of the re,idual~ oftht:se hnear model, reveals Ilklt Ihe r~,idll<ll, for Ih~ copper 
m()dd are not normally distri hutcd. This mean, tilal the a,sumpt1on~ llntler Whl,h the 
m()del i, bas"d are inval id. Similar prohlem, OCCllr for toc lllolybcielHllll di ,ulfide model. 
whi~h h:l<; decre:l.,ing re" idual values with incrt:asing froth velocity. The,e results show 
thai the ob<;erved rci:lli()n,hip ,h()uld he disregardt:d and <ugge<t that .1 non-linear model 
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Chapter 6: Machine Vision Pelformance Relation:,hlps - Molybdenum Data Sd 
may he mono appropri~le for c>.plaililng lhe relation<hip. TIIC plots of residuals for all of 
the lr~nd~ :,h"" n in Figure 6.1 can be fOUlltl in Appendix E. 
As in Chapter 5. a non-linear power mOUeI Oflrn, form 
, 
Y=(J.I 
"a:, used to modellhc rdaLion~hip hel"cen lhc froth velocily ~nd the concentrate grade. 
The n:sulls an: shown in Figure 6.2 
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Fi~ur(' 6.2: Re,ult, sl",,,ing the ooseT\'ed ,.h6ou,hip, betwe.n froth wl""j!}, and con_ 
ee[]":>!" "''''Y V:ULJC' wi,ll non-li"ear model> liUod 
A summary of lhc adju,lcd H' value, forhoth the iJncar and non-linear modeh j, ,hown 
inTabk6,1. 
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Table 6.1: Adjusted R2 values when froth velocity is used to model the concentrate grade. 
eu Fe MgO MoS2 
Linear Model 0.392 0.589 0.027 0.437 
Non-Linear Model 0.383 0.585 0.103 0.435 
It is evident from these results that the non-linear model does not differ greatly from 
the linear modeL In fact, the non-linear model has an almost linear relationship for the 
range of froth velocities measured. Furthennore, the adjusted R2 values for the non-linear 
models are generally lower than those of the linear models. This is a consequence of an 
increase in the degrees of freedom in the model with no substantial increase in the amount 
of variability in the data being accounted for. Froth velocity alone is not particularly suited 
to the modelling of concentrate grade, and a combination of measurements might perform 
better. 
6.2 Bubble Size Measurement 
Figure 6.3 shows four example images from the video footage collected from the molyb-
denum third rougher cell. Visual inspection of the molybdenum froth suggests that it is 
ill-suited to being segmented using the watershed algorithm (or most available bubble size 
measurements for that matter). One of the images (Figure 6.3a) is suitable for segmen-
tation. The other three have specific problems which make the accurate measurement of 
the bubble size distribution unfeasible. These problems are explained below. 
6.2.1 Visible Pulp Areas 
Some of the froth images have areas which contain not bubbles but pulp (Figure 6.3b 
and 6.3c). Since the watershed algorithm is designed for flotation froths which consist 
only of bubbles, it is expected that these regions of pulp will result in poor segmentation 
of the molybdenum froth images. Other froth segmentation algorithms which also rely 
on gradient based methods [21, 72, 73] will give poor results for the same reason. This is 
further complicated by the fact that the pulp areas reflect light and appear as highlights. 
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(a) i'rOib w~1I >uL",d lo ""'"r>beJ "'g-
0>.11101;<:<1 
(e) Fmlh with visihl. """t<" of pulp ""d 
mOlio" blur 
(b) hOlh "ill. "isibk ",ell.' oi"pulr 
This is a problem b<:<;~u"" th~ gradient ba;<'\:l methods as,>um~ lhal thl' highlight, in toc 
image are th" (:entres of individual bubbk, (see Ch~pter 3 for dl'taiJ<; on thl' watcr:o.hl'll 
algorithm) 
6.2.2 !\lotion Blur 
f'igure 6.3c illu,tmte, thl' prohkm of motion bilir. Beeaw,~ of liw 'mall size of the hubbies 
on the mol)ixknwn circuit and thelr relatively high fwth \"elo.:;ity. motion blur oc~urs. 
TIli, hlllrring prl'venl' tiw w~tersh~d algmilhm from providing an 'l(."cura!e bubble siz~ 
lli'>trihllt;on oj the froth. 'Wllile the bluning ~ould he r~du~"d hy u,ing improv~d ("am"m 
~fl(i lighting sy'l~m'. it i, important to [Kl(" that it i, ~ limi!aIJon oftoc data sct which j, 
u'>ed in thib !h~sis. 
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6.2.3 Transparent Fmth 
The fin~l problem i, that ~~rtain ~(>talion rroths are ,,-,metirIkS tran'parent in nature. 
This lran'parent nature of the hllbhles is not immediately ohvious from still images (Fig-
ure 6.3d). but is evident when they are directly observeu. Such f[(tlhs are abo un,uitahle 
for segmentation using the watersh~u algorithm (or other gradient based methrxb) as it 
relie, on a u~crca,ing greyseaJc valu~ fl"Om the buhbk highlight to the bubhk houndary. 
A ~rnooth gradi~nt docs not exist fm the bubbk image, in froth, ,ueh as thi,: it i, po"ible 
to se~ the sec(lnd layer of hubbk, underneath lhe lOp l~yer. which re,ult, in ~n irregular 
pr()lik from Ihe centre to lh~ eclg~ of th~ hubble, in Ihe im~g~. 
TiJ<, problem ()r lr~n'p~rcnt rrolh i, nol limiled 10 lhe molybdenum d~l~ ,c\. It j, kno"n 
to occur in otl"'r ~olation ,ystems as well. Figure t..4 shows an exmnple fron, lhe froth 
image data set presented in Chapter 3. Figure 6.5 ,hows the tYPical greyscale profiles 
through it bubble for a tran,parent and an opaque fmlh. 
6.2.4 Poor Segmentation Results 
Figure 6.1i ,Irow, the r~,ull, of an all~lllpt t() sqtment the image, in figure 1i.3 u,ing Ihe 
"-ater,h~d algorilhm. 11 j~ evidenl Ihal lh~ w~ler~hed algorilhm docs not pcr/()nn well at 
"'gmenling tf-k, bubble, in lhe molyl)(knunl data WI. TIli, is hecau,~ nurocrou,> inclivid-
u~l hubhles ha\-e heen ~m'Ik(lUsly ",'er-segmenlcd mIn muillpl ~ regions, c()lI~clion., ()f 
tiny hubhle, are unUer-,egmenled, anu areas or pulp are over-seg"",nted and emlfleously 
combined with imliviuu~l bubble~. 
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6.3 Texture Measu."es for Frolhldentiticalion 
A~ ~hown In Ill>: p ... :v;UUS secu'lIl. a.::cur~tc: hllt>bk "i,,, mc~sll remC llt, an;: I]Ot po-..~;bk rm 
Ih ~ mo" l\dc'tlIn, d,,(a >et. T ~~ I un: IS an al(crn~uv~ In<'a_'>lI rr wbLch IS TeI~( cd 10 Ihe h"hhle 
sin dbll'; t>ul I" " r", flO/alion r I\I\h ~ In fa ct. prC\ lOLlS rc::;c" .... be r> r 50 I havc ~ h"wn (hal II 
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is possible to estimate the mean bubble size of a flotation froth using the combination of 
a non-linear model and appropriate texture measurements. 
Texture measures alone typically take the form of multidimensional data which are often 
difficult to interpret as they do not directly represent any obvious physical characteristics 
of the image they were calculated from. For this reason, researchers typically use the 
texture measurements to identify the froth as belonging to one of a set of froth classes [31, 
42,50,52]. 
Chapter 4 has shown which texture measures are suited to the identification of flotation 
froth classes. Results of similar tests are presented here to see if the best texture measures 
for the molybdenum data set are consistent with the results in Chapter 4. To achieve this, 
two different classification methods are used to both train and test a variety of texture 
measures on the molybdenum data set. 
The first classifier used is a k nearest neighbour classifier (KNN) and the second a Gaus-
sian mixture model (GMM) classifier. For details of the classification methods the reader 
is referred to Section 3.6. The reasoning behind choosing these two classifiers is that they 
represent two different approaches, the KNN requiring large amounts of training data to 
be kept for the classification stage, and the GMM having reduced the training data to a 
minimal data model. 
The best performance data is summarised in Table 6.2. For an in-depth view of the results 
showing the classification performance for the classifier using different numbers of neigh-
bours and Gaussian centres, se  Appendix D. From these results it is clear that a number 
of texture measures can be used to achieve very high (> 95%) classification results for the 
molybdenum data set. The Fourier ring method achieves the best classification results. 
Example images of the four different froth classes which can be successfully identified 
using texture measures are shown in Figure 6.7. The border colours of the different froth 
class images are consistent with the colours used to present the observed relationships 
between the froth classes and concentrate grade, feed grade, and process conditions later 
in the chapter. 
Thus, despite not being able to accurately measure the bubble size distribution of the 
flotation froths, it is possible to classify the froths according to texture measures which 
give an indirect measure of the bubble size. 
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Texlurt: G\1M na,,,fi~~lion K"<N n~s.~ilic·aLion 
Me;'M,re R~~ul l> Rc,ull, 
-
FnUIi~r ring' C)9.S:! \N.71 
TC:l.turc· <'pcclrum (-I7.2S ,)S(19 
L~,," filt~r ma'l;.~ 46.72 ,)S .70 
(ia!>or filler, 46.56 97.83 
Aul.! \rt:grt:s,ive 'i5.93 
, 
nA2 , 
GSCO\-1 90.36 
i 
93.71\ 
Stati,tic~ 1\3.19 9·-1.20 
figuro 6.7: SU(llplc image' of the different r"'lll clas,es thut can be j~llfified lJ.',ing tcXLU'~ 
mea,ure,. 
6.4 Froth Class & Concentrate Grade 
It ila'; been shown th~t the froth velocity meaSlIl"IJlem aCCOllnt~ for 39%. 59% and .t.t'} 
of the variation in the copper. iron and molybdenum disulfide in the COlK'Cntrate grade 
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respedi,'dy_ Thi~ section prescnts the ob'~rved relanon, hip betwee~ th<;', froth ria" and 
th~ cOllce ntr~te grad<.' o j th~ /lotatlon edl bcmg monitored. to detemli I)(' if the frm h r I '''S 
i, hellt:[ abk t.., account for the varia!:>i I ity ,.bsl'fved r n the concentrate grade datJ, 
Figure 6,1\ ~how.< the oh,<;cned rciatl()n,hips bctw~en the lroth c I J~'e~ and the concent r<lt~ 
grade of tiIC ~l>lation cdL Tahle 6_3 shows the m~'lIl assay valu~s lrom the re<uits shown 
in Figuf(' 6,8_ Tahle 6_,. givc~ tile ~t atj ~ti~al e 'lHlid"n~ ~ that tlwrc i~ a true dllfeJence 
between the mean value~ of the Iroth classes for each of th~ J,says j)C1i'ormcd (calculated 
U,;lng Welch', t-teq for sample~ wllb unequ~1 varian('e~)_ Valu~s which ha\'e gr~ater than 
95o/c confidence 01 different me~n v~lue, are highlighted, 
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Table 6.3: Mean values of the concentrate grade for the molybdenum froth classes. 
Froth Class Copper Iron Magnesium Molybdenum 
A 2.37 3.07 36.72 50.87 
B 6.93 6.79 65.01 14.75 
C 6.05 7.3 60.39 12.61 
D 4.41 3.89 31.47 46.71 
Despite some scatter and overlap in the concentrate grades for the different froth classes, 
the results are positive. When a linear model of the fonn 
is used to relate the froth class to the concentrate grade data there is a substantial im-
provement in the amount of variation in the data which is explained by the model. The 
R2, adjusted R2, and standard error values for the model fits are shown in the top left cor-
ner of each of the graphs in Figure 6.8. Over 67% of the variation in the data is explained 
for the copper, iron and molybdenum disulfide grade values, an average improvement of 
21 % when compared to using froth velocity to model the concentrate grade. 
The results are further validated by the results presented in Table 6.4, which show that for 
most of the combinations of froth classes there is a statistically significant difference in 
the mean value of the concentrate grade assays. This means that it is possible to improve 
the perfonnance of the flotation cell being monitored by ensuring that it operates under 
the desired froth class. The task of determining which froth class is most desirable is best 
done by an experienced metallurgist, by analysing the positive and negative contributions 
of each of the elements in the assays reporting to the final concentrate. A summary of the 
Table 6.4: Summary of the statistical confidence of differences in the mean value of the 
concentrate for different froth classes and assays using Welch's t-test. 
Class 1 Class 2 Copper Iron Magnesium Molybdenum Conf. of Diff. Conf. of Diff. Conf. of Diff. Conf. of Diff. 
A B 100.0 100.0 99.6 100.0 
A C 100.0 100.0 93.5 100.0 
A D 99.3 89.3 97.0 59.8 
B C 76.8 59.0 100.0 74.2 
B D 99.2 99.9 40.8 100.0 
C D 98.3 100.0 99.9 100.0 
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adjusted R2 values when froth classes are used to model the concentrate grade is shown 
in Table 6.5. 
Table 6.5: Adjusted R2 values when froth classes used to model the concentrate grade of 
the molybdenum data set. 
Cu 
6.5 Froth Class, Velocity & Concentrate Grade 
As an alternative to using a single machine measurement to model the concentrate grade 
of the molybdenum data set, this section presents the results when both froth class and 
froth velocity measurements are used to model the concentrate grade. A model of the 
form 
is used to relate the froth class and froth velocity to the concentrate grade data, where Pi 
and Ii are the regression coefficients, Ci are indicator variables that represent the froth 
classes, X is the froth velocity, and c is the residual error in the model [10]. 
The observed relationships are shown in Figures 6.9 to 6.12, with the different coloured 
sub-figures showing the velocity/concentrate relationship for each of the froth classes. It 
is evident from the results that for froth classes 'A' and 'B' statistically significant linear 
relationships relate the froth velocity to the concentrate grade, while for froth classes 'C' 
and 'D' such relationships cannot be confinned. The most likely explanation is that the 
data set in use is limited. It is evident from the results that for froth classes 'C' and 'D' 
there is not much variation in the froth velocity data. It is possible that linear relationships 
do exist relating the froth velocity to the concentrate grade for these froth classes as wen, 
but further testing over a broader range of velocities is required to confinn this. 
A further point of interest is that the relationships relating the froth velocity to the con-
centrate grade are significantly different for each of the froth classes. Results from a set 
of statistical tests to detennine if the models were statistically different from one another 
are shown in Table 6.6 (values greater than 95% confidence have been highlighted). Dif-
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ferences in the regression models are tested by determining if the models have the same 
slope, intercept, and mean value in a statistical sense. If anyone of these values is differ-
ent, it means that the regression models are statistically different from one another. The 
final column of Table 6.6 is most important, as it shows the confidence in the regression 
models being statistically different. It is evident that this is the case for most of the froth 
class and assay combinations. These results suggest that the combination of froth velocity 
and froth class will account for more of the variation seen in the data than anyone of the 
measurements alone. 
Table 6.6: Summary of the statistical confidence of differences in the froth velocity -
concentrate grade models for the molybdenum data set. 
Froth Froth Confidence of Confidence of Confidence of Confidence of 
Assay Class Class Difference Difference Difference Difference 
1 2 in Slope in Intercept in Mean (Overall) 
A B 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
A C 6.14 99.95 99.97 99.97 
Copper A D 
4.24 100.00 100.00 100.00 
B C 94.67 100.00 100.00 100.00 
B D 33.08 82.96 90.84 90.84 
C D 2.20 40.65 69.50 69.50 
A B 3.03 100.00 100.00 100.00 
A C 25.27 57.23 77.88 77.88 
Iron 
A D 1.60 4.02 51.92 51.92 
B C 98.30 100.00 100.00 100.00 
B D 18.67 99.57 99.75 99.75 
C D 87.44 100.00 100.00 100.00 
A B 4.40 16.43 57.86 57.86 
A C 52.32 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Magnesium A D 99.97 99.58 99.99 99.99 B C 18.37 99.95 99.97 99.97 
B D 65.10 100.00 100.00 100.00 
C D 100.00 98.98 99.93 100.00 
A B 1.67 100.00 100.00 100.00 
A C 10.57 99.40 99.60 99.60 
Molybdenum A D 99.94 100.00 100.00 100.00 B C 9.11 98.32 98.89 98.89 
B D 90.23 19.67 60.14 90.23 
C D 38.91 100.00 100.00 100.00 
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The R2, adjusted R2, and standard error values presented in Figures 6.9 to 6.12 are for the 
froth class specific regression models. Table 6.7 shows the adjusted R2 values when the 
complete model is used to relate froth class, froth velocity, and concentrate grade. 
The results show that the combination of froth class and velocity far outperfonn the use of 
either of these measurements on their own to model the concentrate grade. Almost 90% 
of the variation in the data can be accounted for in the copper and iron assays, and over 
80% of the variation can be accounted for in the molybdenum disulfide assay. 
6.6 Feed versus Froth Class 
It is possible that the variations seen in the concentrate grade as a function of froth class 
are in fact caused by changes in the feed rather than changes in the operation of the cell 
being monitored. In order to detennine if this the case, it is necessary to detennine if 
a relationship exists between the feed to the flotation cell and the froth classes that are 
identified at the time of sampling. 
If no such relationship exists between the froth class and the feed, then one can be sure that 
the relationship between the froth velocity, froth class, and concentrate grade presented 
in the previous section can be readily used to improve the operation of the flotation cell 
being monitored. 
However, if there is a relationship between the feed to the flotation cell and the froth class, 
it means that it may not be possible to stay in the desired optimal froth class by making 
changes to the operating conditions of the flotation cell alone. In such cases, the froth 
class infonnation may be used to detect changes in the feed. Personnel can be notified of 
such changes and make adjustments to the operating conditions (air flow rate, froth depth, 
reagent dosage) which are optimal for the type of feed related to the identified froth class. 
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process conditions. This suggests that there is no guaranteed easy way to move the froth 
class into this state. The most viable way to achieve a class 'A' froth appears to be by 
increasing the froth depth of the flotation cell. 
Other froth classes (such as class 'D' (green)) have much more isolated process condi-
tions. This suggests that by making the appropriate changes to the process conditions the 
flotation cell could be made to exhibit a class 'D' froth. There are, however, numerous 
conditions which could be changed and it is not clear from the limited data presented here 
which adjustments should be made to generate a class 'D' froth. The results suggest that 
a likely way is by decreasing the percent solids to approximately 40% (as this is the only 
process condition which ha.. ... no overlap with the other froth classes). 
It is also important to remember that froth class 'D' has a higher copper grade in the feed 
(see the previous section). This means that it is not yet clear whether it is the percent 
solids, the grade of the feed, or a combination of the two which has resulted in froth class 
'D' being observed. This can only be clarified by performing more test work over a much 
longer period. 
The results presented in this section have shown that it should be possible to move be-
tween different froth classes by making the appropriate adjustments to the process con-
ditions of the flotation cell. It is not trivial to decouple the effects from the multiple 
variables which affect the flotation cells, particularly when a short test work campaign 
is perfonned. Further (long tenn) work is required to isolate exactly how the different 
variables will impact on the observed froth class. 
6.8 Summary & Discussion 
In this chapter results have been presented for relating machine vision measurements 
(froth class and froth velocity) to the concentrate grade of the flotation cell being moni-
tored. These results are summarised in Table 6.8. 
For the case where the froth velocity alone is used to model the concentrate grade, re-
sults show that linear models are not appropriate. When a non-linear power model is 
fitted to the data, the results are interesting: no additional variation is accounted for, and 
the models response is largely linear in the range for which data points were sampled. 
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Table 6.8: Summary of standard errors and adjusted R2for predicting copper grade of the 
concentrate. 
Features Used Copper Iron Magnesium Molybdenum 
Froth Velocity (Linear) 0.392 0.589 0.027 0.437 
Froth Class 0.684 0.691 0.224 0.676 
Froth Class & Velocity 0.917 0.899 0.545 0.839 
These results suggest that additional measurements are required to explain the non-linear 
variation in the concentrate grade data. 
Using bubble size measurements for the molybdenum data set has been shown to be in-
appropriate: it is not always possible to accurately segment the flotation froth images 
because the bubbles are sometimes transparent. When this occurs, the assumptions of 
the watershed algorithm (and other gradient based bubble delineatio  algorithms) are vi-
olated, leading to poor segmentations. As an alternative measure to bubble size, texture 
measures have been shown to be suitable for identifying different froth classes. Numerous 
texture measures have been tested and it has been shown that over 99% correct classifi-
cation can be achieved using Fourier ring based texture measures. Using a linear model, 
the texture measures typically account for between 67% and 69% of the variation in the 
concentrate grade. This shows that texture measures can be used for the improvement of 
the operation of flotation cells. 
The combination of froth velocity and froth class infonnation accounts for a much larger 
percentage (typically over 20%) of the variation in the data compared to using one of 
these parameters to model the concentrate grade of the flotation cell being monitored. For 
the copper concentrate grade, over 90% of the variation in the grade can be accounted for 
using this simple linear model, while for the iron in the concentrate grade, 89% of the 
variation in the data is accounted for. 
With the possible exception of froth class 'D', the froth classes are not a function of the 
feed to the flotation cell. Analysis of the process conditions at the time of operation 
suggest that it should be possible to achieve the desired froth class/velocity combination 
by making the appropriate adjustments. However, due to the large number of variables 
that affect the system it is not clear how best the changes between froth classes are to be 
achieved. This is an area where further research is required. 
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The combination of an appropriate texture measure, classifier and froth velocity measure 
can be used to provide personnel with infonnation related to the concentrate grade of the 
cell being monitored. First the class of the current state of the froth is identified. Second, 
the froth velocity is measured. The combination of these two measurements can then 
be used to give an indication of the current concentrate grade of the cell. Based on this 
output value, personnel may either decide to leave the current input variable settings (air 
flow rate, froth depth, reagent dosage) or make changes to achieve better perfonnance. 
The determination of the optimal froth class and velocity regime to operate in is best made 
by experienced metallurgists, as it will typically involve numerous tradeoffs relating to 
the concentrate grade of both desirable and undesirable minerals. This should be readily 
achievable by analysis of the different froth class/velocity responses (Figures 6.9 to 6.12). 
How best to manipulate process conditions to ensure that an optimal froth class is present 
on a flotation cell is a difficult problem that requires more research before a set of sys-
tematic approaches can be developed. The results presented here give some indications 
of how this may be achieved. However, the limited number of samples, coupled with a 
high number of process variables makes it difficult to come to any conclusion with a high 
degree of certainty. 
While the same concentrate grade can be achieved under different froth class/velocity 
regimes, this in no way means that the approach used is inappropriate. While it would be 
useful to have the different froth class-velocity responses having no overlap, it is unlikely 
that this would be the case: a large number of variables all interact to cause the final 
concentrate grade. It is likely that different combinations of the these variables can give 
rise to the same concentrate grade. In the same way, it is likely that different combinations 
will result in different froth classes being observed, and that at different froth velocities 
the same concentrate grade can be achieved. 
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Chapter 7 
Machine Vision Performance 
Relationships ..... Copper 2006 Data Set 
As has been the case for the previous chapters, this chapter addresses objective num-
ber four of the thesis, namely to show that a relationship exists between machine vision 
measurements and the metallurgical performance (grade) which can readily be used by 
industrial operations. In this chapter, data will be presented from test work carried out 
on the copper circuit at Kennecott Utah Copper Concentrator in January 2006. For more 
details on the data set, see Section 3.15. 
The chapter begins by presenting the observed relationship between froth velocity and 
concentrate grade. Next the results of using both linear and non-linear models to relate 
the bubble size to concentrate grade are discussed. How bubble size measurements can 
be used for the classification of froths with dynamic bubble size distributions, which are 
needed to characterise the froths in this data set, are presented next. It is then shown 
how unsupervised classification techniques can be used to automatically determine froth 
classes based on the bubble size measurements. Next, the relationships between the froth 
classes and the concentrate grade of the cell being monitored are presented. This is done 
for two reasons, to validate the classes determined automatically, and to show how the 
froth class identification can provide useful information about the concentrate grade of the 
flotation cell. The combination of froth velocity and froth class for modelling concentrate 
grade is then presented. 
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It is important to note that the classification of froth classes in this chapter is entirely 
automatic. This is unlike the previous chapters which have presented results which have 
been based on an initial hand classification of the flotation froth videos by experienced 
personnel. The potential for bias is therefore minimised, and the method is more efficient 
for froth class identification. 
7.1 Froth Velocity & Concentrate Grade 
As mentioned in previous chapters, froth velocity is typically related to the mass flow rate 
of the concentrate and to the grade of the concentrate. A simple linear regression model 
was fitted to the froth velocity and assay data. The observed relationships between the 
froth velocity and concentrate grade of the flotation cell being monitored on the copper 
circuit are shown in Figure 7.1. 
The observed trends do not account for a large amount of the variation in the data. Only 
49% and 64% of the variation in the copper and iron assay data respectively is accounted 
for using the froth velocity. Substantially less variation is accounted for in the magnesium 
and molybdenum assays. 
The observed trends behave as expected. The increase in velocity results in an increased 
amount of material non-selectively reporting to the concentrate via entrainment. This 
results in an increased amount of gangue being recovered, which decreases the proportion 
of floatable material in the concentrate. 
Non-linear models of the foun 
y = axb + c 
were fitted to the data (see Figure 7.2). The result was a lower adjusted R2 value for most 
of the assay values (see Table 7.1) due to an increase in the degrees of freedom with no 
additional variation in the data being accounted for (an increase of 0.3% was seen in the 
adjusted R2 value for the molybdenum disulfide assay). It is also interesting to note that 
the non-linear models show a largely linear response, particularly within the bounds of 
the observed froth velocities. 
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This suggests that the use of froth velocity alone to model the concentrate grade is not suf-
ficient. In order to account for more of the variability in the data it is therefore necessary 
to use a combination of froth surface descriptors, rather than froth velocity alone. 
Table 7.1: Adjusted R2 values for fitting linear and non-linear models to the relationship 
between froth velocity and concentrate grade. 
Model eu Fe MgO MoS2 
Linear 0.4903 0.6392 0.3828 0.1287 
Non-Linear 0.4853 0.6374 0.3802 0.1318 
7.2 Bubble Size & Concentrate Grade 
As has been shown in Chapter 4, single value froth descriptors are often inappropriate 
to use (especially when the flotation froth exhibits a dynamic bubble size distribution). 
For completeness, results are presented here showing the observed relationships between 
single value bubble size descriptors and the concentrate grade of the flotation cell for the 
copper 2006 data set. 
As in Chapter 5, it is still necessary to determine which of the single value descriptors 
is most appropriate. Both linear and non-linear power models were fitted to a range of 
single value bubble size descriptors. The results from these tests are shown in Table 7.2. 
Table 7.2: Average adjusted R2 values for fitting linear and non-linear models to the rela-
tionship between various single value bubble size descriptors and concentrate 
grade. 
Model Mean p50 p60 p70 p80 p90 
Linear 0.1297 0.0550 0.0822 0.1033 0.1240 0.1381 
Non-Linear 0.1911 0.0793 0.1305 0.1758 0.2153 0.2102 
For the linear model the p90 bubble size is best able to account for the variation in the 
data, while the p80 bubble size is found to perform the best for the non-linear model. The 
resultant linear and non-linear fits when using the p90 and pSO bubble size to model the 
concentrate grade for the copper 2006 data set are shown in Figure 7.3 and 7.4. 
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7.3 Automatic Classification of Froth Classes using Bub-
ble Size Distributions 
In Section 4.3, an algorithm was presented which can automatically detect froth classes 
from bubble size distribution data by first characterising the froths according to their bub-
ble size distribution dynamics, and then using an unsupervised clustering algorithm to 
cluster the characterised froths into froth classes. 
This same method is used here to automatically cluster the data from the copper 2006 
data set into froth classes. Unlike the example in Section 4.3, a slightly modified ver-
sion, which allows some user intervention, is presented here. The first step in the learning 
process is to identify the bubble size distributions which occur frequently throughout the 
entire data set. The froth video sequences are sampled to get a representative sample of 
froth images. The bubble size distribution is then calculated for each of these images, 
and the bubble size distributions are presented to an unsupervised classification algorithm 
(see Section 3.8.2 for details on unsupervised classification). The results from the un-
supervised classification algorithm are shown in Figure 7.5. Figure 7.6 shows example 
images of froths with the bubble size distributions shown in Figure 7.5. 
At this stage it is possible to characterise video clips of froth as histograms of frequently 
occurring bubble size distributions. These characteristic histograms are passed to an un-
supervised clustering algorithm to determine the nine most frequently occurring charac-
teristic histograms. Figure 7.7 shows the resulting nine most frequently occurring charac-
teristic histograms from the copper 2006 data set. 
Although one could in principle use the nine output froth classes to determine the links 
between froth class and metallurgy for the data set, having such a high number of froth 
classes will result in statistically insignificant models relating the froth classes and con-
centrate grade. This is because of the limited number of metallurgical samples in the data 
set. 
Visual inspection of the characteristic histograms reveals that many are similar to one an-
other (for example Figure 7.7b and 7.7c). From this set of characteristic clusters a subset 
of clusters is chosen. This is done in a similar manner to the classification of other froth 
data sets by hand. An experienced operator can gauge how visually similar the froths are 
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using the nine characteristic histograms as indicators. From the set of histograms, three 
are chosen which best represent the original set of nine. The result is that the characteristic 
histograms of Figure 7.7b, 7.7e and 7.7h are chosen as froth classes. 
The reason for choosing these specific characteristic histograms is that there are only 
a small number of video segments that can be characterised by the histograms in Fig-
ures 7.7a and 7.7i; they are therefore not representative of the data set as a whole. Fur-
thermore, the remaining characteristic histograms have many similarities: the selection of 
characteristic histograms b,e and h results in the most representative set of characteristic 
histograms for the copper data set. 
The individual froth video segments from the data set can now be classified according to 
which of these three characteristic histograms they are most similar to. The final set of 
characteristic histograms is shown in Figure 7.8. Appendix F contains the characteristic 
histograms for each of the samples in the 2006 copper data set. 
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7.4 Froth Class & Concentrate Grade 
Once the flotation images has been classified into froth classes, the class information can 
be used as a parameter in modelling concentrate grade. Figure 7.9 shows the observed 
relationships between the froth classes and the concentrate grade of the flotation cell being 
monitored, while Table 7.4 summarises the adjusted R2 values when froth classes are used 
to model the concentrate grade. 
The results presented in Figure 7.9 may not appear to be particularly useful, because of 
the large degree of overlap between the data from the different froth classes. However, 
this is not as big a problem as one might initial1y expect. It is important to remember 
that the mean assay values for the different froth classes and the associated standard error 
values are crucial for the correct interpretation of the data. Table 7.5 shows the mean 
assay values and standard deviations for the different froth classes identified. 
If the mean values of the different froth classes are significantly different from one an-
other, then the froth class information is very useful for the operation of the flotation cell 
being monitored. This is the case for the data presented here. Table 7.6 clearly shows 
that there is a statistically significant difference in the mean values for the different froth 
classes for most of the assay values (values which have significance of over 95% are high-
lighted), This means that it is more beneficial to operate in a froth 'class C' than in a 'class 
A' regime. The benefits are a 70% increase in copper grade and a 26% decrease in the 
magnesium oxide grade. 
While the results show that there is long term benefit to operating under specific froth 
class regimes, the results also show that the froth class information alone is not sufficient 
to account for most of the variation seen in the concentrate assay values. The linear model 
based of the froth classes alone is able to account for 46% of the variation in the copper 
data and only for 26% and 24% of the variation seen in the iron and magnesium oxide 
data respectively. Therefore in order to explain more of the variation in the data, and in so 
doing to be able to achieve better prediction when the model is used, the use of additional 
machine vision surface descriptors in the model is required. 
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Table 7.5: Mean values of the concentrate grade for the copper froth classes. 
Froth Class Copper Iron Magnesium Molybdenum Mean StdDev Mean Std Dev Mean StdDev Mean StdDev 
A 12.99 4.04 20.39 4.40 2.01 0.73 2.13 1.24 
B 19.68 3.28 25.66 3.27 1.21 0.50 2.82 1.07 
C 22.09 3.67 23.74 3.78 1.48 0.54 2.27 0.39 
Table 7.6: Summary of the statistical confidence of differences in the mean value of the 
concentrate for various mineral and froth class combinations using Welch's 
t-test. 
Class 1 Class 2 Copper Iron Magnesium Molybdenum 
A B 100.0 100.0 100.0 98.5 
A C 100.0 99.0 99.2 40.7 
B C 97.8 93.1 92.6 99.8 
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7.5 Froth Class, Velocity & Concentrate Grade 
As seen in previous chapters, the combination of froth velocity and froth class measure-
ments have resulted in improved models of the concentrate grade. This section presents 
the results of using the combination of froth class and froth velocity to model the concen-
trate grade assays of the copper 2006 data set. 
A model of the form 
is used to relate the froth class and froth velocity to the concentrate grade data, where 
Pi and 'Yi are the regression coefficients, and Ci are indicator variables that represent the 
froth classes, X is the froth velocity, and c is the residual error in the model [to]. 
The results showing the observed relationships are shown in Figures 7.10 to 7.13. It is 
evident that a combination of froth class and linear relationship between froth velocity and 
concentrate is wen suited for modelling the relationship between froth class, velocity, and 
concentrate grade. It is also important to note that the adjusted R2 parameters are given 
for the linear model relating froth velocity to concentrate grade on a 'per froth class' basis. 
The actual adjusted R2 values for the entire model are given in Table 7.7. The model is 
able to account for over 65% of the variation in the concentrate grade data for both the 
copper and the iron assays. 
Table 7.7: Adjusted R2 values when froth classes and velocity are used to model the con-
centrate grade. 
It is important to note that for each of the assays in Figures 7.10 to 7.13, the observed 
regression lines relating froth velocity to concentrate grade for the different froth classes 
have different slopes and centres of mass. These results prove that the unsupervised clas-
sification algorithm used in Section 7.3 are real froth classes and not just random allo-
cations. If the froth classes had been random, there would be no statistical differences 
between the observed trends. Table 7.8 shows the results from the statistical analysis to 
determine whether the observed trends have statistically different regression lines. The 
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re~uh, ,how lh:ll. in lh~ ca,,- of copper gr:ldc, Ihe Ill<>tlcl (\f e(\mhin~d I'aramders" ,t~ti,­
tiea Ily si !,: llIfKanL with over flY)(' of th~ v:lriation i 11 Ihe dal a king c \ l'bin,:d hy the Ill(xld_ 
Thi, illdICate, Ihal froth cia" and fn~h vd()<.:ity:lre a pani<;ular ,uccc"ful comhin:ltion 
when model I i 1l!,: c",o<:~ntra t e gr.;de for thl' copper 1006 dma ,et. 
'J'ahle 7.~: ~uHlHlary of lhe ,,"[j,flc"1 COnl"k[)ee 01 dlift< e[)ce, Hl [he hOlh I'ek,e][y - ,('>!l-
,ent rate gnldt- nH~ld, f", 'he COf're' 2(X)(, ,I;]", .'N_ 
-
Confidence of I --- -_. Fr(>11o 1'10lh C o,"iderx:c of "",f"l~nc" or Confidence of 
Ihg.l~ ('1'>1 Cia" [),Iferellce [)ilTerence [)ilfcrct1l;~ Diffcrellce 
~ A " It, Slope I in lm~rcer{ in ~jean (Ov.rall) , , 6_107 9'J,99 lf10.f10 100.00 
, 
Copper , J 95.,~ 100.00 100.00 100.00 
, J 94-'8 , 100.00 10(UIII 100.(10 
-
--, , 37,97 ':10. ,0 9S.0ti QS.OS , 
!ron , , 9 1'2 ( 9.60 ~4.94 9'-2 1 
, ; 
'17.73 'jH~ 79_62 '17.73 (---+- ~ 2.2 ~ , 99.27 Q9.62 1)/).(>2 , 
]l.lagnc;lUm , 3 9:<.51 6500 83.39 Q5.51 
, J '19.JJ I 611.07 84.IU 99~q , , J·1011 53S; 76_66 76,61, 
l\.1olylxknum , J 2-2~ ~3_IU 76.2~ 7('.28 
, J 2~,9':l 87,9<) 93.8~ 9388 
7.6 Feed ,"'ersus _Froth Class 
A, in the previous eh:lpt~rs. the dr~ct of (he l1ot~ti"n fe~d gr:lde vn the froth wrfx~ 
de,criptors need, to be ex::unrned, It is u' eful to determine if a relationship exi,t, between 
the feed to the flotation cell being observed and the froth cla~ses ob>erved. If there i~ a 
reiation,hip. then it i, pos,ihle that the froth cln~< is dri"cn hy the feed to the tlotation cell. 
rather than by the proces< pammeter, under whi,h tlIC tlotation cell i, hcing opcmted. It 
thi, i, the cnsc. then the machinc vi <ion '''yslem can be u=lto alen plant pcr<;onnci when 
chanj!e< in the feed to the tlotalion cclilindicat~d hy a dmnge in froth cia'!') h~, occurred. 
Th~ n~c~'sary ,t<'-1" call th~n be tIt:lde tv adju,t the pmces" paraIll~ter' of the l1ot~tion cell 
to en,u", that optimal perf<lrm~nce is achi~ved_ 
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Figure 7.1../ ,h()ws tile obse",cd reimion,hir t>elW~~l1l1le feed to the nOlaliol1 cell arnl the 
frOlh clas>e~. Data rOHlts to the Ieli hand side or the dott~d line art"" /Tom the left hand 
y aXI,. ~nd d~ta pomts to the nght hand '1dc of the dolted line eorre,p"nd to the nght 
hand y -a~i". 11,C data po,nts mdlCate the mean ~ssay ,·ulue, "I' the fced for each of the 
fr()th cla,~es _ The hars indicate thc rangc wi lhin "hich 99')7,. of the \ .llue' fall_ 
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Fignre 7.15 show, lhe ob,er~ed reiatlon,hip between the pSI) bubble ,ize al1d the feed to 
the flolation e~1l helllg monitored. 
It is evident from the rewlls lhat there is no dear relationship between tile feed to the 
flotation cell and the hubble ,1ze or trolh dass id~nflhed. Th~<.e resnlt<; aJw wg.f!e~t that 
it will be pos,ible for opl""rators to n)(l\e between froth da-se<; by maklng.lIle appropriate 
adjuslments as thc froth dasses arc n()l determincd by the fecd to the cell. 
7.7 Process Conditions versus Froth Class 
Figur" 7_16 ,how, the r"btion,hip, hetween thc froth classes und the proccss p~ramelcrs 
at the lim", "hen the froth e\asse, w<orc present. D~l~ point, lo the len hand ,ide of the 
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dotted line are fmm the len h~nd Y-<I""" and dat~ points to rhe right hand ,ide of rhe 
doned line correspond 10 the nght h~nd y-a~is. Th~ d"t" poin" indkat~ Ih~ lII~an ""ay 
\~Iucs of the feed for ~ach "fthe 1I',th cbsses, The bars ;ndlratc the rdnge "ithin wh ich 
99'X. of!hc \aluc' fall. Th~ units ofthc \'er\lcJ.i axes are sho"n in ~quaR' hracket' under 
Tile <;orre'pondiug lIIC",urclllcnu, (In thc horiLontal axi" 
~ I 
-1~ 
,= TIl III 
,= 
Fe ed Flat. FrDlhe< [lo.aQ e 
'" 
P"rC~nl SoI~ Froth rlepf> 
Itd'l 1'I).,'klCY1: linc.c""l 
~-i!.",r. 7. t (,; Rdmin,,"'ip hctwcrn '-r~lh cia,,,,,' and the proe"" pararndcT>. 
There i, 'llbst,mli~l overlap !J.,l,,~en a frolh cla,s's values for most of the parameters. 
The excepllon is the f roth~r dU"lge. wh~r~ f mlh cia" 'C' (h i ue) has a 'ig ni ticantly higher 
dosage than the other two da',~'. This ,ugge,b that it lIIighllle Ix,ssibl~ to n~lVe into the 
froth cia" 'C' regime by inere~sing frother do'ag~. It i, ~Iw in!~r~'ling to note lh~l this 
is the froth class with the highest associated <:opl"'r <:on<:entrJW gm<k Furlher tc,ling is 
be rcquin'd to see if thi, is rOllsi,tently th~ case. 
Figure 7.17 .. hows lhe observed relationship between p80 bubhl~ Si7~ and the proc~<" 
comlilion,_ ;-<0 R'ialionship" arc evident. 
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7.8 Summary & Discussion 
• froth velocity and concentrJte grade 
• froth bubhk ,i/.~ and ~onc'elllrale grJde 
• ho(h claSl> and conccmmte grade. 
He,ull> h~\'e shown Ih,lt when froth veloci(y is u""d to model (he coneentra(e gr..uc. ~ 
linear model is sufficient. I<.esults from u,ing :l non-lin~ar model do not aCCOUIll for 
more variation in the data than (h~ Iin~JI' mooel, I'unh~rrnor~ , the oc,( lit non-linear 
lllWcl, (end to ha, e largely Imear rc_ponses in (he range~ "he! ~ the vd()city values w~re 
"Hnpled_ 
For (he single value bubble si,c rnea"urcllk:nts, ~ non-l inc~r relali()nship exiSU; bel" ~en 
the Illeu~uremen( and the ,'( H\\,'cnlrJlc grade value" The U'>C or n()n -li n{'~r model, is 'nore 
;lppropriJte~, thc)' fit the d,lt'l l~tler, acc(\unling for more VJriUllOll in tile' duta_ The u,,-, 
of 1l1uhiple non-lincur llludeL, to rdJte Ihe frolh velocily and huhhle "ze 'oca,urenlcnts 
to concelltrJte grade are be)'ond the "-"If'<' of thi, Ihe,i<;, and h~\"e not becn prc<;ent~d_ 
Techniques for aU1om~tic~l1y detecting und charaeleri,jng frolh da."e' from Ilo(ation 
froth; which eJ<hibl1 dYIl~mlC bubble si/_e distribution<; ha\'e heen prexnted The re,uit-
ing froth classes h.1\'e been validated hy ,howing th~t the relationship between the froth 
velocity and concentra(e grade is statistic~ll)' ~ignific~ntly different for each of the froth 
clasr.es, some(hing which would nOI occur had the cla:,sc, bc.-:n the re,ult of a random 
class allocation. This technique allows for Ihe consi~(enl iOC'llification of frOlh classes 
in a simple timc ellicient manner, Classifymg Ii-oth c1a"es hy hand is a ti,oc com;uming 
task and i, p~rticularly di Ilicull '" hen (he froth, being clus,ified have dynamic huhble sizc 
distributions, 
The relation"lup between the froth cla,,,,,s und the concentrate grade h~s been sllo"n to 
:lC<.-\lUnt for a greater per<:ent~ge of the v'lJlation seen in Ihe coocenlr~le grJde data (hall 
u,ing single value huhhle ,i~.e de;<.-';ptor<; when hoth linear and Ilon-linear lnode!; are 
used (»eehble 7,'))_ 
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'n'e he,t r"~,,hs art' ,~)t"inl'd Whell ~ comhin~tioJl of fmth cbss "nd froth n'locity ~r~ 
"'00 10 model th~ concenlrat~ grade. Such models ~CCOUllt for over 1i5~:f of Ih~ ,'~riation 
'~en in tile copper and iron <:on<:enlral~ graUe. Th" re.,ult- al,o show Ihat the relatiO'''hip 
hetwe~n froth' docity and ooncemrate grade is differel1l for ~adl of the froth cI asse.'. '1 'hi~ 
etTect provides valuable IIlsighl for plant per;onnel on how to a<:hiev~ h~tter perfonnance 
of the flotation cdl t>eing moniloroo. Under a cenain froth dass regim~. they will he able 
to adjust the ,docity of the froth ,0 that the de',ired grade set point can he achieved, 
The results from thi, chapl~r are ~ummari,~d in Table 7,'1. which :,hows the adj,,'ted If 
values for each of the' variable, used to model the CO{lCentrat~ grade of the copper 2(X)6 
{bt~ set. 
T3bt~ 7.~: ,\dju",-"d H' value, 1m titling nnou, n""let, Lo ,-",,,,,-",-"nlral,-" gra(le. 
I 
M"""'l Cu Fe .\tgO MoS , 
t'rorllVc!ocity, Lir",,,,'i O.4~i3 'O,639i '(),3~28 --0.1287 
Froth Velocity, N",\-Li" ear) 
Bu~t'-" Si/£ (Lin,-"ar) 
lJubblt Siz.,-" • .N(~l-Li",·ar) 
Froth Cl;", 
Froth Cia." & Vd><--iL)' 
IH853 
113'i.~4 
OA239 
0,4572 
n.h7SR 
0.637,t 0,3802 l),13l8 , 
IIJ)99!; IIOHW 1I'{)I'<1 ! 
(),182,t (),ln4 (),07~~ 
n25M 112423 O.nS92 
n.hSI">-I 8.44t t 1),1323 
An"Iy,is of lhe' feed to the n,){"tion cell ~t Ihe tillle of s~lllpling h~" shown th~tthl're i, 
no .,igliii<:""1 reblion.,lllp between the feed a's~) re,ults ~nd the froth cbss present or 
Ihe l:>ubhle si7e of [he flotatioll frolh 'n,i" mea'" Ih"1 ma<:hine vi.,ioll sysl~m" will nol be 
suited 10 deteclillg change> in Ihe fe~d to th~ flolalion cell. It is important to rem"mher. 
that tile data presented here is the assay values of the fe~d. These do not <:Olnpktely 
dc,cri~ the feed to the cdl. rurthrf research loot...ing at the assays 011 a SiLe by siLe and 
miner~l()gic"1 hasis could reve~l that th<.'rc is" rclatjoll'.hip b<.'t ..... een lrn.'SC ~spccts of lhe 
feed 10 the not~llon cell and the frc~h cbss ,~'ser;'ed on Ihe surf~ce. If this is the c~<,e, 
th~ frolh cl as, idenlilic~l.ion C~n also be used to akrt the pb nl per:sonnel 10 C hmlgi ng feed 
<:ondillon' and Ihe appropriate <:oTTe<:ti,,, a<:tion can Ihen be taken. 
An21y,i, of the pr{}(:e" <:ondilion, ~t the time of sampling has revealed Ihat froth cbs., 
'C' oc<:uTTed ..... hen th~ frolher do'age wa' relali'ely high. Whal i~ inl~re'ling to not~ i., 
that thl~ observation i, nO! ckar inl-igur~ 7.17, which :,hows the relatiomhip helWeen tile 
p80 l:>ubble ,ize and the variou, proces, condition~, Thi~ once again highlights one of the 
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adv:lTltage~ of lIsing froth cla'>es inSltad of 'inglc value dcscnptor. to cil<JHICleme the 
blll:>ble ~iLe di~tril:>utlon or a fiotation Iroth. 
A, 11<1' ,1Iready' been <een for th~ 11l0lyb(kmlln dala sd. O,e ITJeI~Il11rglC,d [cwlt, for the 
copper 200t'> (bla ,et al ,0 ,ho\\ h(m the Idellt iii ("~t ion of frot h cia "e, ,md Hle"\Url'nl~TlI of 
frOlh vdocity c',m provide plantl'erwnnd wnh \'aluable Infonnatiotl pe'1~ i ning to Ihe con-
celltralt ~radp of Ihe Ilot"tion cdl lx-ing nwnit<)fed. It ha' bnn ,bown that it i, po~,ihlc 10 
idrnt ,fy which frolh cia '" h~" the be,( llletall mgical performance (111 term, of COllce1l1ra(", 
grad~ of the dt:~i red /l1ctal)_ The nl"dl1l1~ vi,ion 'y~tem can be used 10 idem ify \\ heth~r 
the flotation cell i< oper~ti ng under the dC"ircd concli( ions or no( In thi" manner, pel"onnel 
can be alel1~d 10 un{lt-sirable oper;nional condi(ion' ~nd ",,,\..e thc ncccs,ar)' adjuwll~nt' 
to improve the perfmmaoce of th~ notation cdl. 
>\, h,1, ocl'n lllell1ion in the cli <cu~,ion ~ecl ioll of (he previo1l> chapler (Seclion Ii_g). the 
fact 11",1 different frolh cia,slwloclly combJnations can give nsc to lile sa lile conCCTllr~ll' 
grad~ i, )lOI une'l'~ncd_ In fact, il can be of clirect be~l1t to the plunt pe,,,emlle!. Ttll~ 
mean~ thai Ihere i, often" dance nfh",,' lhe" can move to (he dl'~ir~d conccntralt grade 
s~t point, ~or n:,mple. if II i,- HoI known ho", 10 change be("een different Iroth cl"s~e" 
the froth ,·elocity 11m, be ~djlJ'led 10 "chine th~ desired rl'",lt, _ 
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Summary, Conclusions & Further Work 
8.1 Summary 
The review of the litcmllll'c on machine vj~i(\n sy'lcm~ for analy,i g 11<,\a\;0" fmths hw, 
~",:alell a num]""r (\f il"m~ ". hieh ,till rlc~d \0 I:>e ~ddre~,ed lJ.,["", machine vi.,jon ~y'tem.,> 
be<:"m~ a ~tandard f~alure in froth Ilot~lion opera lion,_ 
8.1.1 Improved Bubble Size Measurement 
L litil !l(\W, the current ";lle or the ~rt bu hNe si/.e mea,"rem~nl a l ~mi\hm' haw I>e~n lim-
ited to providing accurate huhble si/.e measurement' lOll Holation froths with homogenou, 
t>ubble ~i7e di'l.n !>lllion' on Iy. Analy'>is of fl olation froth, "itl1 t>ofh large and tiny hubble, 
preS(",nt ha, re~\llted in pc.:!r >egm~,ntation !\".,uil>. 
An improvement to the water,h~,ct algorithm has heen dcvclt-Vd which enal,lcs the ac-
curate (ktelmination of froth huhhk size distributioru, when both large and [Lny ]mhh1c, 
aI\", pl\"-ent simultaneollsly. nLe new algorithmmake\ U,e of a texture ha'<CLl classifier 
to determine whether the output hloh, from a sin)!le pa,s \valer,hcd al g:on lhm ha,-e he~n 
weccs,fully identified_ Or if they ~re in fact a coll~clion of tiny h\lt>ble~ 1/.-hieh requi,.." 
funher >egmenlaliOrl . The cla".,>ifi~r use' a 'imple Ihre,hold on the contra,t feamre. d~ -
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tenlllncd frDm a !'Te'ysc»ic cO-'>Cclifrence mmri,. The ci<l.%ilkalion sl ~ge'~ OLItPll1 is ll~rd 
10 mcihfy the' input imagc such tllat a second po" Df the v,atcrs lwd algorithm c»n be 
fll'rti>nncd uSlllg dittert'nt pamme'tel'~ optilmscd 1.>[ smallcl' bubblc liclectlOll. The mcxti· 
Ilcalion~ to Iht' illpll1 rnJa,f:e are such that the. ~ec< >nd sta).'c of watcr,hed pro >ce~,ulg retalll~ 
Ih" COlTeCI sqm"ntaLioll fromlh~ lar)!e hubble, as idf.lll.ilie<J by the ji,,[ ,,·alcr,he.d ~ta).'e, 
I! is possihle lo adjll~1 Ih~ ~l,f:vrillull "" Il,al it ha~ a~ many ~I.ar;e., ns dc,ired E;;:pe,; 
ll1~ntn IIVIl ,hv,,', th:j[ moce Ihn n Ihrcc levels nrc HOI U~dlll r'.>r UlIn)!es J10 x 2·10 pix,,!, in 
SILe. 
8.1 .2 Characterisation of Fl1lths with Uynamic USUs 
TIle. rnO~1 cfkcti\'~ way to d~al with the. abtmdanc~ of information that is present in ac-
eLIrate hllbble 'ize. di,triblltions ha~ bt'en an important but une;;:plored aIT'a of re,e.arch, 
Typically buhble siLe diwibul ions are redllc~d to a ~ingle valLIe de,uiplOr ~uch a, a mean 
or pll0 \'~ I LIC. Sud, simpl i Ii c~tio,,~ vf b"hble ,iLC d,,>1 riblltioll dala ar" (,jkn mapprop,; 
ate. ~s 100 llllleh infvnll~lion is IV'I. TIli, r~'LIlb ill Ih" i""hilily [() diffcrcllli~k Ixlw~",n 
fmlb~ with different bul:>lJle ~i'.r dblribullQn~. This is a p"rti~ubr prvl>lrm ror A()[~lioll 
troth ~ which cxhibit dynamic bubble siTe di,tnbUl1<)n,. ~f1r the.'e fr01h, 11 i, illlp~ralive 
Ihat appl'Ojlnate data reductlOn technique, arr used. A numbel' of methods hJr chw'ae-
teri,mg flotallon froth~ wilh dynamiC bllbble siu di,tril"JllOn~ haw bern p'DpD,ed and 
[c,t"d. The. bc~l of the~e "the charact~ri<atioll of flotation fwth ... \\,Ith a Imtogram of 
Ihor frcqllcn!l y OCCLIni ,,).' hllhble ,iLe d"tnbtl1lUn~ 
An nt"n,ioll to the charoct~rlsati()ll of flotatwn fmth, llsing ~ hislogrnm Df fr("qucntly 
Ql'LlInillg huhhk ~iLe di,l,;bulioll~ h~~ abo been pl'e~t'nted. In lhl> extensHlll , an Ull,Urer 
\·i,e.d cla~silicatl()ll algorilhm is ll~ed to alilomalicall} learn the froth das,rs fwm a data 
sel of ~otation froths which exhibit dynamic bubble ~ire di~triblllion,. The re,u Its of the 
al~orilhm are shown to he lrue fn'lh c1a.~~e~ rathcr than a rancklln a,signment of sampks 
10 frOlh d~~se,. This i~ ach'eved hy ~howinj! that the I'elatiollship betwecn fWlh vdocit} 
and nlll<:elltrnle ~rade i, ~lalistical l y differelll for t'och of the. fl'Oth cla,~es, 
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8.1.3 Trxture Measures for Flotation .<' roths 
PrcV10US ""carl'hell have u-.cd a nu tnocr of diffne n! te~lure me~,urc" for Ihe das,iti~a 
lion of ~oWI.i"n frolh i"tage~, Ilowever.lno't ofth" ""c~ r('he", give no rc~","~ for Iheir 
choice, of tnl urc "'''a "UIe Thi .. probkrn b COII1 pounded by Ijt~ f~cl I hal mo,1 rc,ear~hC'rs 
use d~(~ 'f(' ~ ,ingk lIldl"trial ('1'eralwn, Thc're Jre also no fre,ely ~v~ilahk d~l~ba"", of 
tlm,nimt frolh, on wh 'e'h the varielY of te,\:ture men,urc', call be te,t~d in oHlrr 10 <kta-
mine theIr efficienq. 
A large number of lexture mea,ure~ wen' te,led on a dala ~et Ihat con,i~1~ of a variety 
of flotatlOll fn~h, from ~ number of di frerell! industrial operations. ThG data set e<m,i ,(s 
of f iI dl tkrent frOl:h dao>.<:" wi Ih a (01 ~ 1 of 1 (,793 i mage,,_ TIle re~nll~ showed that mO~1 
texture mea,un's jXrfOlTIl well at discriminaling ]-o,tween ditt'erent fr(){h" Law,' filler 
ma'>k.~ and Gabor Ii lters showed the he'1 re,ulb_ However, i "'pfemenl alion of these lex-
ture fealure,' is not alway, ad vi,~hfc. as Iheir improved f"'rfom\3.[](:e ~O",e" at a cost of 
inneased proces>ing Ii me. Texture me3';ure, ha,cd on Fourier rings ~nd te)' ture speLlru", 
h~v(' "hown 10 provide !,ood re,u\ts while mainmming a ,impfe implementat.ion and the 
quick das,ilical ion of nev,. ,a"'ples, 
X.I.-I Surface Descriptor - Concentrate Grade Relationships 
The ad~~nced mdhodology deve,loped 10 me~,ure (he hLlbble ,ize and textufC of tlotmion 
i'rcJ{h, wa, used to dClcrm Ine the ex i ,leIKe of reimiom,hip' btel ween froth ~llJfacc descrip-
lors and ille COIKentratc grade of the cd f heing rnonitnn:d. Dat,1 ,eI., from three difTerenl 
indu'lrial operations Were used to <ihow how machine \'ision sy'tems c~n he used when 
dlff~r~11I Iype' of ffeJlh are present 
8,\,4,1 I-'latinum Dutu Sct 
TIle n:falion,lup bemeell froth velocily and conrentr~te gr~de w~~ examined_ Th~ re,wlt, 
,howed thai :, "on-hnear rower m(xlel a~coumed for more ofthc variation in the d~w th~" 
a fine~r model. 
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An~ly~i, of the rehti onohip hl:tw eCn ,i ngl~ ,'alue bu hhlc size rnem,mcmcm~ and the (on· 
<:entrmc grade ,hQwed Ih~1 tl"" In~~ll buhblc ,i7,e mc~~un~ment p<:ltormed bCSl "hen linear 
models were l1iiffl and thaI the p80 llle~,urernCTlt p~rfon,,~d h~,t when l1on-IlTlc~1 powcr 
models were l1<cd. The" re"su lt' showed thm n()n-line~r power Illo • .kl, wcre ~llcr ,uil~d 
10 mode I the (oncentrate grode". ~, they n plained on a\'erage 7% lIlore of the vari~lioll III 
the d~l~ thJn a lm<'ar model, 
Anal)"i, of the relatiom./Jlp bel\\een the frolh da,,~e' ~nd the COflc~,ntrate grooe ,I,,'wed 
lh~l on a,crage 69% of the v~narion in the dat~ could be accollTlted f,)r u:,iTlg froth cl~~" 
iTlfonll~lion ~Ionc. 
The result' from t~'l' Lomllining lhe trnth \ 'ek>ci ty. huhbJc sile ~nd froth cl~R< inforlll~­
tion 10 h.:l.1cr e~plJiTl Ilk: ,'~ri~lion in lhe mocenlrate grade wcre rnconclu ,i, e. -111C re>u](, 
did not improve lhe ~mouTlI of varimiOTl in Ihe daw lhat coul<1 be e'rl~ined There are 
two rea,ons for this re>ull. Fir"tly. therc wa., nol sufficient frOlh vdocily r~nge ~~'OCi~lCd 
with each of the froth da,ses to result in ~n Impro,,,d relmiomhips. S"con<1ly, the huh-
hk siz<' and froth vclo':lly meJ,uremeu1., w~'" co-linear. lhi~ re,ulted in no "gnil-I~~nt 
Jmprnv,:rncnl whcnthe combination ot froth velonty and bubble "7.C \\'cre u>cd to Tn<.Xid 
the 00ll(;~l1lr~lC gr~dc. 
Examination of the various melhod~ tcsted show'ed that the t..;,st lllO<1el fit l'or lhe mn~cn­
tr~le gradc could he adl1e\'cd using one of: froth velocity, froth d~,~. ~nd bubble Si7C 
me~su"'mcnl,. Froth velocity gavc hesl re.,uJts for PUyl aTld copper a,,~ays. froth da&, 
the Ix,t r~,ull' for lhe mckcl . sulfur ~[1<1 chrorni{(: assay.~. and bubble size me~,ures g~ve 
the be,t re,uit, for lhc \rim a."~y. 
8.1.4.2 \Iul) bdcnum Data Sel 
In the ,emnd indns1rial case. study. texture me~"uremenb wer~ uscd to i<1entify frolh 
d~,se' of ~ ~nlalion frnlh for ",hidl aCLurale. hubble size measurement> wer~ not possible, 
because of tr~n'r~renl huhhlcs. TIle CO[k:entrnlc grade wa.~ mfJdelled as a funClion offroth 
\'elocity. froth d~" ~nd the comhin~lion of troth velocity and ~I~ss. 
The concentr~le gr~de wa, modellcd a~ a timction 01 the trolh velocity u,ing both linear 
~n<1 non-line~rmode1s. Th~ resuil.' ,howcil that neilocr modcl wa:, p~rtiruJarly well suited 
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to nplaining Ihe dat~. The non-linear model waS found 10 have ~ largely linear response 
for th~ range of fr!llh velocitie' ,ampled_ Th~ lirn=ar modd w", found 10 "ccount for an 
average of ,{6% orthe varialion in the dala. while the 110n-linear model accounted for an 
a\'erage of 38% of the varial ion 111 the concentrate grade data. 
When the CO<lcentrclle grade wa\ IllO<lelled using" linear function of fn~h cia,s. ~n a\-
erage of 57~'{ of the \"nation in the data coold be accoon ted for. I he addition of froth 
velocity to the mrxlcL re~ulted in a further improvemenl. \Vhen the combinatiO<l of froth 
wlocity and froth cla~, were used to mrxlel the concentrate grade. an average of SO<;t of 
the variation inlhe concentralc a;,ay dala could be accounted for. 
Analysis of the fced to the f1otatiO<l cell a! the time of sampling indicates tha! tor one 
of Ihe froth elasses prcsenllherc is a ,ta!islically significantly highe!' copper feed grade. 
Thi~ ~uggesls tilal troth class inf()rmation can he ns.ed to pm\-ide information pertaiuJllg 
to the feed to Ih~ flotatioll cdL Analysis of the pmc~s~ coodition s. at the timc of sampling 
sugg~s ts th~[ il may he possihle 10 mov~ hetween lhe different frolh cias';Cs by changing 
pmc~,-, condition,_ Howner. due 10 the high dim~n~ionality of the variahle, which c~n 
re~ult in the pre,ence of a specIfic froth cI~s~. it is not possible to know if the feed or the 
procc;; CDnditions were the dominant fal-10r lhal caused a panicular froth cla~. I-urther 
inve,tigation, arc rC<:juired to thi~ end. 
8.1.4.3 COPller 200t> f)ata Sci 
In the final case ,tudy. froth class identification is achieved autornatically using an un-
,upervised clu:;tering algoJithm. This i; nece;~ary as the flotation froth in thi; data >et 
exhibits a dynamic hubhlc size di>lriblllioo. However. for the sake of completeness. the 
rclallonship betwecn singk value bubhle SiLl' descriptors and tlk concentr:tt~ grade have 
becn analysed as well. 
A, was. the case f()r Ilk molyhdennm and platinum data "' t<;_ both linear ~nd non-linear 
mooch wer~ uo.cd to re!ale the froth \'~l<)(;ity 10 th~ concentral~ gr~de_ Again. there was 
mimmal diff~r~nc~ between Ihe Iwo model,. with Ihe non-linear model having a largely 
linear re'ponse lor the range" of froth velocity sampled. An average of 41 % of the varia-
tion In the copper data could be accounted for u;ing frQ{h velocity alone_ 
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A, was the easc fnr the platinum data ,et. 11 was n&e"ary to dct~nnin~ which huhhk 
,lze mcaSlllclllcm 1, hcst SUIted for llloddlillg the L'{)nc~nITJl~ ~rad~. R",ult, ,h,>"ed that 
thc p90 n"kOJ,urCrTIerrl p~rI()nlled ]'",1 I()rlln~ar m(),kh. Jlld that lilt' p80 rneJsnrernent 
rnl(\nll~u 1-..:0,1 Ii,T nOIl-lillcar rTlouek \J ,in),: a llOn- J i near IlHxkl bJ'eu on the pNO buhhle 
,,~.<: IlWaHlrCrTIcnt 11 i, p<,.,;ihk 10 ",'count for an ~verJ~e of 20% of th~ variation in the 
!lata, 
VI lien lllC [rolh ch,.,." (a., idel1li fled hy un,upervi.,eu cI~,.,i tleati"n techn i'luc') were u'-Cd 
to nHxlellhc concelltrate gralk.the re,ult wa' Ih~t ~Il ~ver~ge of2g% of the variation in 
the data coulu be accounted Ii)L The ~ddi tion ()f frolh vdodt), to lhi, model. resulled ill 
fnrlher improventt:nt. wil h an ~ver~ge of 48 % of the v~riation in the data being a(Toull1cd 
for. It ii> imlX'nant to note that the I'C~ult~ for modelling thc molybdenulll disultilk grade 
of the COIKcntrate wel'c pani,ularl) poor. and that this resulted in a suh'tamial lowering 
ofthc average performance (nver (,5% nflhe varialiorr in the c()ppcr JIlU iroll ~,say, can 
be ""plai[\<d using tlh: model). 
Analysis ()f the hulk fceu m,say at thc till\< ()f ,arnpling ~howed no relali()n,hip hetween 
Iroth class or buhhle ,i~.e and the feed gr~dc 10 Ihe notJti()n <:ell. 
8.1.5 A Unifil'd Appl'Oach 
The results prc«cnted HI thi' thesis have ,hnwn that a ullilied apl'rnach can he laken to 
modclhng the concentralc grade <)f th" Ilotati()n hOlh,. For the Ihrc-l' ind",>trial CJ,>e 
scenanos pre'~nted. th~ ,amc re,,,lt 1m.' been achicqJd. The ),.,'i way (of the llI~thod, 
I~stcu) to m(\del the C()IlC~lrtrat~ [!.rnd~ i., to 1L.'~ ~ lilll'~r rmlliel c()lrl."'nirrg fruth da~~ 
and froth \'elocil.v m~~'ur~\llcnh. Thc rC.'lLlt, li-o]1l IllC 201l! <:()PP'" d~t~ -.cl ,howil1),: 
thc rd~li{)n,hip bctwe~n froth dJ'.'. vc locily ~nd <:()n<:~llIrale ),:rade h~ve been illduded III 
Appendrx L Th,,-.c re.",1 t., orJ<;~ ~),:~in <:onfi rrn t lie v~llle of ll~ing I.h~ conlbinal.lOn of frolh 
d.w, am.! velocity. Jlthollgh it should be noted that thc relatively Slnall ,ize of thc data sct 
nle~n, th~t the re,ullo ,h(\nld be Ireated with ,'Jr<:. 
TllC 1l\a",~r in which the trolh cIa" i, t1electeu call vary b~lweell ditrercllt i",ltlStri~1 in-
't~lIali()n" For "']1le Il()talion (.'ells. il j, po.o,sibk to <:l~'sify the n()Wlion froth., u,>ing 
mulliple rnetho(h,. For nample. th~ rroth cl~,se,> in Ihe pl~trnnm data sd ,'all bt: idelllified 
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using: single value bubble size descriptors, characteristic histograms for froths with dy-
namic BSDs, or using texture measurements such as Fourier rings. Due to the limitation 
of some of the measurement techniques available, it is not always possible to make all of 
these measurements. For example, the molybdenum data set needed to be analysed by 
texture methods, and the copper 2006 data set needed to be analysed using characteristic 
histograms for flotation froths with dynamic BSDs. 
The results from the unified approach can be readily used by plant personnel. Although 
the relationships are not the same for different flotation cells, the same approach of iden-
tifying froth classes and using them in combination with froth velocity can be used on 
different flotation cells. By studying the various froth class/velocity relationships for the 
different concentrate assays, it is possible to identify the desired froth class and velocity 
set point for the flotation cell to be operated at. The machine vision system can then be 
set up to measure both the froth class and froth velocity. These measurements can then be 
used to alert the plant personnel when the cell being monitored is not operating under the 
desired conditions. 
The fact that a unified approach using froth class information for aU three industrial data 
sets examined has outperformed the other methods tested is a clear indication that the 
use of froth classes as an intermediate data reduction technique is appropriate. The in-
troduction of froth classes reduces the high dimensionality of data that needs to be dealt 
with, but still provide sufficient information that meaningful results can be achieved for 
the modelling of concentrate grade data. 
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8.2 Conclusions 
This th~sis ha' ;l!h'mpkd to address a IllLmkr of l'n)bl ern, "Sst,,:i,,1 ("(] with machine visipn 
sy:;!Cms for froth flotlllOn. \kttl<xiologk, ha\'~ t",~n pr~s<nkd for the impmv<d hnhbk 
,iz,' and tcxture mcasu r,·m.'nL f'urthel'T1lorc. rdation,hips h"twe"" tI"",e fn~h ,urf"c~ 
d"'criplor~ and thc flotation ccll"s ,000CCIHral,' goolde hJVC !:>.·cn establi,h~d. In so dping. 
the uhrcc t;\T' that ..... .:Jt· ,,·t out In Sl'l'1I0n 2.9 ha',,' ken nwt Sp"('itkal ly' 
I. An improH'd algorithm for bobhlt· idt'nlilication h"s he~n pr~s~lll~d. This ,,1-
gorithm mak~s \l'~ of multi pic wat~rshed passes and a t~.'tll'" hased id~ntifi~T to 
idcntify tiny hubblc~, Th,' r,'sult is an algorithm th"t P<'rfollll' wdi at identifYing 
bllhhle, in IiOlal;()n froth image, e\"en ",l1.;n the images contain both largc and liny 
I:-<L hhle, s; ,m LilaneOl"I),. 
2. Flotation froths which "xhibit dynamic huhbk ~i~(' di~trihulion~ have been id~nli­
fi"d. Way~ ot charancrising these froth~ for dassification hav~ heen di>cussed "nd 
the mdhod of u~ing histogram ~ of frcqu~ntly oc("urring buhble ~ize di~trit..llions 
loa" I~en ,hown lO he:tn appropriatc. 
3. I m'e~ti gation, foun" thai F""ri('r ri ng and tnt lire ~IJectrum ha""d texture mea-
sures ~n' Ix·,t ~ lIikd lor th,· an»I}'~i~ of 1I0\.:.tion fmth~, Th,;;- ""hiew ~ood 
pcrformanc,· whik requiring :;11011 proces, ing l ilnc to , Iossify tk'W Imag~'. 
1. Ob'~r\~d tn'nd~ relatin g: froth da~~, froth _docity amI bubble- ~i/e- measure-
m('nts to conn'okall' gnul,' of tI"" cel l king rnonilor~d ha\'~ ixen presented. 
'I"h.·,,· show consi stcntl y th,,! the comb, lIat;on of froth da" mid f" ,lh ,do.; i ly rlW.-
,urem,·nt~ provide ,,;!Iuable informatioll p~rt" i n i ng to th~ nJ r\<.-.,ntrak ~r"dc of lh,: 
flotation cell. 
5, A unifi"d approach ()f ClJTnhin,ng !'rolh clas~ and velocity informatIOn ha~ bc,'n 
,hown to ()ulp<rform tt"" u,e of 1~lhNe SIze. individllal fr()th cla,~. and velocity 
'ncnnremenls for m{~kllin,\! Ih" ('Orl('~nlrak gnl<k. n lis "ppm"ch can hc IcaJ 
ily utili~"d by pi",,! per,on"d ocean"",, ill' ~"")' 1() nndt:rSl"nd m){l Jdennine lhc 
d~sir~" ,-,p~rali ng poi nt or th~ liot,alion ~el1. 
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8.3 .Further Work 
Then: arc numerous IX\!'~ible ext"noion, to ~ work pres"nt~d in thi~ thesis. They are 
addrcs""d in the follow mg ~~ctioTl', and hav~ Ix"n di, ided into research and development 
categories. 
1t3.! Research 
83.1.1 F UTldaTlJ('nlal llTldcr~tandiTlg of Frulh Oas'>Cs 
rhere is a large amounl of re,earch thaI still n~eds to be JlCJt"ormed into understanding 
the fundamental links bet",een Ihe froth clas,;." and the inleructi()]j!< within Ih" flotation 
cell. At the mOllwm th"r" b limited U1id~Thtanding of the mechaniMn!< that r",ult in the 
arr~arance of th" ~urfoc" of th" flotatioll cell. L noor"tanding th"se rdatlOlI ,hip, fmm a 
fundamental levd will provide "'J iuahle infOrrl"llion On the cau,e<' of the different froth 
classes ,rnd abo prov]{ie va lua hIe in I(\mlation on 1 0W to move betw"en the di ffer"nt fn>t.h 
classes. 
8.3.J.2 Ore Characteristic,; 
The rel'ltion,hip., hetween froth surf<Jce de"criptor:<; and ore chanlcteristics h'II'e [kIt been 
fully exammeti in t.his t.hesb. Further rese'lrch is requrred to det"nnine \\hether relation-
ship., exi,t betwecn ore ch'lmctcristin ,ueh:1' grind. mineral contcnt, and lib~ration and 
the froth ~ urface cte,,.;riptors. 
IU.Ll lJtilbing Additional flrulh Surfat'c D\'M·riptor.:. 
Other froth ,urf'lce d~'>Criptofs have been devdop<:d with the intention of u,ing tll~m to 
undersr.1nd the metallurgkal perfonnance of th~ cell belJlg monitored. Two ,ueh mea-
,urcmems ..... hich ha,e not b~cn addre,!;<'d m thi~ the,i, are the c{llour and ,tability mea-
,urclncnIS. n", analysis of the colour of Ilotatio" rmlhs is an area ",hkh Mill requiws 
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fUl1her rese~l1:h to provide rob",t c~lihr"ted information penaining to the rnet~lIurgi­
c,ll!miner~logic~1 'tate of the flotation froth being 1l1Onrtored. Wben ,uch me~'uremenh 
are available. research into using (he combination offro(h clm;~, \'doci(y and colour mea-
surements together shoold be made. Ideally (hi" should be done in such a manner that (he 
contribution from each of (he measurements can be \ iewctl In isolation ,0;0 as to haye a 
beller und~"'talldillg of what cau,,~, the changes. 
8.3.104 Pn'dk t;" c Capllci tJ 
This thesis has oot addressed the pl'ediCl;-e eapaci(y of (he models e"amincd in pl'evious 
chapt~r:-_ In order for the pr'I?dictive capaei(y of these models to oc cttce(ively tested. it 
IS necessar)' to perform ~ plam (ri~l of suitably long duration. The (rial will ncctl to be 
divided into (WO ,tage" a training ,tage_ where the be!.1 n ... x.kh l'or rela ti ng the fro(h elas~ 
~nd velocity to C(~lCemrat~ grad~ are det~mlln~d_ follow~d by ~ te"ing 'lag~, "h~re lh~ 
perf(1nll~nCe of the predk1iun of Ihe model is compared againsl the actual concentrale 
grade measuremenls. 
8.3.2 De,'elopment 
!Ll.2.1 Rohust Soft ware Implemenlation 
TIlt' algoritlm,s de,eloped in (his thesis arc not all readily available in all industri~liscd so-
lution (although the FUlirier ring hased tex ture mea'ur~, Gaus,ian mixture modd cias'iti-
calion system and improved watershed algorithm hm'e heen implemcnt~d Hllhe industrial 
'uilition). M ~rly of the m(1re udvanced ulgorilhm' have be~n prolul yped in \1 ATLA B: as 
such Ihey IYPlcallj run offline. It i, important thallhe ~Igorilhrn' developed inlhi, thesis 
he rewriuen so Ihal Ihey form p.llt of an indllslri~Ii'ed machine vi,iurl 'ystem_ This is a 
necess~ry slep before ~ny long-Ienn lesls c~n he carried out un an indu,triul operation_ 
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~U.2.2 Robu~t Hardwan: Dcwlollmcnt 
Evtn though a largt amount of research ha<' been performed l() develop robusl machine 
\,i.,ion ,y,tcm, for froth Rotation. th~re arc 'lill ,()IOC hardware problems which need to be 
wlvtd. Tbe;..; i'ldudc tbe devclopm~nt of <olulion~ t() deal wilh the ()ften uneven lighting 
of tlolation cell,. panicularly ..... hen lhey arc outdoor,; developiTl)} way. of lransmitting 
the large amounts "f data ~s"",ialed ,,'itil TIlachine vi>ion ,y~ler"s aero" very noi,y cn-
,ironmems; and tnsurin(!: lhal !he dewl()pcd hard\\~re 'S ahle 10 wilh,l;md the rigour' of 
indu,lrial ()pemlions_ 
8.3.2.3 Implemcntation "r a 'Jlll'hinc "ision Sy~1t'm 
The observed relationship, ha\'c shown thc advantage of having a machine vision system 
to provide u >cful iuformation 0" tht eo,occntralC grade o[ the Ilotalion cdl. The lir,t ,kp 
i, to ha~'c a mClaliur(!:i>t octcrmine an optimal [rolh v~locil) ~Tld frolh cla~~ eombinatiOTl 
for the liotation cell being m()nitored_ The machine vision ,y,leru can lhen be llsed to 
akn tbe oper~lor when Ihe IlOlation cell i, not operating under tm: de'ired condition,. 
~U.2.4 'I~"hinc Visi"n r"r Flotation IIroth Control 
O\'er time. the operator, ,hould d["\-clop an u<..:Ier~tanding of h(1\\ lO ",m'e frOTll 'mde,ir-
able froth cla>scs to tbe ocsirahk [rOlh cia", When ~l1itablc knmdedge Hi, t ~ on how w 
aehieve thi" an txpcn system can he set up t() perform ck"ed IO"P control of the flotation 
ccll. thus kcepin(!:!he Ilotati()n cell under the de"ired condltions. 
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Appendices 
The appendices for this thesis are on the attached DVD disc. A brief summary of the 
different appendices is given below. 
Appendix A 
Appendix A contains the assay values for the industrial data sets. 
AppendixB 
Appendix B contains video segments and image sequences for each of the samples in the 
various data sets. 
Appendix C 
Appendix C contains the process parameters for the various industrial data sets. 
AppendixD 
Appendix D contains the classification performance data on the molybdenum data set for 
the KNN and GMM classifiers with different sequence length and classifier parameters. 
AppendixE 
Appendix E contains the plots of residual errors for the statistical analyses relating froth 
velocity to concentrate grade. 
AppendixF 
Appendix F contains the final set of characteristic histograms for the copper 2006 data 
set. 
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Appendices 
Appendix G 
Appendix G contains the froth class/velocity relationships for the platinum data set. 
AppendixH 
Appendix H contains the complete set of results of the bubble size/concentrate grade 
relationships for the platinum data set. 
Appendix I 
Appendix I contains the froth class, velocity, concentrate grade relationships for the 2004 
copper data set. 
AppendixJ 
Appendix J contains the various non-linear models used to explain the froth veloc-
ity/concentrate grade relationship for the platinum data set. 
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